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Abstract

The process whereby inferences are made from textual data is broadly

referred to as text mining. In order to ensure the quality and effective-

ness of the derived inferences, several approaches have been proposed for

different text mining applications. Among these applications, classifying

a piece of text into pre-defined classes through the utilisation of training

data falls into supervised approaches while arranging related documents

or terms into clusters falls into unsupervised approaches. In both these

approaches, processing is undertaken at the level of documents to make

sense of text within those documents. Recent research efforts have be-

gun exploring the role of knowledge bases in solving the various problems

that arise in the domain of text mining. Of all the knowledge bases,

Wikipedia on account of being one of the largest human-curated, online

encyclopaedia has proven to be one of the most valuable resources in

dealing with various problems in the domain of text mining. However,

previous Wikipedia-based research efforts have not taken both Wikipedia

categories and Wikipedia articles together as a source of information.

This thesis serves as a first step in eliminating this gap and through-

out the contributions made in this thesis, we have shown the effective-

ness of Wikipedia category-article structure for various text mining tasks.

Wikipedia categories are organized in a taxonomical manner serving as

semantic tags for Wikipedia articles and this provides a strong abstrac-

tion and expressive mode of knowledge representation. In this thesis,

we explore the effectiveness of this mode of Wikipedia’s expression (i.e.,

the category-article structure) via its application in the domains of text

classification, subjectivity analysis (via a notion of “perspective” in news

search), and keyword extraction.

First, we show the effectiveness of exploiting Wikipedia for two classi-

fication tasks i.e., 1- classifying the tweets1 being relevant/irrelevant to

1Message sent using Twitter.



an entity or brand, 2- classifying the tweets into different topical dimen-

sions such as tweets related with workplace, innovation, etc. To do so, we

define the notion of relatedness between the text in tweet and the informa-

tion embedded within the Wikipedia category-article structure. Then, we

present an application in the area of news search by using the same notion

of relatedness to show more information related to each search result high-

lighting the amount perspective or subjective bias in each returned result

towards a certain opinion, topical drift, etc. Finally, we present a key-

word extraction strategy using community detection over the Wikipedia

categories to discover related keywords arranged in different communities.

The relationship between Wikipedia categories and articles is explored via

a textual phrase matching framework whereby the starting point is textual

phrases that match Wikipedia articles’ titles/redirects. The Wikipedia

articles for which a match occurs are then utilised by extraction of their

associated categories, and these Wikipedia categories are used to derive

various structural measures such as those relating to taxonomical depth

and Wikipedia articles they contain. These measures are utilised in our

proposed text classification, subjectivity analysis, and keyword extrac-

tion framework and the performance is analysed via extensive experimen-

tal evaluations. These experimental evaluations undertake comparisons

with standard text mining approaches in the literature and our Wikipedia

framework based on its category-article structure outperforms the stan-

dard text mining techniques.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation and Problem Statement

Among the fundamental forms of communication, a popular form is written text or

textual data. Human beings have found a great comfort in expressing their viewpoint

in writing because of the ability to preserve thoughts for a longer period of time than

oral communication. However, textual data may contain the following complexities

[2]:

• Lack of contextual and background information

• Ambiguity due to more than one possible interpretation of the meaning of text

• Focus and assertions on multiple topics

The above-mentioned problems mainly arise from the informal nature of day-to-

day communications of human beings. However, to be able to automatically process

textual data, there is a clear need for effective solutions to the above-mentioned issues.

1.1.1 Textual Data over the World Wide Web

Textual data is a very popular means of communication over the World Wide Web

in the form of data on online news websites, social networks, emails, governmental

websites, etc. Basically, nearly everything which is present on the World Wide Web

has a textual presence. In particular, users over social networks generate their own

content and prefer to communicate mostly through text. Textual data has the ability

to reach out to a large community, and whenever textual content is read, it can

generate a further discussion thereby leading to further generation of textual content.

1



With so much textual data around us especially on the World Wide Web, there is

a motivation to understand the meaning of the data through automated methods for

all sorts of computer science applications. By understanding the meaning of textual

data the machine can answer different questions such as the following:

• What is the main topic and sub-topics of the written text?

• What are the keywords and entities defining the topics of the text piece?

• What is the underlying context of a certain text piece?

1.1.2 Role of Knowledge Bases in Text Mining Applications

Knowledge bases are playing an increasingly important role in solving the various

problems that arise in the domain of text mining. Table 1.1 lists a few of the problems

along with the knowledge base used to deal with the problem.

Problem Knowledge Base

Question Answering Appli-
cations

YAGO, DBPedia, WordNet
[65]

Text Classification and Cat-
egorization.

ODP [70].

Query Expansion for Infor-
mation Retrieval.

ConceptNet [118]

User Profile Creation for
Personalized Web Search

ODP [41], YAGO [36]

Cross-Lingual Information
Retrieval

Wikipedia [1].

Table 1.1: Text Mining Problems Solved using Knowledge Bases

Of all the knowledge bases, Wikipedia has, so far, proven to be one of the most

valuable resources; in fact knowledge bases such as DBPedia [23] and YAGO [195]

have been derived from Wikipedia. It is basically an online, collaboratively generated

encyclopaedia and one of the largest and most consulted reference works in existence.

Wikipedia is written with the goal of human consumption but it contains a certain

structure which can be exploited by automated algorithms. This structure is com-

posed of hierarchical categories, and these categories act as semantic tags to different

Wikipedia articles. Moreover, each article interlinks with each other using the anchor

text within the content. Recent years have seen many significant research questions

2



being solved with the help of Wikipedia [64, 71, 141, 217] and it has been successfully

applied to complement the understanding of different datasets [2].

1.2 Open Challenges

Despite the application of Wikipedia to several text mining problems, there remain

a number of open challenges. We list a few of these challenges:

• As mentioned in section 1.1.2, Wikipedia is composed of category hierarchies

with the categories linked to Wikipedia articles. To the best of our knowledge,

previous research efforts that utilise Wikipedia for knowledge extraction tasks

have not taken both Wikipedia categories and Wikipedia articles together as a

source of information [64, 141].

• Information access tasks that can benefit immensely from Wikipedia include

exploratory search, query expansion, and document clustering to name a few.

The various hierarchical categorizations in Wikipedia can aid the identification

of various topical threads in a document thereby improving their retrieval ability.

However, to the best of our knowledge only a few works [101, 103, 216] have

utilised Wikipedia to make such inferences.

• There are several occasions when textual data lacks context and more so in the

age of social media. This brings a whole set of new challenges to traditional

fundamental research topics in text mining, such as text clustering, text classifi-

cation, information extraction, and sentiment analysis; unlike standard textual

data which has several sentences and hence, a surrounding context whereas so-

cial media messages consist of few phrases or sentences. These messages lack

sufficient context information for effective similarity measures [166], the basis

of many text processing methods [100]. In such a scenario, external knowledge

bases such as Wikipedia can help alleviate the semantic gap in textual data

(i.e., lack of context problem).

1.3 Research Questions

In this thesis, we present strategies to understand the meaning of text in a document

and across the entire document collection by utilising encyclopaedic knowledge in

Wikipedia. Wikipedia is an up-to-date, dynamic resource with extensive knowledge

on various topics such as politics, sports, science, business, movies, music etc. By

3



exploiting Wikipedia we can identity the meaning of words/phrases (concepts) men-

tioned inside textual document using definitions from Wikipedia. Therefore, our core

research question is as follows:

How can we effectively utilise the concepts and their inter-
connections within knowledge bases such as Wikipedia to improve
effectiveness of various text mining applications?

The above core research question can be transformed into a specific research ques-

tion for the utilisation of Wikipedia as follows:

• How can we effectively use the structure and relationship between

Wikipedia categories and articles?

Wikipedia categories act as semantic tags for Wikipedia articles and there is a

lot of untapped, latent knowledge in this structure. This thesis pursues an ex-

ploration into this knowledge in an attempt to make inferences for textual data

by making use of both community detection1 [168, 169] and machine learning

approaches [173, 171]. In order to address the above question, we investigate

the following sub-questions:

R1. How can Wikipedia be used for the identification of effective

keywords that summarize the text collection?

Text summarization continues to occupy a central place in text mining on

account of its ability to succinctly represent textual documents, and key-

word extraction is one fundamental sub-task within text summarization.

Wikipedia with its wealth of “knowledge” serves to provide diverse infor-

mation in the form of Wikipedia articles’ hyperlinks, Wikipedia categories,

Wikipedia category-article associations etc. Utilisation of this diverse in-

formation can lead to extraction of accurate keywords that summarize a

given collection of documents.

R2. How can Wikipedia be used for enhanced context representation

within an informal text piece?

In the age of social media, textual data generated over these media lacks

structure and context due to being written in an inherently informal man-

ner2. In order to make sense of social media data to be able to derive

1The community detection algorithm was applied over the graph of Wikipedia categories and
articles.

2Facebook status messages and tweets provide sufficient evidence for such phenomenon.
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meaningful inferences from it, we consider contextualization of such data

as an essential step and Wikipedia on account of its semantic richness

enables this as evidenced in previous works [73, 102, 141].

R3. How can we identify various topical assertions (both implicit

and explicit) in a piece of text?

We live in the age of controversy with news reporting representing various

agenda [33], and most often media outlets exhibit ideological viewpoints

in an implicit manner through various topical drifts. Wikipedia categories

and articles on account of their huge coverage can aid in the identification

of such topical drifts within online news pieces thereby leading to a greater

awareness on the part of users.

1.4 Contributions

The general architecture of this thesis can be summarized as in Figure 1.1. As can

be seen in the figure, unstructured or semi-structured textual data is extracted from

the data sources which is then analysed using the knowledge base (Wikipedia) for

different application domains.

In this thesis we make the following contributions to show the effectiveness of

using Wikipedia for text mining applications:

A1. We address question 1 through proposing a solution to the problem of keyword

extraction from a collection of academic documents of short-text (titles of Web

pages). The Wikipedia category taxonomy together with its semantic annota-

tion of Wikipedia articles is passed through a community detection framework

to produce domain-specific keywords and these keywords constitute an effective

summary for a document collection.

A2. We address question 2 through tackling the task of reputation management

of companies over Twitter by filtering tweets related to an entity while also

specifying tweets related to different aspects of a company’s interest (such as

innovation, leadership). Wikipedia is used to provide contextualization for the

tweets and a “semantic relatedness” measure based on Wikipedia category-

article structure is utilised for the task.

A3. We explore question 3 in the context of the news search domain where agendas

by media organizations are driving the published content [33]; we developed a
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Figure 1.1: The General Architecture of the Thesis

search-engine interface for news articles which shows the amount of perspec-

tives present inside each news result returned by popular search engines [172].

Again, the “semantic relatedness” measure based on Wikipedia category-article

structure is utilised.

1.5 Thesis Flow and Structure

Figure 1.2 shows the overall pathway of this thesis. As can be seen, text streams

from documents in combination with Wikipedia (specifically Wikipedia article titles

and redirects) are used in the phrase chunking step. The output from the phrase

chunking step comprises a set of candidate phrases which are utilised in combination

with Wikipedia category-article structure) for 1) calculation of relatedness, and 2)

detection of communities. The relatedness scores and detected communities are used

in three separate applications in the context of this thesis. These applications are

online reputation management (Chapter 5), perspective-aware search (Chapter 6),

and keyword extraction (Chapter 7).
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Figure 1.2: Thesis Pathway

This dissertation is structured as follows. In this chapter, we introduced the

motivations along with a presentation of the research questions and contributions.

Chapter 2 presents some background material to provide a description of text min-

ing tasks relevant to our work in addition to a description of Wikipedia and other

knowledge bases. Chapter 3 presents a description of the state of the art related to

the core research areas of the thesis. It introduces the most relevant definitions and

the related work for the research fields of semantic relatedness, named entity recog-

nition, word sense disambiguation, named entity disambiguation, novel search engine

interfaces document summarization, and keyword extraction. Chapters from 4 to 7

are the core chapters of the thesis and include the main contributions.

Chapter 4 presents our framework for measures of “semantic relatedness” built

on top of the Wikipedia category graph and Wikipedia category-article structure.

We present a detailed explanation on how we generate features through exploitation

of the Wikipedia category-article structure; these features are essentially based on

relatedness scores that we generate through the use of category hierarchies. Chapter 5

and 6 present two application scenarios where we apply our newly proposed “semantic
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relatedness” model.

In particular, chapter 5 presents details of two application scenarios where we

describe our participation in the CLEF RepLab 2013 filtering task and CLEF RepLab

2014 reputation dimensions classification task3 We have exploited multiple Wikipedia

category taxonomies to derive separate relatedness scores to describe an entity and

the core of our approach centers on the relatedness model explained in chapter 4.

Chapter 6 presents details of a “perspective-aware approach to search” where

topical assertions are identified within news search results returned by different search

engines. Perspective-aware search is proposed as a means to investigate topical drifts

in documents which in some cases can be used to analyse a leaning towards an agenda.

We also explain the usefulness of Wikipedia’s semantic relatedness model (explained

in chapter 4) in identification of various topical drifts in the context of news search

results.

Chapter 7 describes our approach for identification of domain-specific keywords

from a collection of short-text. We present a novel domain-specific keyword extraction

method, which relies on both the notion of n-gram overlap between the titles of

Wikipedia articles4 and those of the short-text collection (titles of Web pages), and

on a community detection algorithm that makes use of the Wikipedia Category graph

in order to boost the extraction of domain-specific keywords. The output of the

proposed method is a set of meaningful keywords (n-grams) that define the topical

domains of the considered collection.

Chapter 8 concludes this thesis with a discussion on findings and an outline of

future work.

3These tasks were organized as a CLEF evaluation task [8, 9] where teams were given a set of
entities and for each entity a set of tweets were provided. In RepLab 2013 the challenge was to
classify tweets as relevant or irrelevant with respect to the entity, and in RepLab 2014, the challenge
was to classify tweets with respect to the reputation dimension of an entity.

4And the redirects of the Wikipedia articles.
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Chapter 2

Background

In order to cover the related background, we start by giving a review of different

text mining models that are related to our proposed research work. The essential

component of any text mining process is conversion of input data from its raw for-

mat to a structured, easy-to-manipulate format, a document representation, and we

begin by presenting an overview of the “vector space model”. This is followed by an

overview of supervised and unsupervised methods of making inferences from textual

data. We then briefly present various types of knowledge bases along with a detailed

background on Wikipedia which is the knowledge base upon which the contribution of

this thesis rests. We also motivates our choice of Wikipedia for the text mining appli-

cations carried out in this thesis. Finally, we present an overview of the microblogging

platform Twitter which represents one of the application scenarios to which we apply

our semantic relatedness model.

2.1 Text Mining

The term “text mining” was first coined in by Feldman and Dagan in 1995 [63].

It is the process by which textual data is analysed in order to derive high quality

information on the basis of patterns. In the context of text mining, there are two

popular classes of techniques namely unsupervised learning and supervised learning.

We present a brief overview of each in the following subsections. The last subsection

covers evaluation measures used to measure the performance of various tasks.

2.1.1 Document Representation Models

The selection of a document representation model for text depends on the selection

of meaningful text units. The most commonly chosen “text units” are called terms
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and hence, a document is represented as a set of terms. Many different document

representation methods exist generating different types of term sets and the choice of

term set has a huge effect on the quality of the overall text mining process. The most

basic and earliest approach for document representation is the Bag-Of-Words model

(BOW), which views the basic units as a single word thereby assuming no significance

for grammar or word order in the document. Another approach that builds on BOW’s

basic idea is the popular and commonly used Vector Space Model (VSM) [187].

2.1.1.1 Vector Space Model

This model allows for partial matching between documents through measuring the

degree of similarity between those documents, and currently this model is widely

used in information retrieval and text mining tasks. In the vector space model,

modelling of a document is performed with a vector with each dimension of the

vector corresponding to a separate term, and instead of assigning each term a Boolean

value1 to represent whether it exists in a document or not, each term is assigned a

certain weight. The weight is used to denote the contribution of the term to the

‘meaning’ of the document. Moreover, all the algebraic rules and operations for

vectors can be applied to the documents. Therefore, if we have a set of m documents

{di : i = 1, ... , m}, each document di is represented as:

d⃗i = (wi1, wi2, ..., win)

where n is the total number of terms. The original purpose behind the vector

space model was to have a model that could enable the measurement of similarity

between two documents: this is possible through measuring the closeness between the

vectors representing these documents; the cosine of the angle between the vectors is

utilised for this purpose2; the similarity Sij between a document di and a document

dj can be defined as follows:

S⃗ij =
d⃗i.d⃗j

|d⃗i| × |d⃗j|

=

∑n
k=1 w⃗ik × w⃗jk√∑n

k=1w
2
ik +

√∑n
k=1w

2
jk

1Standard Boolean model.
2Note that cosine of the angle between the vectors is a normalized measure and is not affected

by document length.
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where d⃗i.d⃗j is the dot product between the document vectors and |d⃗i|,|d⃗j| are the

norms of the document vectors.

The most common method used to reflect the weight of terms in a document is

the use of the tf-idf measure, where tf represents the term frequency of a term in

a document and the idf represents an inverse document frequency of a term in the

document collection. There are several ways to calculate the term frequency, however,

a popular variant of the term frequency is defined as:

tfij =
nij∑nj

k=1 nkj

where nij is the number of occurrences of term ti in document dj and nj is the

total number of terms in document dj. The term frequency measure is considered to

be a local measure representing how important (discriminative) the term ti is to the

document dj rather than the other terms in this document.

The other component of tf-idf i.e., idf is considered to be a global measure rep-

resenting how discriminative the term ti is to the document dj rather than to other

documents; similar to the term frequency there are also different ways of calculating

the idf, however, a popular variant of the idf is defined as:

idfi = log (
m

mi

)

where m is the total number of documents, and mi is the number of documents

that contain the term ti. The combination of tf and idf is used for term weighting

in vector space model; it is defined as

tf-idf = tf × idf

There are other ways to calculate term weighting inspired by the tf-idf method

such as the BM25 [179] and the pivoted document length normalization [160, 190].
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2.1.2 Unsupervised Learning Methods from Text Data

Unsupervised learning is the name given to the process of finding latent structure

in unlabelled data; no supervision implies that there is no human expert who has

assigned text documents to classes. The two main unsupervised learning methods

commonly used in the context of textual data are clustering and topic modelling. The

essential difference lies in whether the membership of a document lies in one cluster

(referred to as hard clustering), or in several clusters (referred to as soft clustering).

Figure 2.1: Illustration of Text Clustering Process (Hard Clustering)

2.1.2.1 Text Clustering

Text clustering refers to the process of segmenting textual documents into partitions

with similar characteristics. The similarity between documents is measured through

a similarity function which is basically a distance measure and the cosine distance

is the most commonly used measure. Figure 2.1 illustrates the document clustering

process. Text clustering algorithms are divided into a wide variety of different types

such as hierarchical clustering algorithms [215], and partitioning algorithms [108].

Hierarchical clustering algorithms are a class of clustering algorithms in which

a tree-like structure emerges from the hierarchy of created clusters; this tree-like
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structure is referred to as a Dendrogram. The root of the tree represents one cluster

which contains all the data points (documents). The number of the leaves of the tree

is equal to the total number of data points (documents) and each leaf represents a

cluster which corresponds to a single data point (document). Partitional clustering

algorithms are a class of algorithms which start by potential partitions or clusters of

data points, then update these clusters iteratively using some objective function; the

objective function is generally representative of the distance between a data point

and the cluster’s center. The most well-known algorithm of this type is the k-means

clustering.

Figure 2.2: Illustration of Topic Modelling Process

2.1.2.2 Topic Modelling

Topic modelling is a popular method which performs document clustering through a

probabilistic generative model. The corpus is represented as a function of hidden ran-

dom variables with the parameters estimated using a particular document collection.

The basic ideas behind topic modelling are as follows:

• The n documents in the corpus are assumed to have a probability of belong-

ing to mainly one or more of k topics. A given document generally has a

probability of belonging to multiple topics and hence, containing information

about multiple subjects (see Figure 2.2). For a given document Di, and a set
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of topics T1...Tk, the probability that the document Di belongs to the topic Tj

is given by P(Tj | Di); note that the topics are essentially clusters.

• Each topic is associated with a probability vector quantifying the probabilities

of the different terms in the lexicon for that topic. For a given topic Tj, and the

set of terms t1...td with d terms in the lexicon, the probability that the term tl

occurs in topic Tj is given by P(tl | Tj).

The values of P(Tj | Di) and P(tl | Tj) are the outputs of the topic modelling

algorithm. The two well-known variants for estimation of probabilities are Probabilis-

tic Latent Semantic Indexing [99] and Latent Dirichlet Allocation [24] with Latent

Dirichlet Allocation being the more popular choice.

Figure 2.3: Illustration of Text Classification Process

2.1.3 Supervised Learning Methods from Text Data

Supervised learning methods are a category of methods that exploit training data

(i.e., pairs of input data points with a label for the corresponding output point).

These methods learn a classifier or regression function that can be used to compute

predictions on new, unseen data. Generally, supervised learning methods for text data
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fall under the domain of text classification: Figure 2.3 shows an illustration of the

text classification process. Some key methods commonly used for text classification

are decision trees, rule-based classifiers, linear classifiers, neural network classifiers

and Bayesian classifiers.

2.1.4 Evaluation Measures

In order to test the performance of text mining algorithms evaluation measures are

needed that are concerned with measuring how the predicted data partitions (either

clusters or classes) are equivalent to ground-truth partitions which are defined by hu-

man annotators. In order to define evaluation measures, we first explain the concepts

of True Positives, True Negatives, False Positives, and False Negatives. True positives

reflect the instances when the actual labelled value of a document and the predicted

labelled value both refer to a positive label (i.e., top column on the left in Table 2.1),

and false positives reflect the instances when the actual labelled value of a document

refers to a negative label and the predicted labelled value refers to a positive one (i.e.,

bottom column on the left in Table 2.1). True negatives reflect the instances when

the actual labelled value of a document and the predicted labelled value both refer to

a negative label (i.e. bottom column on the right in Table 2.1), and false negatives

reflect the instances when the actual labelled value of a document refers to a positive

label and the predicted labelled value refers to a negative one (i.e., top column on the

right in Table 2.1).

Based on the above quantities, standard measures of precision, recall, and F-

measure are commonly used as well-established measures in the literature. The fol-

lowing equations show these measures, where, TP is True Positives, TN is True

Negatives, FP is False Positives, and FN is False Negatives.

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
(2.1)

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
(2.2)

F-Measure = 2× Precision×Recall

Precision+Recall
(2.3)

Evaluations often involve using the metric of precision at k (P@k), average preci-

sion (AP), mean average precision (MAP), reciprocal rank (RR), and mean reciprocal

rank (MRR). P@k is defined as the ratio of correctly matching results over the first
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Table 2.1: True Positives, False Positives, True Negatives, and False Negatives
Illustration

Actual
Value

Prediction Outcome

p n total

p′ True
Positive

False
Negative

P′

n′ False
Positive

True
Negative

N′

total P N

top-k results. This measure is generally used when the list of returned documents/re-

sults is huge, i.e. when relevance judgements for the entire result set cannot be

assessed by manual annotators (such as returned result set in Web search engines

[3]). AP is the average value of P@k values computed after each correct answer in

the result set, while MRR is the mean of AP across different result sets [3]. RR is the

multiplicative inverse of the rank of the first correct result whereas MRR is the mean

of RR across different result sets [208]. Both AP and RR capture the importance of

the ranked results i.e., the value of the measure is higher when the correct result is

found in the top order compared to that when the correct result is found in the lower

order. Furthermore, when there is only one correct result in the result set AP and

RR returns the same value.

P@k =
| CorrectResults |
| Top-kResults |

(2.4)

AP (q) =
1

| CorrectResults |

|Results|∑
k=1

P@k × corr(k) (2.5)

where q is the query across which measure is calculated and corr(k) returns one

if the item at rank k is correct otherwise zero.

MAP =
1

| Q |

|Q|∑
q=1

AP (q) (2.6)
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where Q is the set of queries across which measurement is made.

RR(q) =
1

rankfirstcorrect
(2.7)

MRR =
1

| Q |

Q∑
q=1

RR(q) (2.8)

Other measures have been proposed in the literature; for example, the official

measure of the CLEF 2013 RepLab filtering task for evaluation purposes. These are

reliability and sensitivity described in detail by Amigo et al. [11]. The property that

makes them particularly suitable for the filtering problem is that they are strict with

respect to standard measures, i.e., a high value according to reliability and sensitivity

implies a high value in all standard measures. Within binary classification such as

in the case of the filtering problem, reliability is the product of precision in both

classes (i.e., true positives and true negatives) and sensitivity is the product of recall

of both classes. The combined effect of reliability and sensitivity is reported through

harmonic mean similar to the standard measures.

Reliability =
TP

TP + FP
× TN

TN + FN
(2.9)

Sensitivity =
TP

TP + FN
× TN

TN + FP
(2.10)

F1(R, S) = 2× Reliability × Sensitivity

Reliability + Sensitivity
(2.11)

2.2 Knowledge Bases

We first provide a brief overview of existing knowledge bases followed by a de-

tailed background on Wikipedia. We also explain the motivations behind the use

of Wikipedia for the text mining tasks conducted in this thesis.

2.2.1 DBPedia

DBpedia is a knowledge base which extracts various types of structured information

from Wikipedia [13]. It is one of the leading projects that defines semantics of data,

thus allowing sophisticated queries using RDF triples about relationships and prop-

erties associated with available resources. As of 2014, the English version of DBpedia
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consists of 4.58 million “things” with 583 million “facts”3, such as including over 1.4

million persons, and over 0.7 million places, etc.

2.2.2 YAGO: Yet Another Great Ontology

YAGO is a knowledge base which is extracted from Wikipedia, Wordnet, and GeoN-

ames4 [98]. YAGO is very similar to DBpedia and it also represents knowledge

via triples but YAGO enriches leaf categories from Wikipedia by reusing WordNet

whereas DBpedia has its own taxonomy which is manually defined. YAGO was found

to be above 95% in accuracy when manually evaluated over a sample of facts5. Cur-

rently6, YAGO contains over 10 million entities and over 120 million “facts”7

2.2.3 Freebase

Freebase is a large knowledge base with broad coverage as it is extracted from various

sources [25] such as Wikipedia, open library project8, Food and Drug Administra-

tion, individual user-submitted wiki contributions. However, it is similar to DBpedia

except for some differences. It allows users to edit content whereas DBpedia can only

be modified through modifications in Wikipedia. It has a different structural organi-

zation than DBpedia and it consumes a variety of data sources while DBpedia relies

mainly on Wikipedia for its extraction of knowledge. Currently9, Freebase contains

over 2.9 billion “facts” and over 47 million topics.

2.2.4 WordNet

WordNet is a lexical semantic database for English [146] that arranges nouns, verbs,

adjectives and adverbs into synsets (i.e., sets of synonyms). These synsets are in-

terlinked with each other by conceptual-semantic and lexical relations (antonymy,

hyperonymy, hyponymy). WordNet is similar to a thesaurus; however, there are

3http://wiki.dbpedia.org/services-resources/datasets/datasets2014
4http://www.geonames.org/
5http://www.mpi-inf.mpg.de/departments/databases-and-information-systems/research/yago-

naga/yago/statistics/
6In the month of June 2015.
7https://www.mpi-inf.mpg.de/departments/databases-and-information-systems/research/yago-

naga/yago/
8For books.
9In the month of June 2015.
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some differences: first, strings of letters are also considered as word forms in Word-

Net and second, words are also labelled in the semantic relations by WordNet. Latest

version of WordNet10 contains 155,287 unique strings and 117,659 synsets.

2.2.5 Cyc and OpenCyc

Cyc is a proprietary, commercial resource which is a 31 years old11 artificial intelligence

(AI) project [124]. It aimed to provide common sense knowledge in the hope to

advance possible human-like reasoning for computer applications. OpenCyc12 is the

open source version of Cyc released in 2008. Recent release of opencyc13 contains

239,000 concepts and 2,093,000 “facts”.

2.2.6 Wikipedia

Wikipedia is a multilingual14, collaboratively constructed largest free encyclopedia

containing containing over 4.4 million articles15 in English alone. Wikipedia contains

articles on a wide range of topics, politics to science, news events to contributions by

different people. Research have shown that Wikipedia is reasonably accurate16 [43]

and as accurate as its rival commercial alternates i.e., Encyclopedia Britannica [75]

and Encarta [181].

A key difference between various knowledge bases lies in their underlying pro-

cessing mechanism in terms of how they are read i.e., there exist human-readable

and machine-readable knowledge bases. Wikipedia is different from other knowledge

bases in terms of being human-readable. We utilise Wikipedia on account of its rich

category graph structure; and in order to enable exploitation of the Wikipedia in-

formation we develop our own system called WikiMadeEasy. This system exploits

Wikipedia dumps in an efficient way (see Appendix A).

Our main motivations behind use of Wikipedia are as follows17:

• Wikipedia is a collaboratively constructed resource which is updated extensively

and hence, contains fresh knowledge on most topics.

10Version 3.0.
11Developed by CycCorp since 1984.
12http://opencyc.org/
13Version 4.0.
14Available in 270+ languages.
15http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Size of Wikipedia
16http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reliability of Wikipedia
17Note that we have essentially utilised the dumps made available by DBPedia. However, despite

the fact that DBPedia contains a notable work of semantic annotations, we are not using this
additional information.
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• The continuous growth over a period of years makes it likely to stay useful over

a number of years to come.

• The nature of continuous expansion of Wikipedia has made it truly the de-facto

online encyclopedia which is more likely to cover aspects of human knowledge

which are uncovered as of now but likely to be covered in future.

• Other knowledge bases chiefly rely on Wikipedia as potential source of knowl-

edge while other sources are only included when Wikipedia lacks to cover them

but this gap is more likely to diminish over the passing of time.

Each Wikipedia article contains content that defines a particular concept textually

which may be accompanied with with images related to the concept inside a Wikipedia

page. Each article has a title that identifies a concept and each article can also be

identified with zero or many redirect strings e.g., an article with title ‘United States’

can be identified by either its title or redirects such as ‘USA’ or ‘US’. Furthermore,

there is a possibility of ambiguity among different article titles, e.g., apple can either

be a fruit or a company and likewise more than one person can have same names such

as ‘Michael Jordan’ which can refer to the basketball star in NBA or to the Professor

at the University of California, Berkeley. To handle such ambiguous needs, Wikipedia

has special pages which are called disambiguation pages. The disambiguation pages

are special Wikipedia pages that contain one to many relations for ambiguous strings,

e.g., the disambiguation page for ‘apple’ contains references to possible senses such as

‘Apple (fruit)’, ‘Apple Inc. (company)’, ‘The Apple (1980 film)’, etc. The Wikipedia

articles are densely inter-connected to each other and eachWikipedia article references

on average 22 other articles [149]. Furthermore, each article is mentioned inside

different Wikipedia categories and each Wikipedia category generally contains parent

and children categories.

Wikipedia categories are organized into a taxonomy structure (see Figure 2.4).

Each Wikipedia category can have an arbitrary number of subcategories as well as

being mentioned inside an arbitrary number of supercategories (e.g., category C4

in Figure 2.4 is a subcategory of C2 and C3, and a supercategory of C5, C6 and

C7.) Furthermore, in Wikipedia each article can belong to an arbitrary number of

categories. As an example, in Figure 2.4, article A1 belongs to categories C1 and C9,

article A2 belongs to categories C3 and C10, while article A3 belongs to categories C3

and C4. In addition to links between Wikipedia categories and Wikipedia articles,

there are also links between Wikipedia articles as the dotted lines in Figure 2.4 show
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Figure 2.4: Wikipedia Category Graph Structure along with Wikipedia Articles

(e.g., article A1 outlinks to A2 and has an inlink from A4). The Wikipedia categories

serve as a semantic tag for the articles to which they link [227]. Similarly, the inlinks

and outlinks between Wikipedia articles are organized according to the semantics

inside the articles’ content (e.g., the article on “Apple Inc.” has an inlink from the

article on “Steve Jobs” while having an outlink the to article on “iPhone”).

Fig. 2.5 shows the truncated Wikipedia category graph corresponding to distinct

topical interests of “sociology” and “information science” as leaf categories. From the

figure it is evident that different categories narrow down to different range of topics

which can be captured for the emergence of topical domain of a collection (as shown

in later chapter).

2.3 The Data Source: Twitter

Twitter is a unique social media platform in that it is essentially a microblogging

platform and also provides the features of a social networking web service [109, 121].

The micro-blogging nature of Twitter comes from the fact that the user can post a
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Figure 2.5: Truncated Wikipedia Category Graph

message from his/her profile while its social aspect comes from the fact that a user

can follow other users.

Users turn to Twitter for several different reasons among which popular ones

include the following:

• Twitter has often surpassed traditional media in reporting breaking news [12,

225].

• Twitter is an effective platform to share thoughts on daily happenings in life.

• Twitter allows easy dissemination of opinionated voices over different sorts of

issues such as politics [170], companies, musicians, and other entities [192].

• Twitter is an online medium that supports users in having conversations with

friends as was traditionally done with SMS service.

Below we present an overview of the features of Twitter to help the user understand

usage of various Twitter features in the application scenarios of subsequent chapters:

• Following: A following relationship is a directed relationship i.e., user A follows

user B while vice-versa is not true until user B decides to follow user A. When

user A becomes follower of user B it means that user A will see all public tweets

of user B.

• Tweet: The 140-character message that users can post on the web site is called

a “tweet”. When a user posts a tweet, it is displayed on the user’s timeline while

also viewable by all of his/her followers. Moreover, the tweet may also be viewed

by any other Twitter user searching for keywords matching some content in the

tweet.

• User mentions: A user can engage in conversation with other users by using

‘@’ followed by the user identifier (name) in the tweets, and the process is called

user mention. E.g., Guys you should follow this news @user1 @user2.
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• User reply: When a user want to specifically communicate or reply to another

user, the user places a mention at the beginning of a tweet. E.g., @user1 lets

celebrate the achievement.

• Retweet: A user can re-produce or share a tweet from another user on his/her

profile by using ‘RT’ and ‘@username:’ before the message and the process is

called re-tweeting. Retweet is simply a copy of a tweet borrowed from some

other user because it might be interesting to share. E.g., RT @user1: it

is interesting article http://link. Similarly sometimes, user tends to

modify the content of original by putting ‘MT’ instead of ‘RT’.

• Hashtags There is a special feature that makes a tweet a good candidate for

retrieval when users search for a particular topic; the user has to put hash

symbol ‘#’ before a keyword and these keywords are then referred to as hashtags

(e.g., #java). This tag is similar to tags on social tagging systems.

2.4 Summary of the Chapter

In this chapter we presented an overview of classical text mining. In particular we first

presented the most basic document representation model namely vector space model

which treats each term as a vector dimension with an associated weight. We then

presented a summary of basic text mining applications that involve unsupervised and

supervised methods of learning from textual data. Unsupervised learning methods

are those that do not involve any human judgements in the form of assigned classes;

instead it clusters documents through the latent structure within the documents.

Supervised learning methods on the other hand involve training over pre-assigned

classes to discover some structure based on which assignments to unseen textual data

can be made. We also presented principal evaluation metrics commonly used for text

mining applications; note that these evaluation metrics will be used to present results

of our experimental evaluations in later chapters. We presented a brief description of

available knowledge bases while motivating our reasons for use of Wikipedia for the

contributions of this thesis. This was followed by a detailed overview of the Wikipedia

category-article structure and the interconnected structure between them which forms

a significant component of the contributions in this thesis. Finally, an overview of

various features of Twitter was presented which constitutes our data source for few

application scenarios in this thesis.
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Chapter 3

Related Research

This chapter presents an overview of the state-of-the-art in text mining applications

that are related to the contributions of this thesis. In particular, we present details

of research that aims to associate textual data with their semantics and therefore, we

begin by presenting in detail the notion of “semantic relatedness”. This is followed

by covering some research works in the domain of named entity recognition, and dis-

ambiguation tasks i.e., word sense disambiguation and named entity disambiguation.

We then present an overview of research in the domain of information retrieval with

a particular focus on approaches to deal with complex information seeking. We then

present a summary of text mining works aimed towards knowledge extraction from

text, particularly focusing on document summarization and keyword extraction.

3.1 Semantic Relatedness

The literature has defined semantic relatedness as a means to allow computers to

reason about written text [217] whereby the reasoning deals with finding and quan-

tifying the strength of semantic association between textual units [89]. Within the

proposed works in the literature the difference lies in the knowledge base employed,

the technique used for measurement of semantic distances and the application domain

[97, 107, 122, 162]

Within the context of this thesis, we follow the notion of semantic relatedness

adopted by Milne and Witten [217] whereby we use it for measuring degree of simi-

larity, and the relationship between different terms. Two examples from Milne and

Witten are with respect to relationship between “social networks” and “privacy”, and

“cars” and “global warming”. To clarify further, ‘lion’ and ‘cheetah’ are not same but

are similar due to belonging to the same biological family i.e., Felidae; likewise word

pairs carpenter:wood and mason:stone are relationally similar because both carpenter
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and mason are professions while wood and stone represent materials used to carry

out the job. Note that we utilise Milne and Witten’s definition of semantic related-

ness; however, we differ with them in terms of strategy employed since they utilise

Wikipedia hyperlinks which in our context fails to show good performance1.

For the contributions in this thesis, the semantic relatedness framework introduced

in Chapter 4 is a core component, and here we present some semantic relatedness

frameworks proposed in the literature.

To estimate semantic relatedness Lee [123] and Dagan et al [50] used co-occurrence;

Budanitsky and Hirst [34] and Jarmasz [110] used generalization (‘is a’) relations

between words using WordNet based techniques; Jarmasz [110] also used Rogets

Thesaurus [180] and showed improvement over a WordNet-based technique; Turney

[204, 206] used Latent Relational Analysis for relational similarity (i.e., for word

pairs), Sahami and Heilman [183] and Bollegala et al. [26] proposed querying Web

Search Engines for measuring similarity of short-text snippets; Metzler et al. [143]

used Web Search Logs for measuring similarity of short text, and both Strube and

Ponzetto [194] and Gabrilovich and Markovitch [71] used rich encyclopedic knowledge

of Wikipedia for Semantic Relatedness.

Strube and Ponzetto [194] made a system called WikiRelate! which calculates the

relatedness score of words by finding Wikipedia articles that contain words in their

titles. They made use of previously developed measures for WordNet which in their

calculation relied on the content of Wikipedia articles and the path distances found

along the category taxonomy of Wikipedia. Gabrilovich and Markovitch [71] proposed

a technique called Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) which calculates Semantic Re-

latedness between words and text of any length (unlike [194] which operates over

words only); the technique bases itself on the vector space model using Wikipedia.

The input is represented as a vector and is then scored on the basis of association with

documents in the collection i.e., Wikipedia. Even though ESA gathered attention in

the research literature [72, 60, 175] it does not exploit the hypergraph of Wikipedia

and this was filled by two later approaches [217, 221]. Milne and Witten [217] made

use of tf.idf-like measures on Wikipedia links and Yeh et al. [221] made use of random

walk algorithm (Personalized PageRank [90]) over the graph driven from Wikipedia’s

hyperlink structure, infoboxes, and categories.

An empirical analysis by Strube and Ponzetto [194] demonstrates the strength

of Wikipedia-based semantic relatedness measures over those based on WordNet.

With respect to comparing the performance of various Wikipedia-based semantic

1A detailed overview and analysis of a hyperlink-based approach is given in Appendix B.
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Type Sentence

Input(Unannotated) Joe and Alan worked for Luther Corp. in 1982.

Output(Annotated) [Joe]PERSON and [Alan]PERSON worked for

[Luther Corp.]ORGANIZATION in [1982]TIME.

Table 3.1: Example showing application of NER over a sentence

relatedness measures there is inconsistency in results, and one underlying reason for

this is the different application scenarios for which they have been devised [46]. We

differ from proposed techniques in that we utilise Wikipedia categories in conjunction

with Wikipedia articles whereas earlier works utilise either Wikipedia hyperlinks or

category hierarchies without taking into account their combination2.

3.2 Named Entity Recognition

Named Entity Recognition (NER) is a key task in information extraction and forms

related work for our contributions made in Chapter 5. NER fundamentally involves

annotating a snippet of text with a label from a set of fixed category types such as

name of person, location, quantities, percentages, products, time etc. Formally, NER

is performed in two steps: first, different block of texts are extracted from a document

and then, each block of text is classified into a different range of category types [82].

Table 3.1 shows the application of NER over a sentence, where upper-case words show

the annotated category type for the block of text by NER.

The NER task was first defined by Message Understanding Conference (MUC)

in the mid 1990s [196] which involved recognition of people, organization, location,

date, time, money, percentage, and quantity. Since then, NER has been addressed

by approaches based on supervised, semi-supervised, and unsupervised methods.

The main idea behind supervised approaches is to study features of positive and

negative examples of named entities over a large collection of annotated documents

and design rules to capture instances of a given named entity type. In supervised

approaches different researches have used a number of classifiers. One of the earliest

algorithms by Bilkel et al. [21] employs a hidden markov model (which is a generative

model) where each word could be assigned exactly one label i.e., either a class from

fixed classes or no class at all. Works that followed [28, 49] utilised a maximum

2We give a detailed explanation of our semantic relatedness framework in Chapter 4.
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entropy model where the model learns feature weights with conditional probabilities

as opposed to joint probabilities with generative models. McNamee and Mayfield [137]

utilised support vector machines where the task was modelled as a binary decision

task. McCallum and Wei [136] utilised conditional random fields which is a statistical

model known for pattern recognition.

Semi-supervised approaches are based on bootstrapping where a small amount of

training is needed which act as seeds for the classification. Using the seed examples,

the classifier learns the context with which the classified terms appear in order to

judge the unseen data. Collins and Singer [44] observed a pattern for NER e.g., a

proper noun followed by noun phrases (through the application of parts of speech

tagging), Brin [31] utilised regular expressions in order to generate book titles paired

with authors, and the works in [178, 47, 161] utilised mutual bootstrapping that kept

growing a set of entities and a set of contexts.

Unsupervised approaches are generally based on clustering [151] where on the basis

of similarity of context one can cluster named entities in a group. Furthermore, other

approaches are based on exploiting external sources of evidence such as WordNet [7],

Wikipedia [200], using pointwise mutual information (PMI) over large Web corpus

where a high PMI value means that expressions co-occur usually [62].

Supervised approaches to named entity recognition continue to dominate research

within this area through their high accuracy. However, this high accuracy is achieved

through a huge amount of training data makes it impractical in large-scale settings

[151]. Semi-supervised approaches are now able to achieve accuracy closer to su-

pervised approaches, and are the prevalent technique in use. The task we address

in Chapter 5 despite being somewhat related to named entity recognition is not di-

rectly solvable through simple identification of named entities as it primarily involves

filtering tweets with respect to a given entity3.

3.3 Disambiguation Problem

In this section we provide an overview of works that deal explicitly with associating

terms/phrases/entities with their meanings, and these associations constitute a key

phase for the task we contribute to and present in Chapter 5. We first present an

overview on Word Sense Disambiguation which is followed by an overview on Named

Entity Disambiguation in long texts and in tweets.

3We give a detailed explanation of the task in Chapter 5.
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Type Sentence

Input(Unannotated) They like grilled bass.

Output(Annotated) They like/ENJOY grilled/COOKED bass/FISH.4

Table 3.2: Example showing application of WSD over a sentence

3.3.1 Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD)

It is a NLP task which deals with the assignment of correct word senses to words

when words carry multiple meanings or senses [152]. WSD makes use of knowledge

resources because without knowledge it would be impossible for machines (as well

as for humans) to identify the meaning of words. These knowledge resources can

be corpora of text, machine-readable dictionaries, thesauri, glossaries, ontologies or

lexical resources such as WordNet [152, 58]. Table 3.2 shows the application of WSD

over a sentence, where upper-case words refer to the sense of the word separated by

a ‘/’. Word ‘bass’ can also refer to low-frequency tones of sound.

The knowledge-based Word Sense Disambiguation algorithms that have been pro-

posed in recent years generally fall into two main groups: similarity-based methods

and graph-based methods. Similarity-based methods operate by computing the simi-

larity between each of the possible senses of a “word” and the words in the surrounding

context [71, 163]. Graph-based methods operate by building a graph that represents

all available senses of all of the words being disambiguated [4, 153]. The nodes in the

graph represent the different senses while the edges represent the semantic relations

such as synonymy, antonymy, hyperonymy, etc. between them. Graph centrality algo-

rithms are then applied to determine the important nodes, which are then considered

to be the correct senses of the target words.

3.3.2 Named Entity Disambiguation (NED)

Similar to WSD there is another NLP task termed NED which deals with the iden-

tification of entities inside text, where an entity is an uniquely identifiable “thing”

or “object”, e.g., people, companies, products, locations, etc [140]. Linking entities

mentioned in text is generally achieved with the help of a Knowledge Base (KB) [85]

such as Wikipedia; therefore the task is also called Wikification [40] due to linking of

entities in text with Wikipedia pages (called concepts). Recently, Li et at. [126] ar-

gued that KB is not enough for NED task and they proposed a hybrid model making
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use of both a KB and external sources of evidence.

There are some works which perform NED without using a KB. Davis et al. [51]

addressed NED in streaming data on Twitter since the content of a single tweet is too

short for performing entity disambiguation. In order to overcome the problem of short

context in a tweet, the authors propose to merge thousands of tweets together in a

stream (per second) for defining context, which is then exploited for NED through the

application of supervised learning (they used Expectation-Maximization algorithm for

classification).

The task of NED using KB mainly involves three steps: mention detection, link

generation, and best candidate selection. In the first step, linkable phrases or spots

from a text are generally identified using Named Entity Recognition (NER), different

rule based approaches, or different measures such as key phraseness or link probability

i.e., how much the phrase is linkable inside the KB [141, 142, 48, 144, 139, 64, 84]. In

the second step, all possible candidates for linkable phrases are identified, the linkable

phrase which contains only one possible candidate is an unambiguous entity while

the linkable phrases which contain more than one candidate are defined as ambiguous

linkable phrases. In this step, candidates for entities are topically identified by a direct

reference inside the KB (i.e., if a phrase matches the phrase of entity inside KB) or by

different strategies of machine learning or measures like commonness i.e., how often

a particular phrase links to different entities inside the KB (e.g., “world cup” anchor

text within Wikipedia referring to Wikipedia articles “FIFA World Cup”, “World

Cup (men’s golf)”, etc.) [141, 144, 139, 147, 85]. In the final step, disambiguation

is performed for the linked phrases which contain multiple candidates for entities in

the KB. In this step unambiguous linked phrases define the context for ambiguous

linked phrases that are disambiguated by similarity functions [142, 48, 144, 35] and

semantic relatedness [64, 147, 74, 119].

Most of the Wikification methods require clean and grammatically correct texts

showing good results in experimental evaluations for long texts but they have been

shown to perform poorly on tweets as described by Meij et al. [141]. In spite of

the great significance of extracting commercially useful information from tweets, the

amount of research dedicated to entity name disambiguation in tweets is very limited.

Three serious efforts have been undertaken which are by Ferragina and Scaiella [64],

Meij et al. [141], and Habib and Keulen [85]; all these approaches use Wikipedia5 for

the task at hand. The TagMe system [64] uses the hyperlink structure of Wikipedia

5Habib and Keulen [85] used Yago KB which is built on Wikipedia and they also used Google
API.
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by exploiting the links between Wikipedia pages and the anchor texts of the links to

those Wikipedia pages. Disambiguation is performed by application of a collective

agreement function (i.e., a voting function) among all senses associated to anchors

detected on the input texts and similar to the work of Meij et al [141], unambiguous

anchors are utilised to boost the selection of these senses for the ambiguous anchors.

Meij et al. [141] employ supervised machine learning techniques for refinement of a

list of candidate Wikipedia concepts that are potentially relevant to a given tweet.

The candidate ranking list is generated by matching n-grams in the tweet with anchor

texts in Wikipedia articles, taking into account the hyperlink structure in Wikipedia

to compute the most probable Wikipedia concept for each n-gram.

The named entity disambiguation approaches in the literature are mostly re-

liant upon anchor texts and Wikipedia hyperlinks. However, on the application

of Wikipedia hyperlink structure we found less than optimal performance whereas

Wikipedia category-article structure provides optimal performance for the task ad-

dressed in Chapter 5. This can be on account of the fact that named entity disam-

biguation is the task that disambiguates an entity used within the text whereas the

task we address in Chapter 5 differs in that the entity is pre-defined.

3.4 Seeking Information for Complex Needs

The past few years have witnessed a rapid growth of the World Wide Web (WWW)

and an accompanying “information overload” [19]. The immense growth of World

Wide Web coupled with the diverse user base has made the process of information

seeking overly complex [91, 94]. Research attempts that aim to satisfy users’ complex

information needs have been along the following dimensions:

• Search result diversification

• Exploratory search

We present a brief overview of each of these research dimensions in the following

subsections. Note that research attempts for addressing complex information-seeking

is a key task in information extraction and forms related work for our contributions

made in Chapter 6.
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3.4.1 Search Result Diversification

The tendency of users to search for information covering different facets of their

information need gave birth to the field of “search result diversification” which has

emerged as a means of avoiding over-specialization and homogeneity in search results

[57]. The fundamental goal of result diversification is to tackle the issue of query

ambiguity on the user side [188]. Furthermore, search result diversification aims to

avoid the “filter bubble” effect wherein the user is presented with the same type of

information over and over again [156].

The research literature defines the definition of diverse results of an information

filtering or information retrieval system into three different categories based on:

• Content: Content-based definitions of diversity aim to maximize the distance

between items in a result set of a recommendation system or search engine

[229, 230].

• Novelty: Novelty-based systems seek to maximize the freshness of the returned

items/search results by avoiding redundancy in terms of not selecting documents

previously seen [42].

• Coverage: Coverage-based definitions of diversity attempt to select resultant

items so as to maximize the covered aspects of the users’ information need [5].

3.4.2 Exploratory Search

Exploratory search attempts to go beyond the query-response paradigm and can

be considered a specialization of information exploration [134]. Broadly speaking it

represents a research area concerned with the design of systems that support the

user in his/her journey of satisfying an information need through browsing within the

information space. Exploratory search systems go beyond single-session lookup tasks

and support complex search scenarios [214].

Examples of exploratory search systems include the following

• Information visualization systems: These systems attempt to incorporate graph-

ical designs that provide information summaries of the search results so as to

assist the user in the information seeking process [32, 80].

• Document clustering and browsing systems: These systems group search results

into clusters in order to offer users with the ability to sieve through the result

set for better exploration of the information space [201, 226].
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• Intelligent content summarization systems: These systems complement search

results with textual summaries in order to provide the user with an overview of

the major themes present in encountered information [55, 117].

3.5 Knowledge Extraction

Knowledge extraction aims to preserve the meaning of textual units of information by

providing a concise representation of documents. Specifically, it consists of approaches

for document summarization and keyword extraction. It is important to note that

document summarization is not a direct related work to any of the contributions made

in this thesis whereas keyword extraction is presented as a contribution in Chapter

7. However, due to it being a closely investigated area related to keyword extraction,

we include it as a related work in the thesis for a better presentation of the related

research. First, we present an overview of document summarization; it is the task

that generates a summary of a document in a few words while retaining the important

points of the document. Then, we present an overview of keyword extraction; it is the

task that extracts most important keywords which represent the gist of a document

while omitting the sentence based structure of the document.

3.5.1 Document Summarization

There are two ways to summarize a text document [212]: extraction based methods

and abstraction based methods.

In extraction based methods, actual sentences or snippets from documents are

extracted and scored using a combination of statistical and linguistic features such

as the position of a snippet in the document, cue-phrases, formatting, and frequency

[212]. According to research [15, 30, 38, 120, 198] the position of the first occurrence

of a phrase is an important feature for the summarization of news articles and sci-

entific reports. Similarly, Lin and Hovy [127] reported different optimal positions for

document summarization for the documents belong to different domains. Research

also indicates that cue-phrases i.e., phrases proceeded by ‘in conclusion’ and ‘signifi-

cantly’ are an important indicator for generating a summary because this terminology

emphasizes the importance of text that follows it [59, 120, 198], similarly words such

as ‘impossible’ and ‘hardly’ are examples of sentences which are not important6 for

summaries in scientific articles [120]. Research by Edmundson [59] and Teufel and

6More likely to be not important.
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Moens [198] concludes that formatting when used as a feature helps with summa-

rization e.g., sentences in bold, title or head. Research [61, 132, 174] also shows that

features based on word frequency (such as term frequencies, tfidf scores) are par-

ticularly noticeable for summarization. Research by Kupiec et al. [120] made use

of sentence length and presence of upper-case words and found these features use-

ful. Generally the proposed approaches in the extraction based methods make use

of document structure and are therefore, fine-tuned according to the nature of the

document collection such as scientific articles, conversational or meeting points, etc.

In abstraction based methods, the internal semantic structure of a document is

first realized which is then exploited to generate summaries closer to the human

generated summaries using natural language processing techniques. This method

generates paraphrased summaries of the document which may include sentences which

were never used in the original document. To achieve abstraction of summaries which

is a relatively less explored research area compared to extraction based methods,

later research [177] proposes to fill predefined templates by generation of summaries

through extracting information which would fit in the predefined templates but this

idea is too domain-specific7. Another research work [116] proposes a compression

algorithm for text using expectation maximization which reduces sentences to shorter

lengths using syntactic parse trees. Furthermore, exploiting similarity and repetition

of sentences helps uncover topics which can then lead to generation of paraphrased

fusion of sentences [18, 37, 133].

3.5.2 Keyword Extraction

Recent years have seen keyword extraction as a dominant technique for summarizing

the contents of a document with numerous applications in various information access

tasks such as exploratory search and query expansion, and in various text mining

tasks such as document classification and document clustering to name a few.

Due to the differences in the nature of textual documents, generally four doc-

ument specific factors have influenced keyword extraction techniques i.e., length of

document, structural consistency of document, possibility of topic change within the

document, and possibility of topic correlation among topics within the document [88].

The longer the document, the more candidate keywords are available (e.g. scientific

articles and technical reports compared to news articles and emails). A well struc-

tured document contains certain sections (fields) and formatting that can be exploited

7Because of predefined templates.
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for keyword extraction, such as a scientific paper’s title and abstract [115], and meta-

data of webpages [222]. Documents such as conversational texts, logs of open-ended

meetings generally contain several topics in sequence8, and in such type of documents

a topical change happens as the discussion moves9 [113]. Documents such as news

articles and scientific articles possess a topical correlation (i.e., interconnected topics)

in the entire flow of the article unlike informal chat, and in these type of documents

the keywords are usually related with each other [145, 203].

Several approaches have been proposed in the literature to address the problem

of keyword extraction from a piece of text. However, keyword extraction is generally

performed in two steps, first a list of candidate keywords are extracted using some

heuristics, and then each candidate is scored using either a supervised or an unsu-

pervised strategy. A candidate keyword is usually extracted on the basis of n-grams

[69, 104, 138, 218], words with specific parts of speech tags (nouns, verbs, adjectives)

[128, 145, 210], noun phrases [17, 202, 219], words other than stopwords [130], and

n-grams appearing as Wikipedia articles titles [81]. Scoring each candidate keyword

in a supervised strategy is influenced by the selection of different features and by the

process of task re-definition while scoring in an unsupervised strategy is addressed by

graph based approaches and topical clustering.

3.5.2.1 Supervised strategies

Supervised strategies generally use statistical, structural, and syntactic features from

documents, and features based on external sources of evidence to infer a function

from labelled training data. Most renowned statistical features are tf-idf [179, 186],

distance of a phrase10, probability of a phrase being a keyword in the training-set.

These are the feature-sets used by [69, 218]. Moreover, these features have been

shown to perform well on different sources of documents [115, 222]. Some other

statistical features are the phrase length and the number of words between the first

and last occurrence of a phrase in a document [88]. The document structure helps

in identifying keywords; for example the usage of phrases in different sections of

scientific articles carries a different emphasis (e.g., abstract, introduction) [155], and

the location of usage in a Web page (e.g., title) [39, 222]. Among the syntactic

features, sequences of parts of speech tags (nouns, verbs, adjectives) assigned to word

sequences and suffix sequences (morphological suffixes) are commonly used [114, 155,

8As in talking points.
9E.g., first topic can be about cleaning, second can be related to cooking, etc.

10It is defined as words preceding the first occurrence of the phrase normalized by total number
of words in the document.
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222]. Research has also exploited external sources of evidence such as search engine

query logs [222], Web [203], and Wikipedia [138]. If a phrase is discovered in the query

logs then it makes sense to consider it as a potential indicator of being a keyword [222].

Likewise, if a phrase is found in databases of terminologies such as scientific papers

[131] then it is also an indicator of being a keyword. Semantic relatedness scores

were calculated as a feature by [203] using the Web as an external source of evidence;

if a candidate keyword is not semantically related to predicted keywords then it is

unlikely to be a keyword in technical reports [88]. A measure based on Wikipedia

(called keyphraseness) is used by [138], which scores the possibility of a phrase to

have a linkable article on Wikipedia; once the score11 is learned using training data,

both seen/unseen phrases can be classified using the measure keyphraseness.

Initially, supervised strategies for keyword extraction redefined the task as a clas-

sification task [69, 202, 205, 218] i.e., a binary decision whether or not the candidate

keyword is actually a keyword instead of ranking the keyword with a continuous

value; in these approaches keywords are uniformly important i.e., no keyword is more

important than the others [105]. Later on, this issue was addressed by ranking each

keyphrase by learning a ranker function [111].

3.5.2.2 Unsupervised strategies

In unsupervised strategies graph-based techniques have been a popular choice for

keyword extraction [29, 145, 211, 212, 213, 228]. These techniques are inspired by

the PageRank algorithm [159]; in these techniques the words of a document are mod-

elled as nodes, while the edges between them define the relatedness between them

[29, 209, 211]. A word is important when it is linked by other important words

[135, 145], and this importance is estimated using the PageRank algorithm. Tex-

tRank [145] is one of the well-known algorithms for unsupervised keyword extraction

[81, 88], this technique makes use of the PageRank algorithm where words are nodes

and these nodes are connected whenever there is a co-occurrence in the text. Ex-

pandRank [210, 211] is an extension to TextRank by augmenting the graph with

highly similar documents. ExpandRank requires an input parameter which is a small

number of neighbouring documents12 of the considered document. However, to dis-

cover these documents, the technique uses the cosine similarity, which is computa-

tionally expensive and practically inapplicable to large datasets. Furthermore, the

11Threshold.
12Number of similar documents.
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exploitation of a neighbourhood of documents may produce a topic drift resulting in

the extraction of noisy terms for the considered document [129].

Topical clustering is another unsupervised strategy that arranges candidate key-

words into topics before extracting keywords for a document [81, 130]. The system de-

scribed by [130] clusters semantically similar candidates by using both co-occurrence

statistics and Wikipedia; while extracting keywords it gives to each topic a uniform

importance, which is a drawback [88]. Similarly, Grineva at al [81] extract keywords

from the top-k topics (i.e., k needs to be manually defined) while ignoring the influence

of the rest of topics.

Instead of utilising the document features our technique makes use of Wikipedia

category-article structure which makes it unsupervised and able to operate over short-

text. We compare our technique with above-explained unsupervised keyword extrac-

tion strategies in Chapter 7.

3.6 State-of-the-Art in Lieu of Thesis Contribu-

tions

The subsequent chapters of this thesis cover our semantic relatedness framework along

with its use in various subtasks of “online reputation management” (Chapters 4 and

5), “perspective-aware search” (Chapter 6), and “keyword extraction” (Chapter 7).

The works described in previous sections served as significant background to aid the

reader in understanding the current state of the field wherein the role of knowledge

bases such as Wikipedia is limited.

The state-of-the-art presented in previous sections touches upon various aspects

of our contributions. Named entity recognition is considered closely related to the

task we address within the context of reputation management. One fundamental

difference however lies in the nature of how entities need to be identified within

ambiguous tweets and simple categorization into various entity types does not address

the problem given the complete tweet. Disambiguation, and particularly named entity

disambiguation, is closely related to the filtering task addressed in Chapter 5. The

techniques for named entity disambiguation that we presented in Section 3.3.2 do

not achieve maximum contextualization for entity mentions; we on the other hand

in an attempt to resolve the second and third research question obtain a suitable set

of related terms corresponding to an entity through the Wikipedia category-article

structure13.

13Detailed explanation follows in Chapters 4, 5, and 6.
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Complex information-seeking ties in with the third research question as it intro-

duces a class of search whereby the user is facilitated for investigating various facets of

his information need via search result diversification or exploratory search. Chapter 6

proposes a novel exploratory search interface that is both an information visualization

system and a content summarization system (refer to Section 3.4.2).

Finally, knowledge extraction approaches aim to achieve preservation of the mean-

ing of a textual piece traditionally via document summarization or keyword extrac-

tion. In an attempt to demonstrate Wikipedia’s usefulness in preservation of the

meaning of a textual piece and thereby tying in with the first and second research

question we focus on knowledge extraction approaches. We differ from presented

works in that instead of relying on document features we utilise Wikipedia category-

article structure in a community detection framework14.

3.7 Summary of the Chapter

This chapter presented an overview of works related to ours within the text mining

domain. In an attempt to present a summary of research efforts within the domain

of text semantics, we began with an introduction to semantic relatedness. This was

followed by an overview of named entity recognition, word sense disambiguation,

and named entity disambiguation. We then presented a summary of research efforts

that attempt to address the problem whereby complex information seeking scenarios

arise and we fundamentally focused on search result diversification and exploratory

search. Finally, we presented details of research works focusing on knowledge ex-

traction efforts. Within the domain of knowledge extraction, we covered document

summarization and keyword extraction. In conclusion, we attempted to position re-

lated work with the contributions of this thesis that we explain in subsequent chapters

(specifically Chapters 4, 5, 6, and 7).

14Detailed explanation follows in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 4

Wikipedia Based Semantic
Relatedness Framework

This chapter presents the proposed semantic relatedness framework which constitutes

the core of the methodology for chapter 5 and 6. This framework is composed of two

steps as explained in this chapter.

Our view on semantic relatedness follows from the definitions in Chapter 3 whereby

we define it as a means to offer reasoning over textual units. In the context of this

thesis, semantic relatedness serves as a means for inference of a relationship between

textual units, and these textual units are the candidate phrases explained in Section

4.1 with the relationships not being limited to similarity. Instead we model semantic

relatedness as explicit and implicit connections between the concepts representing

textual units and therefore, our notion of semantic relatedness is not restricted to

identification of relationships such as musician1:musician21 [162] but can also identify

relationships like microsoft:windows102.

In the following sections, we first explain the process of candidate phrase gener-

ation performed through the chunking of textual data into variable-length phrases

using Wikipedia. This is followed by an explanation of the strategy to produce relat-

edness scores through the exploitation of the Wikipedia category-article structure.

4.1 Generation of Candidate Phrases

Candidate phrases in the context of our thesis contributions are the phrases extracted

from textual data which constitute the fundamental building blocks upon which our

semantic relatedness framework is built. In the context of Chapter 5 the considered

1musician1 and musician2 are two different musicians such as Madonna and Lady Gaga.
2Microsoft is a company whereas Windows10 is a product of Microsoft.
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phrases are from within tweets and we calculate semantic relatedness between these

phrases and the pre-defined entity3. On the other hand, in the context of Chapter

6 the considered phrases are from within news articles and we calculate semantic

relatedness between these phrases and a “perspective concept”.

4.1.1 Variable-Length Phrase Chunking

In the literature, phrase chunking has been traditionally performed through part-of-

speech tagging [45]. As we explained earlier (refer to Section 2.3 of Chapter 2 of this

thesis), tweets which form an essential component for the contributions in this thesis,

are written in an informal manner and hence, lack proper grammatical structure due

to which part-of-speech tagging fails [76]. Additionally, extracting a phrase through

part-of-speech tagging does not guarantee a match with a Wikipedia article which

is an essential requirement for the proposed framework. Therefore, we devise our

strategy for variable-length phrase chunking by making two intuitive assumptions as

follows:

• A phrase that contains more words is usually more informative than a phrase

that contains less words, e.g., ‘computer science’ is more informative than ‘sci-

ence’.

• A single term which is not a stopword is more informative than a single term

which is a stopword, e.g., ‘science’ is more informative than the stopword ‘of’.

Figure 4.1 shows the phrase chunking strategy that we employ. In the first step,

the textual content (say, a sentence or a tweet) is converted into lowercase (to avoid

case-sensitivity). Then, phrase boundaries (such as commas, semi-colons, sentence

terminators etc.) are used for chunking the content into phrases. In the case of

tweets, phrase boundaries also include tweet-specific markers (such as @, RT etc.).

Finally, the extracted phrases are further reduced to those that match a Wikipedia

article title or redirect. Preference is given to the extraction of the longest phrase. In

the final step, there is an exception rule to ignore a phrase or word which matches

exactly a stopword. Figure 4.1 shows the removal of stopwords such as ‘i’, ‘over’, etc,

and it also shows extracted phrases such as ‘samsung s5’, ‘htc’, etc. The pseudo-code

for the variable-length phrase chunking step is shown in Listing 4.1.

3It is this pre-defined entity corresponding to which the tweet has to be disambiguated as ex-
plained in Chapter 5.
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Figure 4.1: Strategy of phrase chunking using Wikipedia

Listing 4.1: Psuedo-Code for Phrase Chunking using Wikipedia

1 de f main ( ) :
2 ex t rac tVar i ab l ePhra s e s ( t ex t ) # main f u n c t i o n a l i t y
3
4 de f l o n g e s t p o s s i b l e p h r a s e s ( phrase ) :
5 ngram lst = ex t r a c t a l l p o s s i b l e n g r am ( phrase )
6 o rde r ng ram l s t = ngram lst order by h ighe s t n−s i z e f i r s t
7 matched l s t = [ ]
8 f o r ngram in orde r ng ram l s t : # by de f au l t a l l ngrams are

not deac t i v e
9 i f ngram . deac t i v e :
10 cont inue
11 i f matches (ngram , w i k i a r t i c l e t i t l e ) or matches (ngram ,

w i k i a r t i c l e r e d i r e c t ) :
12 matched l s t . append (ngram)
13 ngram . subs t r i ng branche s ( deac t i v e ) # a l l s ub s t r i n g s o f

t h i s ngram ’ s branch ge t s deac t iva ted
14 return matched l s t
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15
16 de f ex t rac tVar i ab l ePhra s e s ( t ex t ) :
17 text = text . lower ( ) # ( in order to avoid case−s e n s i t i v i t y ) .
18 phrase boundar i e s = [ ’ , ’ , ’ . ’ , . . . , ’@’ , ’# ’ , e t c . ] # ( i . e

. , commas , semi−co lons , e t c . ) & tweet−s p e c i f i c markers (
such as @, #, e t c )

19 ph r a s e l s t = text . s p l i t ( r eg ex ( phrase boundar i e s ) ) # s p l i t
t ex t us ing phrase boundar ies

20 matched phrases = [ ]
21 f o r phrase in ph r a s e l s t :
22 ph l s t = l o n g e s t p o s s i b l e p h r a s e s ( phrase )
23 f o r ph in ph l s t :
24 i f not ph==stopword :
25 matched phrases . append (ph)
26 return matched phrases

One limitation of our proposed phrase chunking strategy is its tendency to possibly

miss out some terms on account of the matching strategy looking for exact matches

with Wikipedia article titles and redirects4.

4.2 Relatedness Scores Using Wikipedia Category

Hierarchies

In this section we present our strategy for generating relatedness scores which uses the

Wikipedia category-article structure. Note that the relatedness scores are generated

for textual phrases (i.e. candidate phrases as explained in section 4.1) with respect to

a certain entity where an entity is a thing or concept with an independent existence

such as a brand, company, celebrity, topical interest etc. For example, our aim can

be to measure the relatedness of a piece of text to some real-world entity. Having

extracted phrases from the text, we wish to score these phrases in terms of relatedness.

In order to do so, we exploit the Wikipedia category taxonomies and the articles

that are mentioned inside those category taxonomies as explained in the following

subsection. Note that we utilise WikiMadeEasy API for querying Wikipedia which

facilitates efficient access to Wikipedia data; more details of WikiMadeEasy API are

given in Appendix A.

4We aim to overcome this limitation as part of future work; a detailed explanation follows in
Chapter 8.
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Figure 4.2: Truncated Category-Article Structure for Concept “Apple Inc.”

4.2.1 Generation of Relatedness Scores

Wikipedia contains a huge and diverse amount of semantics pertaining to all entities

in the form of related terms, article redirects, article hyperlinks, infoboxes5, parent

and child categories etc. Semantics is a broad term mainly used to represent the

meaning and useful connections behind entities which is normally built upon ex-

tensive knowledge pertaining to an entity. As an example, the entity “Steve Jobs”

represents the founder of company “Apple Inc.”; however, to make this connection

about entity “Steve Jobs” one would have to posses knowledge about entity “Ap-

ple Inc.”6. Wikipedia categories (i.e., parent and child categories) are particularly

useful in that they can be used to infer or derive additional information pertaining

to an entity. In fact, the Wikipedia category taxonomy can be representative of an

entity; note that the choice of chosen category taxonomies to represent an entity is

dependent upon the application scenario and we separately explain this process in

Chapter 5 and 6 for the different applications under consideration. Here, for the sake

of simplicity, we assume that a category taxonomy for which the relatedness score

5An infobox is a fixed-format table designed to be added to the top right-hand corner of Wikipedia
articles to consistently present a summary of some unifying aspect pertaining to the articles.

6An example category taxonomy for Apple Inc. can be seen on left side of Fig. 4.2.
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Figure 4.3: Truncated Category-Article Structure for Concept “Activism.”

is to be calculated is an arbitrary category along with its sub-categories to a depth

of two7. A depth of two is utilised as the optimal setting for inference of a relation-

ship between a candidate phrase and Wikipedia category. Going further down in the

depth is computationally expensive due to heavy interlinking of Wikipedia categories,

whereas with a depth count of two we observed reasonable evaluation results without

degrading performance. Figure 4.2 shows the truncated Wikipedia category-article

structure for the entity “Apple Inc.” and Figure 4.3 shows the truncated Wikipedia

category-article structure for the concept “Activism” up to a depth count of two.

The inter-connections between the Wikipedia categories and Wikipedia articles are

utilised in our semantic relatedness framework as explained below.

Each category taxonomy has exactly one parent category and usually several sub-

categories. We refer to all these categories as RC (i.e., it contains all related categories

in a hierarchy from depth count of zero to two). These categories RC contain different

Wikipedia articles, we refer to these articles as ArticlesRC . These articles ArticlesRC

are also mentioned in categories other than RC and we retrieve all categories that

contain ArticlesRC and refer to them as WC ; note that RC is a subset of WC. Table

4.1 summarizes the above-explained conventions. Note that in Figures 4.2 and 4.3

7It is important to note that a category representative of the entity is selected at this phase.
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Convention Explanation

RC Set of parent category and subcategories to depth of 2

(i.e., list of categories in a hierarchy)

ArticlesRC Set of Wikipedia articles which are mentioned in at least

one category from RC

WC Set of all Wikipedia categories that mention

Wikipedia articles in ArticlesRC , therefore RC ⊂ WC

Table 4.1: Conventions

all the Wikipedia categories that are shown (using the rounded rectangle symbol)

represent RC and all the Wikipedia articles that are shown (using the oval symbol)

represent ArticlesRC .

The candidate phrases extracted from phrase chunking (explained in Section 4.1)

that match an article title or redirect in ArticlesRC are called matched phrases. We

use these matched phrases to calculate the relatedness score. In the next section,

we summarize the factors which contribute in calculating the relatedness score of a

candidate phrase using the Wikipedia category-article structure.

4.2.2 Relatedness Measures

As explained earlier, we aim to capture the relationship between the concepts repre-

sented by two textual units and in doing so we capture how related they are within

the Wikipedia category-article structure. The relatedness measures introduced in this

section have been devised to capture the closeness between two concepts within the

Wikipedia category taxonomy via the relatedness measure related to depth signifi-

cance, and the number of common categories between two concepts via the relatedness

measure related to category significance. Moreover, the significance of the phrase it-

self is taken into account so as not to overemphasize relatedness when the phrase

itself is insignificant.

The traditional semantic relatedness measures found in the text mining literature

make use of path length between Wikipedia categories or Wikipedia articles without

taking into account both simultaneously [96, 194, 217]. The uniqueness of our mea-

sures lies in their ability to capture implicit relationships between concepts and this is

on account of direct utilisation of Wikipedia categories where a corresponding match
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occurs with a Wikipedia article representing a candidate phrase (further details in

Section 4.2.2.1). Furthermore, our relatedness measures utilise the notion of category

overlap (further details in Section 4.2.2.2) which to the best of our knowledge has not

been done previously. One potential limitation however is the introduction of noisy

relationships as we aim to increase coverage of relationships between concepts8.

Below, we discuss three separate relatedness measures; these relate to depth, num-

ber of categories, and phrase frequency. Finally, we present the aggregation of these

measures into a single measure. Note that we use non-normalized versions of related-

ness measures as the range of values for Wikipedia category-article based heuristics

is not wide, and moreover, we wish to capture even subtle relationships between the

concepts represented by the textual units9. In the formulations presented below we

use the notation of 1) p to denote the candidate phrase for which a relatedness mea-

sure is to be calculated, and 2) catt to denote the category taxonomy corresponding

to the entity under consideration.

4.2.2.1 Heuristic 1: Depthsignificance

Depthsignificance denotes the significance of category depth at which a matched phrase

occurs. Each potential branch in a category is of a certain depth; the further down

the category the greater the specialization. As we move further up the category, we

are potentially moving further away from the context expressed in the original sub-

category (e.g., automata ⊂ computer science ⊂ science ⊂ knowledge). One intuition

that follows from this is that the deeper the match occurs in the taxonomy the less its

significance to the entity under consideration. This means that the matched phrases

in the parent category of the entity under investigation are more likely to be relevant

to the entity than those at depth of two. To capture this heuristic, we introduce the

notion of depth and we assign Depthsignificance as a measure of relatedness.

Depthsignificance(p, catt) =
∑

cat∈RC∩pcategories

1

depthcat + 1
(4.1)

In the above formula, pcategories denotes the categories in which the matched phrase

appears. A Depthsignificance score is computed for each pcategory in RC, and an over-

all score for the considered matched phrase is obtained by summing up all the ob-

tained significance scores. For an intuitive understanding of the Depthsignificance

8We comment on these aspects further in Chapters 5 and 6.
9Normalizing a subtle relationship may result into mathematical zero due to small fraction and

storing a low fraction with high precision is not an efficient choice.
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score, consider the Wikipedia article “Eric Schmidt” belonging to Wikipedia cate-

gory “Apple Inc. ex-Employees” (refer to Figure 4.2); the phrase “Eric Schmidt” is

not highly related with the entity “Apple Inc.” and this is also signified by its match

with a Wikipedia category deeper in the hierarchy and hence, our formulation for

Depthsignificance in above equation assigns a lower score to this phrase. Furthermore,

with respect to the concept “Activism” in Figure 4.3 note that our technique is able to

discover a significant phrase “Rainbow Flag”10 and assigns it a high score according

to Depthsignificance due to it being close to the parent category node.

4.2.2.2 Heuristic 2: Catsignificance

Catsignificance denotes the significance of the matched phrase as expressed by the

number of categories containing it. Intuitively, a matched phrase is more related

to an entity when the Wikipedia categories of a matched phrase coincide with the

categories in the category taxonomy of the considered entity. Therefore, the more

categories of a matched phrase in RC, the higher the significance of that particular

matched phrase with respect to the entity. To capture this heuristic, we introduce

the notion of category and we assign Catsignificance as a measure of relatedness.

Catsignificance(p, catt) =
|RC ∩ pcategories|
|WC ∩ pcategories|

× log(|RC ∩ pcategories|+ 1) (4.2)

Catsignificance in the semantic relatedness model rewards the matched phrases

which are densely inter-connected within the categories in RC.

4.2.2.3 Heuristic 3: Phrasesignificance

Phrasesignificance is a combination of phrase word length and frequency of the phrase

within the textual block from where it’s extracted11. Intuitively, the greater the phrase

length12, the more informative or important it becomes, likewise the more frequent

the phrase is in the textual block from where it’s extracted, the more importance it

assumes. To capture this heuristic, we introduce the notion of phrase and we assign

Phrasesignificance as a measure of relatedness.

Phrasesignificance(p, catt) = log(wordlen(p) + 1)× pfrequency (4.3)

10The phrase “Rainbow Flag” has a relatively high association with the concept of “Activism” as
is obvious from many LGBT protests carrying the flag.

11This could be a paragraph, sentence or tweet.
12Number of words in a phrase.
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pfrequency = log(freq + 1) (4.4)

4.2.2.4 Summary of Relatedness Scores

We presented three separate relatedness scores to capture the relatedness of a matched

phrase with a category taxonomy that is representative of an entity. The presented

measures were Depthsignificance, Catsignificance, and Phrasesignificance. The measure

of Depthsignificance captures the distance measure that depicts how far apart our

entity of interest is from the candidate phrase being investigated thereby serving as a

replacement of path-based semantic relatedness measures from within the literature

[227]. The measure of Catsignificance captures the category overlap between our entity

of interest and the candidate phrase being investigated potentially expressing the

richness of the candidate phrase with respect to the entity. Finally, the measure of

Phrasesignificance captures the information content of the candidate phrase. Each

of these measures captures a different aspect of semantic relatedness whereby each

helps in uncovering a different type of relationship between the concepts represented

by textual units as follows:

• Depthsignificance is able to highlight how closely the categories of a phrase match

the categories of the category taxonomy representative of the entity of interest

in terms of path length. The lesser the path length, the more significant the

matched phrase with respect to the entity of interest.

• Catsignificance is able to highlight the fraction of categories matched between the

phrase and the category taxonomy representative of the entity of interest. The

more the intersections, the more significant the matched phrase with respect to

the entity of interest13.

• Phrasesignificance is able to highlight the importance of the matched phrase in

terms of its frequency and its length. The higher the frequency or the word

length, the more important the phrase is.

We combine the three separate relatedness scores ofDepthsignificance, Catsignificance,

and Phrasesignificance to give a unique relatedness score. More than one approach is

possible for the aggregation of these measures, however we adopt14 the following.

13This measure does not consider the path length.
14Empirically this aggregation performs reasonably well during the evaluations as shown in the

later chapters.
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Relatedness(p, catt) = Depthsignificance(p, catt)× Catsignificance(p, catt)

×Phrasesignificance(p)
(4.5)

So far we have discussed generation of relatedness scores for matched phrases.

These matched phrases are essentially taken from a piece of text where the piece can be

a tweet, a scientific article, a news article, etc. The combined effect ofDepthsignificance,

Catsignificance, Phrasesignificance, and combined Relatedness is applied over the entire

text via the following summations:

Depthsignificance(text, catt) =
∑

p∈MatchedPhrases

Depthsignificance(p, catt) (4.6)

Catsignificance(text, catt) =
∑

p∈MatchedPhrases

Catsignificance(p, catt) (4.7)

Phrasesignificance(text) =
∑

p∈MatchedPhrases

Phrasesignificance(p) (4.8)

Relatedness(text, catt) =
∑

p∈MatchedPhrases

Relatedness(p, catt) (4.9)

Here, MatchedPhrases is used to denote the set of matched phrases that occur in

a given piece of text i.e., text in Equations 4.6 - 4.9.

4.3 Summary of the Chapter

In this chapter, we presented two phases of our proposed semantic relatedness frame-

work upon which we further build two chapters relevant to this thesis. We explained

in detail the process of candidate phrase generation which involved conversion to

lowercase followed by elimination of phrase boundaries and reduction via matching

between the extracted phrases and Wikipedia article titles/redirects. The candidate

phrases are then used in conjunction with the Wikipedia category-article structure

for the calculation of relatedness scores. These relatedness scores are calculated with

the help of Wikipedia category taxonomies representative of an entity; the parent

category and sub-categories until a depth count of two (referred to as RC ; see Table

4.1) are utilised by making use of articles that occur in these categories (referred to as
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ArticlesRC ; see Table 4.1) together with all the other Wikipedia categories mention-

ing these articles (referred to as WC ; see Table 4.1). Candidate phrases that occur

in ArticlesRC referred to as matched phrases are utilised in three separate measures

relating to category depth, category intersections, and phrase frequency to obtain

relatedness scores. It is these relatedness scores that are utilised as features for “On-

line Reputation Management” tasks of Chapter 5 and “Perspective-Aware Search” of

Chapter 6.
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Chapter 5

Entity Filtering and Reputation
Dimensions Classification for
Online Reputation Management

This chapter presents two application scenarios which utilise the proposed semantic

relatedness framework described in Chapter 4. The considered application scenarios

arise in the context of online reputation management which is a research area ema-

nating from the marketing domain. We begin the chapter with an introduction to the

domain of online reputation management followed by an overview of the significant

subtasks within this domain that we deal with; note that these tasks are addressed

in the context of CLEF evaluation campaigns1 called RepLab which were specifically

devoted to online reputation management. These tasks are the filtering task and

the reputation dimensions classification task; the filtering task involves determin-

ing whether or not a tweet is relevant to an entity while the reputation dimensions

classification task involves classification along various dimensions related to the vari-

ous facets of an entity’s reputation. We then explain the various explicit and implicit

challenges involved in the subtasks related to online reputation management. Finally,

details of our methodology to address the two tasks are presented which utilises as

core features Wikipedia-based relatedness scores described in Chapter 4. Extensive

experimental evaluations and their results conclude the chapter.
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Figure 5.1: Examples of Tweets Expressing Opinions on Entity “Ryanair” (left) and
Entity “Toyota” (right)

5.1 Introduction to Online Reputation Manage-

ment

The area of “reputation management”, emanating from the domain of “public re-

lations”, is concerned with managing the influence of an individual’s or business’s

reputation [67]. Studies have concluded that it is a driving force behind Fortune 500

corporate public relations since the beginning of the 21st century [106]. It essen-

tially comprises 1) monitoring the reputation of an entity2, and 2) addressing content

potentially damaging to the reputation of an entity.

With the growing popularity of social media the meaning of reputation manage-

ment has shifted to online portals such as blogs, forums, opinion sites, and social

1More specifically, CLEF 2013 and CLEF 2014.
2In the context of reputation management, an entity may refer to a celebrity, company, organi-

zation or brand.
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networks. Companies are increasingly making use of social media for their promotion

and marketing. At the same time social media users voice their opinions about var-

ious entities/brands (e.g., musicians, movies, companies) [53, 79]. This has recently

given birth to “online reputation management” within the marketing domain where

automated and semi-automated methods facilitate monitoring reputation of entities

instead of relying completely on the manual reputation management by an expert

(or a group of experts) as was traditionally done [8]. Twitter serves as the most

popular social media source for online reputation management [109] due to its nature

of enabling fast dissemination of information. Figure 5.1 shows a typical example of

people expressing opinions on the airline “Ryanair” and the automotive manufacturer

“Toyota.”

5.2 Significant Subtasks within Online Reputation

Management

This thesis explores tasks in the context of CLEF 2013 RepLab and CLEF 2014

RepLab evaluation campaigns. The campaigns were organized as CLEF evaluation

tasks for three consecutive years i.e. RepLab 2012 [10], RepLab 2013 [8] and RepLab

2014 [9] where teams were given a set of entities and for each entity a set of tweets

were provided. The challenge was to perform mining over these tweets for various

tasks relevant to online reputation management of the given entities. We present in

this section a brief overview of two tasks we deal with, namely the filtering task and

the reputation dimensions classification task.

5.2.1 Filtering Task

A significant subtask within online reputation management arises in the form of

identifying whether or not a particular social media post, and in our case, a tweet is

related to the entity. This subtask is called the filtering task where tweets are classified

as either relevant or irrelevant for an entity. For example, a term “Apple” appears in

a tweet and the tweet is to be marked as either relevant or irrelevant for the company

“Apple”. This task can be seen as an application of “entity name disambiguation”

due to need to distinguish between the fruit “Apple” and the company “Apple” when

the term “Apple” appears.

More specifically, given a set of tweets collected after issuing the entity name as a

query, the task is to determine which of the tweets are related to the entity and which

are not. As a motivating example, consider a query ‘apple’ issued using the Twitter
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search API which retrieves the tweets containing the term ‘apple’; the system has to

determine if the tweet refers to the entity ‘Apple Inc.’ which is a company founded

by ‘Steve Jobs’ or not. So the decision of the system is to mark a tweet as ‘relevant’

or ‘irrelevant’.

5.2.2 Reputation Dimensions Classification Task

An entity has various aspects or dimensions that affect its reputation. As an example,

consider the following scenarios:

• A smartphone company releasing a new phone and creating hype around the

product release.

• A pharmaceutical company in trouble due to release of a new drug without

adequate testing.

In the first example above, the company’s “products/services” are under discussion

while in the second example the company’s governance aspect is being examined.

Keeping these different dimensions in view, the task of reputation dimensions clas-

sification was first introduced within RepLab 2014 [9]. The task involves classification

of tweets according to the reputation dimensions which requires identification of var-

ious aspects significant to a company’s reputation and Table 5.1 shows the standard

dimensions used3. Basically, the task involves multi-class classification where given a

tweet about an entity of interest and a set of reputation dimensions (in this case the

ones shown in Table 5.1), the goal is to automatically classify the tweet to the single

reputation dimension that the tweet relates.

Finally, a dimension known as “Undefined” was included by RepLab 2014 orga-

nizers in cases where a tweet fails to fall into any of the seven dimensions mentioned

in Table 5.1.

5.3 Challenging Nature of Task

The nature of the tasks arising in the context of online reputation management are

challenging and the fact that we aim to perform the task for tweets increases the

difficulty of the task. This section discusses explicit and implicit challenges of the

tasks so as to enable a proper understanding of the techniques proposed.

3Note that these are the standard dimensions provided by the Reputation Institute.
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Dimension Description

Products & Services Products and services offered by the company or reflecting
the consumers’ satisfaction

Innovation Innovativeness shown by the company, nurturing novel ideas
and incorporating them into products

Workplace Employees’ satisfaction or the company’s ability to attract,
form and keep talented and highly qualified people

Citizenship Company acknowledgement of community and environmen-
tal responsibility, including ethical aspects of the business:
integrity, transparency, and accountability

Governance The relationship between the company and the public author-
ities

Leadership The leading position of the company

Performance The company’s long term business success and financial
soundness

Table 5.1: Description of Reputation Dimensions of an Entity

5.3.1 Explicit Challenges

Some explicit challenges of the task as defined in CLEF are reported as follows:

• Tweets are multi-lingual i.e., generally in English and Spanish.

• There are four4 broad types or domains of entities namely automotive, banking,

universities, and music each with differing characteristics.

• Tweets often contain poor language. Issues relating to spelling mistakes and

inaccurate grammar are very common.

5.3.2 Implicit Challenges

Some of the implicit challenges are listed as follows:

• Tweets are just 140 characters in length causing a user to provide information

within a short window of text thereby limiting the surrounding context. Some-

times the user may use non-standard abbreviations which makes it even more

4All four were used in the filtering task while only automotive and banking were used for the
reputation dimension classification task.
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Figure 5.2: Examples of Tweets after GoDaddy Outage

challenging to make inferences. Figure 5.2 shows an example of tweets with a

non-standard vocabulary after the outage of web hosting company “GoDaddy”

on 10th September 20125; note that the company name has been changed to

NoDaddy due to the outage.

• Some of the tweets can be “spam” and yet refer to an entity but are not deemed

to be relevant.

• Despite the organizers stating that the tweets will be in two languages, the

nature of the query term causes some of the returned tweets to include tweets

in some other languages.

5http://techcrunch.com/2012/09/10/godaddy-outage-takes-down-millions-of-sites/
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• Some of the tweets contain a mix of different languages as the users tend to

write in an informal way.

• A knowledge base can suffer from limited coverage problem and this can make

it difficult to infer meanings for a non-famous entity or non-famous (rare or

specific) information referring to an entity.

5.4 Overview of Our Approach

This section presents a brief overview of our approach for the filtering task and the

reputation dimensions classification task. Fundamentally, the approach is aimed at

enhanced context representation for tweets in order to filter them with respect to

entities and/or reputation dimensions; this is done in an effort to address the second

research question raised in Section 1.3 (Chapter 1). The strength of our approach

consists of the exploitation of the encyclopaedic knowledge in Wikipedia which is an

up-to-date and dynamic resource with extensive knowledge on various subjects as

explained in Chapter 2.

5.4.1 Filtering Task

The task of filtering tweets is performed through supervised learning by training the

classifier using the following feature types:

• Relatedness scores for several (entity-related) Wikipedia category taxonomies

• Topical scores corresponding to each tweet obtained via topic modelling

• Twitter-specific features obtained using the Twitter API6

The fundamental constituent of the technique is the Wikipedia-based features

which make use of the Wikipedia category-article structure that describes the entity

to obtain a suitable set of related terms corresponding to an entity. A few approaches

relying on Wikipedia have been proposed in the literature related to the task of entity

filtering. Among these approaches the work of Peetz et al. [164] has failed to show

competitive results at the CLEF RepLab Filtering task; this approach is based on an

established system defined by Meij et al. [141] for entity linking using the Wikipedia

hyperlink structure (refer to Section 3.3.2 of Chapter 3 for a detailed description of

the approach by Meij et al.). Peetz et al. utilise as a feature proposed by Meij et al.

6https://dev.twitter.com
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namely commonness whereby candidate phrases for entities are topically identified

by how often a particular phrase links to different entities inside the KB (e.g., “world

cup” anchor text within Wikipedia referring to Wikipedia articles “FIFAWorld Cup”,

“World Cup (men’s golf)”, etc.). Moreover, their technique fundamentally constitutes

an active learning system whereby some tweets are manually inspected during the

learning process for updating the model and taking into account new labelled data.

Despite the promise shown by active learning for the filtering task in context of online

reputation management their technique fails to show reasonable performance, and this

is primarily on account of hyperlink-based features which fail to provide maximum

contextualization for entity disambiguation. We also experimented with one such

approach with details in Appendix B; our system based on Wikipedia hyperlinks

does not exhibit optimal performance whereas the one based on Wikipedia category-

article structure that we explain in this shows a performance comparable to the one

exposed by the best systems participating in the filtering task.

5.4.1.1 Baseline System for the Filtering Task

The baseline approach consists of tagging tweets (in the test set) with the same tags

of the closer tweet in the (entity) training set according to the Jaccard word distance.

In other words, the baseline system is a simple version of memory-based learning.

Note that the baseline system was provided by CLEF RepLab 2013 organizers on

account of its ease of use, and ability to exploit training data per entity.

5.4.2 Reputation Dimensions’ Classification Task

The task of reputation dimensions classification is performed through supervised

learning by training the classifier using the following feature types:

• Relatedness scores for several (reputation classes related) Wikipedia category

taxonomies

• Statistical features which we further categorize into tweet-specific features, language-

specific features, and word-occurrence features described in the following

The fundamental constituent of the technique is the Wikipedia-based features

which make use of the Wikipedia category-article structure that describes a reputation

dimension to obtain a suitable set of related terms corresponding to that dimension.
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5.4.2.1 Baseline System for the Reputation Dimensions’ Classification
Task

Similar to the filtering task, the baseline system for the reputation dimensions’ clas-

sification task was provided by the organizers of CLEF RepLab 2014. It essentially

comprises a simple Bag-of-Words (BoW) classifier; the classifier used was Support

Vector Machine with linear kernel and multiple classes were trained corresponding to

each entity.

5.5 Methodology

In this section we present the proposed methodology that we have defined for the

tasks of filtering and reputation dimensions’ classification. Note that the first step of

the proposed methodology comprises of the steps outlined in section 4.1 and section

4.2 of Chapter 4.

5.5.1 Filtering Task

The following subsections present an explanation of the features used for the filtering

task as discussed in section 5.4.1.

5.5.1.1 Feature Set Based on Wikipedia Category-Article Structure

The preliminary step before generation of these features involves generation of can-

didate phrases as outlined in section 4.1 of Chapter 4 of this thesis. This is followed

by the utilisation of relatedness score features that were explained in section 4.2 of

Chapter 4 of this thesis. As we mentioned in those sections, the choice of category

taxonomy is dependent upon the application scenario and is generally representative

of the entity/concept under investigation, herein we describe the strategy for finding

category taxonomies as follows:

• We fetch all the parent categories7 and all sub-categories8 to a depth of two of

an entity’s Wikipedia article.

• Using the training data we select the top category taxonomies as follows. First,

we combine the training tweets of a single domain/entity9 into one document,

7These are basically the categories of an entity’s Wikipedia article i.e., categories at the depth
zero from the Wikipedia article of an entity.

8These are basically entity-related categories at depth count of one and two.
9As explained in section 5.3.1 on the task’s explicit challenges, a domain represents a particular

business or organizational type e.g. automotives, banking, university etc.
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and then we perform the process of variable-length phrase chunking (as ex-

plained in section 4.1 of Chapter 4) to extract candidate phrases. Using the

Wikipedia articles in which the match occurs for candidate phrases, we extract

the categories associated with these articles10. Using these categories (i.e., all

categories derived from candidate phrases) as category taxonomies, we calculate

relatedness scores for each phrase in a given tweet using equations 4.5 and 4.9

of Chapter 4 of this thesis. Finally, the category taxonomies which yield the

highest scores for all tweets within the training set across a given domain are

chosen as category taxonomies for that particular domain.

Listing 5.1 shows the pseudo-code for the above-explained category taxonomy

selection process. Following are our main intuitions behind the choice of methods for

the selection of Wikipedia category taxonomies:

• The parent category connected to an entity and its sub-categories to a depth

count of two contain a significant amount of useful information pertaining to

the entity of interest. Recall from Figure 4.2 and 4.3 how the parent category

and related sub-categories contain significant terms such as “Steve Jobs” and

“Rainbow Flag” respectively.

• Wikipedia categories with the top relatedness scores give a good representation

of an entity-based frequent discussion in tweets and hence, tend to provide

an effective set of features for the “filtering” task as shown in the section on

experimental evaluations.

Using the category taxonomies chosen from above two steps we generate the

feature set based on Wikipedia category-article structure. For each category tax-

onomy, we generate a score corresponding to Depthsignificance((i.e., equation 4.6),

Catsignificance (i.e., equation 4.7), Phrasesignificance (i.e., equation 4.8), and Relatedness

(i.e., equation 4.9) as the feature set.

Listing 5.1: Psuedo-Code for selecting category taxonomies

1 de f main ( ) :
2 get se l ec tedTaxonomies ( e n t i t y W i k i a r t i c l e ) # main

f u n c t i o n a l i t y
3
4 de f generate taxonomy ( rootcat , d ) :
5 re turn ( sub cat ( cat , 2) , r oo t ca t ) # re tu rn s sub c a t e g o r i e s

a long with root

10Recall from section 2.2.6 of Chapter 2 that each article belongs to one or more categories.
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6
7 de f g e t l s t t axonom i e s ( r e l s c o r e s ) :
8 taxonomies = [ ]
9 f o r sc , taxonomy in r e l s c o r e s :
10 taxonomies . append ( taxonomy )
11 return taxonomies
12
13 de f get se l ec tedTaxonomies ( w i k i a r t i c l e ) :
14 s e l e c t ed taxonomie s = [ ]
15 f o r pcat in c a t e g o r i e s ( w i k i a r t i c l e ) :
16 s e l e c t ed taxonomie s . append ( generate taxonomy ( pcat ) )
17
18 D = Merge a l l tweets be long ing to s i n g l e domain/ en t i t y #

one big document o f tweets
19 phrases = ext rac tVar i ab l ePhra s e s (D) // Psuedo−code

presented in L i s t i n g 4 .1
20 c a t l s t = s e t ( )
21 f o r p in phrases :
22 c a t l s t . union update ( g e tCatego r i e s (p) ) // s i n c e each

phrase i s a wik i a r t i c l e
23 r e l s c o r e s = [ ]
24 f o r cat in c a t l s t :
25 cat t = generate taxonomy ( cat , 2)
26 s co r e = r e l a t e dn e s s (D, cat t )
27 r e l s c o r e s . append ( [ score , cat t ] )
28
29 o r d e r e d r e l s c o r e s = r e l s c o r e s order by s co r e ( descending

order )
30 add i t i ona l taxonomie s = ge t l s t t a xonom i e s (

o r d e r e d r e l s c o r e s [ : 1 0 0 ] ) # s e l e c t top−k taxonomies
31 s e l e c t ed taxonomie s . extend ( add i t i ona l taxonomie s )
32 return s e l e c t ed taxonomie s

5.5.1.2 Feature Set Based on Topic Modelling

A well-known topic modelling technique known as Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA

for short) [24] is used for this set of features. LDA is an unsupervised machine learning

technique aimed at identification of latent topics in large document collections. It is

built on the “bag of words” approach with each document being treated as a vector

of word counts and finally as an outcome of LDA, each document is represented

as a probability distribution over some topics, while each topic is represented as a

probability distribution over a number of words.

We trained LDA with 300 topics on each domain (music, automobile, etc) con-

taining several entities, and the score (i.e., probability distribution) in each topic is
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Category Description

Tweet content features Tweet character and word length

Number of phrase markers in the tweet

Does the tweet contain the entity name?

Cosine similarity between the entity name and tweet

Cosine similarity between the entity description (provided by task organizers) and tweet

Does the tweet content contain url base address (provided by task organizers) of the entity?

Number of hashtags in the tweet

Total characters in all hashtags of the tweet

Number of urls in the tweet

Was the tweet translated into English?

Number of stopwords in the tweet content

User information features Friendcount

Followercount

Whether or not the user holds a verified Twitter account

Number of tweets by user

Number of lists in which the user is present

Number of tweets marked as favourite by the user

Friendcount/(Followercount+smoothing) + Statuscount/ (Followercount+smoothing)

Cosine similarity between username and entity name

Cosine similarity between username and domain category of entity (provided by task organizers)

Cosine similarity between username and the entity description (provided by task organizers)

Mention features Number of mentions in a tweet

Total characters in all mentions

Cosine similarity between mention and entity name

Cosine similarity between mention and domain category of entity (provided by task organizers)

Table 5.2: Detailed Description of Twitter-Specific Feature Set

then utilised as a feature, and hence all topics make a feature set. The rationale for

this is that the Wikipedia article titles cannot match all the terms and therefore, with

the help of LDA we can include the influence of the remaining terms.

5.5.1.3 Twitter-Specific Feature Set

In this section we present the set of features that are specific to the nature of Twit-

ter. We categorize these features into three categories: tweet content features, user

information features, and mention features.

Tweet content features: These are features derived from the content of tweets.

User information features: These are features derived from the profile infor-

mation of the Twitter user who is the producer of the tweet.
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Mention features: These are features derived from the profile information of

the users that are mentioned in a tweet.

Table 5.2 shows the detailed description of these features. Note that the profile

information features for the users who produce a tweet or are mentioned in a tweet

are utilised only in cases when the profile information is available (i.e., in cases where

the user profile is public and has not been deleted or blocked from Twitter). The

use of Twitter-specific features helps enriching the machine learning model which in

turn improves the classification accuracy. This is on account of specific attributes

of Twitter whereby organizations and individuals use it differently. Moreover, each

entity differs from the other in terms of its presence on Twitter; as an example certain

Spanish banks from within the dataset have an overly active Twitter presence due to

their sponsorship of football clubs.

Note that Table 5.2 to the best of our knowledge shows an exhaustive set of

Twitter-specific features and the selection of these features was motivated by standard

works on tweet classification from within the literature [20, 52, 158, 165, 176, 197, 223].

Specifically, classification of tweets for purposes of marketing [158, 197, 223] rely on all

the above classes of features namely tweet content features, user information features,

and mention features. Feature selection shows the importance of every feature, and

hence, we utilise all of them for the purpose of our experimental evaluations.

5.5.2 Reputation Dimensions Classification Task

Recall from Section 5.2.2 that the reputation dimensions classification task requires

multi-class classification of tweets into pre-defined classes that reflect which aspect

of an entity’s reputation is under discussion. Again, Table 5.1 shows the standard

dimensions used. In the subsections that follow we present an explanation of the

features used for the reputation dimensions classification task as discussed in section

5.4.2.

5.5.2.1 Feature Set Based on Wikipedia Category-Article Structure

Similar to the filtering task, the preliminary step involves generation of candidate

phrases (again, section 4.1 of Chapter 4 of this thesis) followed by the utilisation of

the relatedness score features (again, section 4.2 of Chapter 4 of this thesis). Since

the choice of category taxonomy is dependent upon the application scenario and is

generally representative of the entity/concept under investigation, herein we describe

the strategy for finding category taxonomies as follows.
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Figure 5.3: Wikipedia Categories for Reputation Dimension “Innovation” (from
Training Data) for Automotive Domain

Using the training data we select the top category taxonomies by first combining

the training tweets of a single reputation dimension into one document, and then we

perform the process of variable-length (as explained in section 4.1) to extract candi-

date phrases. Each matched Wikipedia article corresponding to a candidate phrase11

belongs to one or more Wikipedia categories. We maintain a voting count correspond-

ing to each Wikipedia category through which the probability of a Wikipedia category

belonging to a particular reputation dimension is calculated, and finally the top-k

Wikipedia categories with highest probabilities are used as category taxonomies. To

aid the reader in visualizing the obtained categories, we plot the obtained categories

using Gephi12 whereby probabilities are plotted to select the Wikipedia categories

most closely related to a given reputation dimension.

Figure 5.3 illustrates the graph of Wikipedia categories corresponding to the rep-

utation dimension of “Innovation” for the automotive domain, and Figure 5.4 illus-

trates the graph of Wikipedia categories corresponding to the reputation dimension

of “Innovation” for the banking domain. The red-colored nodes in these Figures

represent the Wikipedia categories that occur in a particular dimension with a prob-

ability of 1.0, the white-colored nodes represent a probability of 0.0, and the various

11Recall from section 4.1 that the final step in extraction of candidate phrases corresponds to
matching with Wikipedia article titles.

12http://gephi.github.io
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Figure 5.4: Wikipedia Categories for Reputation Dimension “Innovation” (from
Training Data) for Banking Domain

green-colored nodes represent probabilities around 0.5. In addition, the size of node

indicates the number of times a category was observed in the dataset.

Using the category taxonomies representing the highest probabilities we generate

the feature set based on Wikipedia category-article structure. For each category

taxonomy we generate a score corresponding to Relatedness (i.e., equation 4.9) as the

feature.

5.5.2.2 Tweet-Specific Feature Set

We used four tweet-specific features that relate to how a tweet is written. They are:

(1) presence of hashtag (#tag); (2) presence of user mention (some user); (3) presence

of url in a tweet; (4) language of the tweet (i.e., English or Spanish).

5.5.2.3 Language-Specific Feature Set

We used three language-specific features that relate to various aspects of reputation

dimension for a brand/entity. They are: (1) occurrence of a percentage symbol in a

tweet; (2) occurrence of currency symbol in a tweet; (3) proportion of common-noun

POS tags, proper-noun POS tags, adjective POS tags, and verb POS tags in a tweet.
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5.5.2.4 Word-Occurrence Feature Set

We used two word-occurrence features of which the first checks for the presence of

other entity names of same domain; note that products and services dimension con-

tains a lot of tweets whereby other entities are mentioned in the tweet. The second

feature first counts the number of times a word occurs in a given dimension for dif-

ferent entities (i.e., checks for word occurrence in 20 entities of automotive domain,

and 11 entities of banking domain) and if the number of occurrences is above an

empirically-set threshold we add that particular word to our dictionary of dimension

terms. The number of dimension terms present are then used as features.

5.6 Experimental Evaluations

This section describes the experimental procedure that we undertake to demonstrate

the effectiveness of the proposed methods. First, we present details of experimental

data and environment and finally, we present the experimental results.

5.6.1 Dataset and Environment

We use the dataset provided by CLEF 2013 RepLab filtering task [8]13 which basically

comprises a collection of tweets. We do not utilise the RepLab 2012 dataset on account

of its representativeness whereby the unknown-entity scenario is addressed i.e. the

entity of interest is represented as canonical name and a representative URL (e.g.,

the entitys homepage) but no entity-specific training data is available. Therefore,

supervised models have to learn from data associated to other similar entities, and

this scenario rarely arises in a real-world online reputation management setting [191].

The Wikipedia data is accessed using the WikiMadeEasy API14 as this is an

operational requirement of the proposed methodology.

5.6.1.1 Twitter Dataset

We use the dataset provided by CLEF 2013 RepLab task organizers which is a multi-

lingual collection of tweets (i.e., 20.3% Spanish tweets and 79.7% English tweets). The

corpus contains tweets referring to a set of 61 entities from four domains; automotive,

banking, university, and music. The filtering task utilised tweets from all four domains

13Note that CLEF 2014 RepLab Reputation Dimensions’ Classification task also utilised the same
dataset.

14http://bit.ly/1eMADG9, it is a custom made Wikipedia API.
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All Automotives Banking University Music

Entities 61 20 11 10 20

Training No. Tweets 45,679 15,123 7,774 6,960 15,822

Test No. Tweets 96,848 31,785 16,621 14,944 33,498

No. Tweets EN 113,544 38,614 16,305 20,342 38,283

No. Tweets ES 28,983 8,294 8,090 1,562 11,037

Table 5.3: RepLab 2013 Dataset Details

whereas the reputation dimensions’ classification task utilised tweets from automotive

and banking domain.

The tweets were gathered by organizers of the task by issuing the entity’s name

as the query. For each entity roughly 2300 tweets were collected with the first 750

constituting the training set, and the rest serving as the test set. Table 5.3 shows the

statistics of the dataset.

5.6.1.2 Wikipedia

The data for Wikipedia category-article structure is obtained through a custom

Wikipedia API that has pre-indexed Wikipedia data and hence, it is computation-

ally fast15. The API has been developed using the DBPedia [22] dumps and it is

a programmer-friendly API enabling developers and researchers to mine the huge

amount of knowledge encoded within the Wikipedia structure. A more detailed de-

scription of the API which we name as WikiMadeEasy API appears in Appendix A

of this thesis.

Our previous work for addressing the CLEF RepLab 2013 filtering task made use

of several features instead of direct entity linking, and both of them outperformed

Peetzs approach at RepLab 2013 [171]. An overview of previous work is presented

in Appendix B of this thesis. Here, we show that the entity filtering task can be

effectively addressed by approaches relying on Wikipedia; in fact the new enhanced

approach to the filtering task shows a performance comparable to the one exposed

by the best systems at RepLab 2013 as we will show in the evaluations reported in

this chapter.

15http://bit.ly/1eMADG9, we aim to release the API as an open source Wikipedia tool to facilitate
other researchers.
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5.6.2 Experimental Setup

We first describe the experimental setup for the filtering task followed by a description

of experimental setup for reputation dimensions’ classification task.

5.6.2.1 Filtering Task

In order to test the effectiveness of the various feature sets described in Section 5.5.1,

we design the experiments in a way that involves testing various combinations of the

feature set. As we described in Section 5.5.1 the feature sets fall into three categories

as follows: those based on Wikipedia category-article structure (from here on denoted

as Wikispecific), those based on topic modelling (from now on denoted as Topicspecific)

and those that are Twitter-specific (from now on denoted as Twitterspecific). We utilise

the three sets of features in various combinations performing three sets of experiments

as follows:

1. In the first set of experiments we use each of the feature sets Wikispecific,

Topicspecific and Twitterspecific individually in order to assess the contribution

of each class of features in isolation.

2. In the second set of experiments we use each possible pair of features together

resulting in the following combinations

• Wikispecific and Topicspecific

• Wikispecific and Twitterspecific

• Topicspecific and Twitterspecific

3. In the third set of experiments we use the three feature setsWikispecific, Topicspecific

and Twitterspecific together.

The above-mentioned feature set combinations are first used in conjunction with

a random forest classifier by training separately over the four domains and the given

entities. The motivation for distinguishing between training over all tweets within a

domain and within an entity separately is to capture the difference between various

domains and within various entities in an attempt to discover the most useful training

method. There are few shared characteristics and few differentiating characteristics

between various entities in a domain; as an example the entities within the university

domain distributed as part of the CLEF RepLab 2013 task possess some common

characteristics (e.g., all of them contain different faculties of knowledge such as Faculty
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of Science, Faculty of Humanities etc.) and some differences arise (e.g., in terms of

locations of universities along with their rankings).

5.6.2.2 Reputation Dimensions’ Classification Task

Using the feature sets described in 5.5.2, we train a random forest classifier over the

training data and then use it to predict labels for the test data. We perform three

machine learning runs as follows:

1. For the first run, we use only Wikipedia-based features of section 5.5.2 whilst

training a random forest classifier per-domain i.e. combining all tweets related

to a particular domain into one training and one test set

2. For the second run, we use only the additional features of section 5.5.2 whilst

training a random forest classifier per-domain i.e. combining all tweets related

to a particular domain into one training and one test set

3. For the third run, we use all features i.e. both Wikipedia-based features and

additional features of section 5.5.2 whilst training a random forest classifier

per-domain i.e. combining all tweets related to a particular domain into one

training and one test set

5.6.3 Experimental Results for Filtering Task

For the filtering task, we utilise the evaluation measures proposed by the organizers

of the task which we earlier introduced in equations 2.9, 2.10 and 2.11 of section 2.1.4

(Chapter 2). Furthermore, we also report the measures of Precision (equation 2.1 in

Chapter 2), Recall (equation 2.2 in Chapter 2) and F-Measure (equation 2.3 in Chap-

ter 2) for relevant entities and irrelevant entities separately denoted by PrecisionR,

RecallR, F-MeasureR, PrecisionI , RecallI , and F-MeasureI respectively.

Tables 5.4-5.9 present the results of our experiments with each of the individual

feature sets with the difference being that Tables 5.4-5.6 present the results with

training undertaken in a per-entity manner while Tables 5.7-5.9 present the results

training undertaken per-domain. The results clearly demonstrate the superior per-

formance of Wikispecific features corresponding to both per-entity and per-domain

training thereby showing the power of the Wikipedia category-article structure for

the filtering task at hand. The Twitterspecific features show second best performance

which confirms the fact that twitter-specific features are important over twitter for

sharing information, while Topicspecific shows the least performance.
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Setting PrecisionR RecallR F-MeasureR PrecisionI RecallI F-MeasureI Sensitivity Reliability F-Measure

Automotives 0.9207 0.8878 0.8987 0.7883 0.4953 0.5200 0.7268 0.3970 0.4496

Banking 0.9400 0.8740 0.9006 0.8901 0.6521 0.6316 0.8390 0.5339 0.5483

University 0.8929 0.7595 0.7970 0.8308 0.6670 0.6754 0.4382 0.7410 0.51348

Music 0.9710 0.9768 0.9733 0.8341 0.4202 0.4340 0.4050 0.8124 0.4201

Average 0.9361 0.8935 0.9068 0.8286 0.5271 0.5374 0.4311 0.7774 0.4683

Table 5.4: Evaluation Results on Test Set for Wikispecific Features and per-Entity
Training

Setting PrecisionR RecallR F-MeasureR PrecisionI RecallI F-MeasureI Sensitivity Reliability F-Measure

Automotives 0.8605 0.8688 0.8593 0.7429 0.3066 0.3118 0.2032 0.6438 0.2278

Banking 0.8117 0.8111 0.81046 0.8023 0.5356 0.5324 0.3859 0.6546 0.3845

University 0.7293 0.5567 0.5546 0.6732 0.5730 0.5553 0.1804 0.4851 0.2123

Music 0.9589 0.9734 0.9653 0.7822 0.2320 0.2249 0.2168 0.7590 0.2124

Average 0.8625 0.8415 0.8353 0.7551 0.3671 0.3630 0.2369 0.6575 0.2485

Table 5.5: Evaluation Results on Test Set for Topicspecific Features and per-Entity
Training

Setting PrecisionR RecallR F-MeasureR PrecisionI RecallI F-MeasureI Sensitivity Reliability F-Measure

Automotives 0.8903 0.8881 0.8769 0.8958 0.4352 0.4764 0.3421 0.8072 0.3940

Banking 0.8976 0.8954 0.8929 0.9432 0.5702 0.5730 0.4795 0.8558 0.4860

University 0.8337 0.5803 0.6071 0.7684 0.6087 0.5857 0.2088 0.6430 0.2761

Music 0.9651 0.9748 0.9687 0.9228 0.3237 0.3394 0.3068 0.8936 0.3269

Average 0.9069 0.8674 0.8657 0.8923 0.4514 0.4668 0.3334 0.8174 0.3693

Table 5.6: Evaluation Results on Test Set for Twitterspecific Features and per-Entity
Training

Setting PrecisionR RecallR F-MeasureR PrecisionI RecallI F-MeasureI Sensitivity Reliability F-Measure

Automotives 0.9148 0.8783 0.8923 0.6682 0.6088 0.5837 0.5060 0.6038 0.5078

Banking 0.9141 0.8513 0.8752 0.4765 0.6640 0.4694 0.5257 0.4033 0.3702

University 0.8300 0.7593 0.7743 0.7462 0.7096 0.7031 0.4914 0.6047 0.5279

Music 0.9650 0.9770 0.9670 0.3614 0.4388 0.3150 0.4261 0.3363 0.3027

Average 0.9172 0.8863 0.8953 0.5459 0.5795 0.4946 0.4810 0.4800 0.4190

Table 5.7: Evaluation Results on Test Set for Wikispecific Features and per-Domain
Training
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Setting PrecisionR RecallR F-MeasureR PrecisionI RecallI F-MeasureI Sensitivity Reliability F-Measure

Automotives 0.8045 0.9262 0.8516 0.4374 0.2576 0.2543 0.2335 0.3064 0.2095

Banking 0.7138 0.9198 0.75986 0.3655 0.2909 0.1497 0.2700 0.1357 0.1005

University 0.5846 0.6490 0.5696 0.5500 0.5630 0.5125 0.3639 0.2290 0.2708

Music 0.9431 0.9962 0.9662 0.4173 0.1490 0.0586 0.1482 0.3807 0.05718

Average 0.7976 0.9026 0.8264 0.4363 0.2780 0.2136 0.2335 0.2873 0.1500

Table 5.8: Evaluation Results on Test Set for Topicspecific Features and per-Domain
Training

Setting PrecisionR RecallR F-MeasureR PrecisionI RecallI F-MeasureI Sensitivity Reliability F-Measure

Automotives 0.8362 0.9775 0.8926 0.7359 0.4249 0.4744 0.4138 0.5916 0.4358

Banking 0.8621 0.8969 0.8556 0.5563 0.5764 0.4849 0.4832 0.4317 0.4058

University 0.7103 0.5675 0.5938 0.5981 0.7567 0.6391 0.3966 0.3710 0.3450

Music 0.9470 0.9904 0.9653 0.8148 0.2523 0.2884 0.2480 0.7674 0.2852

Average 0.8566 0.9000 0.8608 0.7068 0.4500 0.4423 0.3691 0.5843 0.3661

Table 5.9: Evaluation Results on Test Set for Twitterspecific Features and
per-Domain Training

Tables 5.10-5.15 present the results of our experiments with two of the feature

sets from the total of three feature sets. Tables 5.10 and 5.13 show the results for

the combination of the Wikispecific and the Topicspecific features corresponding to per-

entity and per-domain training respectively. Tables 5.11 and 5.14 show the results

for the combination of the Wikispecific and the Twitterspecific features corresponding

to per-entity and per-domain training respectively. Tables 5.12 and 5.15 show the

results for the combination of Topicspecific and Twitterspecific features corresponding

to per-entity and per-domain training respectively.

Setting PrecisionR RecallR F-MeasureR PrecisionI RecallI F-MeasureI Sensitivity Reliability F-Measure

Automotives 0.9207 0.8878 0.8987 0.7883 0.4953 0.5200 0.7268 0.3970 0.4496

Banking 0.9400 0.8740 0.9006 0.8901 0.6521 0.6316 0.8390 0.5339 0.5483

University 0.8929 0.7595 0.7970 0.8308 0.6670 0.6754 0.4382 0.7410 0.51348

Music 0.9710 0.9768 0.9733 0.8341 0.4202 0.4340 0.4050 0.8124 0.4201

Average 0.9361 0.8935 0.9068 0.8286 0.5271 0.5374 0.4311 0.7774 0.4683

Table 5.10: Evaluation Results on Test Set for Wikispecific and Topicspecific
Combined Features with per-Entity Training
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Setting PrecisionR RecallR F-MeasureR PrecisionI RecallI F-MeasureI Sensitivity Reliability F-Measure

Automotives 0.9391 0.8827 0.9014 0.8697 0.5322 0.5556 0.4234 0.8195 0.4867

Banking 0.9423 0.8851 0.9075 0.8955 0.6516 0.6344 0.5436 0.8453 0.5563

University 0.9006 0.7560 0.7949 0.8535 0.6769 0.6879 0.4428 0.7690 0.5244

Music 0.9743 0.9800 0.9769 0.8951 0.4210 0.4374 0.4071 0.8749 0.4243

Average 0.945 0.8943 0.9098 0.8800 0.5410 0.5527 0.4429 0.8340 0.4849

Table 5.11: Evaluation Results on Test Set for Wikispecific and Twitterspecific
Combined Features with per-Entity Training

Setting PrecisionR RecallR F-MeasureR PrecisionI RecallI F-MeasureI Sensitivity Reliability F-Measure

Automotives 0.8903 0.8882 0.8769 0.8958 0.4352 0.4764 0.3421 0.8072 0.3940

Banking 0.8976 0.8954 0.8929 0.9432 0.5702 0.5730 0.4795 0.8558 0.4860

University 0.8337 0.5803 0.6071 0.7684 0.6087 0.5857 0.2088 0.6430 0.2761

Music 0.9651 0.9748 0.9687 0.9228 0.3237 0.3394 0.3068 0.8936 0.3269

Average 0.9069 0.8674 0.8657 0.8923 0.4514 0.4668 0.3334 0.8174 0.3693

Table 5.12: Evaluation Results on Test Set for Topicspecific and Twitterspecific
Combined Features with per-Entity Training

Setting PrecisionR RecallR F-MeasureR PrecisionI RecallI F-MeasureI Sensitivity Reliability F-Measure

Automotives 0.9148 0.8783 0.8923 0.6682 0.6088 0.5837 0.5060 0.6038 0.5078

Banking 0.9141 0.8513 0.8752 0.4765 0.6640 0.4694 0.5257 0.4033 0.3702

University 0.8300 0.7593 0.7743 0.7462 0.7096 0.7031 0.4914 0.6047 0.5279

Music 0.9650 0.9770 0.9670 0.3614 0.4388 0.3150 0.4261 0.3363 0.3027

Average 0.9172 0.8863 0.8953 0.5459 0.5795 0.4946 0.4810 0.4800 0.4190

Table 5.13: Evaluation Results on Test Set for Wikispecific and Topicspecific
Combined Features with per-Domain Training

Setting PrecisionR RecallR F-MeasureR PrecisionI RecallI F-MeasureI Sensitivity Reliability F-Measure

Automotives 0.9367 0.8763 0.8968 0.7089 0.6233 0.6125 0.5104 0.6590 0.5405

Banking 0.9458 0.8524 0.8900 0.4838 0.6907 0.4844 0.5498 0.4379 0.3985

University 0.8362 0.7672 0.7806 0.8200 0.7158 0.7404 0.4979 0.6789 0.5652

Music 0.9706 0.9829 0.9763 0.4227 0.4507 0.3641 0.4406 0.4008 0.3515

Average 0.9330 0.8891 0.9026 0.5927 0.5940 0.5289 0.4926 0.5377 0.4570

Table 5.14: Evaluation Results on Test Set for Wikispecific and Twitterspecific
Combined Features with per-Domain Training
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Setting PrecisionR RecallR F-MeasureR PrecisionI RecallI F-MeasureI Sensitivity Reliability F-Measure

Automotives 0.8362 0.9775 0.8926 0.7359 0.4249 0.4744 0.4138 0.5916 0.4358

Banking 0.8621 0.8969 0.8556 0.5563 0.5764 0.4849 0.4832 0.4317 0.4058

University 0.7103 0.5675 0.5938 0.5981 0.7567 0.6391 0.3966 0.3710 0.3450

Music 0.9470 0.9904 0.9653 0.8148 0.2523 0.2884 0.2480 0.7674 0.2852

Average 0.8566 0.9000 0.8608 0.7068 0.4500 0.4423 0.3691 0.5843 0.3661

Table 5.15: Evaluation Results on Test Set for Topicspecific and Twitterspecific
Combined Features with per-Domain Training

Setting PrecisionR RecallR F-MeasureR PrecisionI RecallI F-MeasureI Sensitivity Reliability F-Measure

Automotives 0.9391 0.8857 0.9033 0.8723 0.5341 0.5601 0.4283 0.8219 0.4920

Banking 0.9434 0.8884 0.9097 0.8969 0.6514 0.6351 0.5465 0.8475 0.5588

University 0.9006 0.7560 0.7949 0.8535 0.6769 0.6879 0.4428 0.7690 0.5244

Music 0.9745 0.9795 0.9767 0.8946 0.4213 0.4370 0.4070 0.8747 0.4237

Average 0.9452 0.8957 0.9108 0.8810 0.5417 0.5542 0.4450 0.8351 0.4870

Table 5.16: Evaluation Results on Test Set for Wikispecific, Topicspecific, and
Twitterspecific Features with per-Entity Training and RF Classifier

As can be seen from Tables 5.11 and 5.14 the combination of features Wikispecific

and Twitterspecific show the best performance with per-entity training outperforming

the per-domain setting. This fits well into what was observed in the individual fea-

ture set (i.e., Tables 5.4-5.9) where Wikispecific and Twitterspecific performed best and

second best respectively. Note that the feature set Topicspecific does not boost the

performance at all (with the results for the combination ofWikispecific and Topicspecific

along with Twitterspecific and Topicspecific being the same).

Finally, Tables 5.16-5.19 show the results with all three feature sets combined and

with multiple machine learning algorithms in order to confirm the general validity

of the proposed method. We experiment with a random forest classifier (RF), naive

bayes classifier (NB), gradient boost regression trees classifier (GBRT) and extremely

randomized trees classifier (ERT). It can be seen that RT and ERT perform com-

parable, followed by GBRT and NB. This confirms that the nature of the problem

which actually depends upon the feature set (e.g., apple can be a fruit if it appears

with words like mango, oranges) which NB over simplifies by making an assumption

of independence.

Table 5.20 also reports the statistical significance of the results for all domains

(averaged) over the baseline with the various machine learning algorithms. Note
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Setting PrecisionR RecallR F-MeasureR PrecisionI RecallI F-MeasureI Sensitivity Reliability F-Measure

Automotives 0.9026 0.7749 0.8211 0.5574 0.5353 0.4492 0.3540 0.5025 0.3463

Banking 0.8600 0.8304 0.8399 0.6683 0.6177 0.5917 0.4733 0.5530 0.4627

University 0.5944 0.6037 0.5820 0.5786 0.5402 0.5227 0.2723 0.2774 0.2457

Music 0.9614 0.9235 0.9387 0.4988 0.3133 0.2586 0.2668 0.4850 0.2356

Average 0.8637 0.8056 0.8238 0.5617 0.4782 0.4245 0.3335 0.4690 0.3145

Table 5.17: Evaluation Results on Test Set for Wikispecific, Topicspecific, and
Twitterspecific Features with per-Entity Training and NB Classifier

Setting PrecisionR RecallR F-MeasureR PrecisionI RecallI F-MeasureI Sensitivity Reliability F-Measure

Automotives 0.9032 0.8934 0.8963 0.6365 0.4786 0.4924 0.3938 0.5666 0.4209

Banking 0.8953 0.9059 0.8995 0.5075 0.6177 0.4227 0.5408 0.4185 0.3407

University 0.8345 0.7487 0.7731 0.7598 0.6859 0.6670 0.4659 0.6259 0.4865

Music 0.9704 0.9720 0.9710 0.5429 0.3775 0.2953 0.3606 0.5221 0.2811

Average 0.9125 0.8977 0.9011 0.6028 0.5045 0.4443 0.4213 0.5350 0.3714

Table 5.18: Evaluation Results on Test Set for Wikispecific, Topicspecific, and
Twitterspecific Features with per-Entity Training and GBRT Classifier

Setting PrecisionR RecallR F-MeasureR PrecisionI RecallI F-MeasureI Sensitivity Reliability F-Measure

Automotives 0.9330 0.8897 0.9046 0.8703 0.5366 0.5660 0.4367 0.8154 0.4983

Banking 0.9240 0.8931 0.9066 0.7992 0.6415 0.6280 0.5450 0.7343 0.5489

University 0.8974 0.7556 0.7953 0.8501 0.6687 0.6800 0.4351 0.7638 0.5173

Music 0.9747 0.9787 0.9764 0.7948 0.4219 0.4367 0.4069 0.7760 0.4235

Average 0.9392 0.8975 0.9106 0.8294 0.5395 0.5535 0.4462 0.7794 0.4860

Table 5.19: Evaluation Results on Test Set for Wikispecific, Topicspecific, and
Twitterspecific Features with per-Entity Training and ERT Classifier
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Classifier PrecisionR RecallR F-MeasureR PrecisionI RecallI F-MeasureI Sensitivity Reliability F-Measure

RF 0.9452*** 0.8957 0.9108** 0.8810*** 0.5417** 0.5542* 0.4450* 0.8351*** 0.4870**

NB 0.8637 0.8056* 0.8238** 0.5617* 0.4782** 0.4245* 0.3335* 0.4690** 0.3145***

GBRT 0.9125* 0.8977** 0.9011** 0.6028* 0.5045 0.4443* 0.4213** 0.5350* 0.3714***

ERT 0.9392*** 0.8975 0.9106* 0.8294*** 0.5395* 0.5535* 0.4462** 0.7794** 0.4860***

Note *p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001

Table 5.20: Average Evaluation Results on Test Set for Wikispecific, Topicspecific, and
Twitterspecific Features with per-Entity Training using different classifiers

that we do not utilise support vector machines and artificial neural networks as our

aim was to demonstrate the generality of the proposed classification technique and

hence, we utilise the simplest classification algorithms for our task with the default

parameters within the python-scikit library16.

Table 5.21 presents a summary of the evaluation measures presented by the task

organizers i.e. Reliability and Sensitivity [11] in comparison with the baseline system

and best performing systems of the CLEF RepLab 2013 task. From this table it

can seen that our system performs comparably to the best reported system. The

high reliability17 values for our approach again indicates the strength of Wikipedia in

precisely identifying concepts relevant to a given entity. However, sensitivity18 suffers

on account of some tweets having too less of a context to able to have matches in

Wikipedia article titles: as an example, our approach will fail to identify a tweet such

as “I love Apple” as being relevant to entity “Apple Inc.”

5.6.4 Experimental Results for Reputation Dimensions’ Clas-
sification Task

Table 5.22 presents a snapshot of the official results for the filtering task of RepLab

2014, where CIRGIRDISCO is the name of our team. As can be seen from Table

5.22, out of a total of 8 participating teams in RepLab2014 reputation dimension

classification task 4 teams outperform our best run. Our system shows good results

for the evaluation measure of accuracy; however, the evaluation measures of precision

and recall show an average performance and one reason for this is due to our training

16The only exception is random forest classifier for which we utilised 500 estimators since we have
a decent machine.

17Recall from section 2.1.4 of Chapter 2 that reliability is basically product of precision of both
relevant and irrelevant entities.

18Recall from section 2.1.4 of Chapter 2 that reliability is basically product of recall of both
relevant and irrelevant entities.
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Setting Sensitivity Reliability F-Measure

Our Approach 0.4450 0.8351 0.4870

Baseline 0.4902 0.3200 0.3255

POPSTAR [184] 0.7288 0.4507 0.4885

SZTE [86] 0.5990 0.4444 0.4385

Previous Approach [171] 0.4164 0.6687 0.4485

Table 5.21: Comparison of Experimental Results for Systems in CLEF RepLab 2013
Task

Team Accuracy F-measure

uogTr RD 4 0.7318 0.4735

DAE RD 1 0.7231 0.3906

Lys RD 1 0.7167 0.4774

SIBTEX RD 1 0.7073 0.4057

CIRGIRDISCO RD 3 0.7071 0.3012

CIRGIRDISCO RD 2 0.6924 0.2386

Baseline 0.6222 0.4072

CIRGIRDISCO RD 1 0.6073 0.3195

Table 5.22: Results of Reputation Dimensions’ Classification Task of RepLab 2014
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Entity (Domain) Total Training Tweets Irrelevant Tweets Relevant Tweets

Adele (Music) 694 20 674

Jennifer Lopez (Music) 862 4 858

Led Zeppelin (Music) 908 0 908

Maroon 5 (Music) 738 0 738

Bankia (Banking) 760 19 741

Barclays (Banking) 747 1 746

HSBC (Banking) 797 6 791

Table 5.23: Proportion of Relevant and Irrelevant Tweets for Some Entities in
Training Data

Sample Innovation Citizenship Leadership Workplace Governance Undefined Performance Products and Services

Training Data 313 2209 297 468 1303 2228 947 7898

Test Data 306 5027 744 1124 3395 4349 1598 15903

Table 5.24: Proportion of Relevant and Irrelevant Tweets for Some Entities in
Training Data

and testing methods being applied over eight classes because we included the class

“Undefined” in our training and testing supervised learning method whereas the

RepLab 2014 organizers excluded this class. However, it was not clear in the task

guidelines.

5.6.5 Discussion and Conclusion

This section presents an analysis of the strengths of the proposed methodology along

with underlying issues with the given dataset that add to the complexity of the tasks

at hand. We also present two limitations of our proposed methodology.

5.6.5.1 Analysis of our Proposed Methodology

In summary, classifying tweets into relevant or irrelevant for an entity or along various

reputation dimensions is a challenging task with most of the challenges stemming from

the nature of how text is written by Twitter users. In this section, we perform an

analysis of our proposed methodology in an attempt to perform a detailed study of

the effectiveness of the proposed features:
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Domain F-MeasureR F-MeasureI F-MeasureRS

Automotives 0.1115 0.3180 0.2746

Banking 0.1230 0.4105 0.3767

University 0.1689 0.2971 0.2169

Music 0.0391 0.4058 0.3974

Table 5.25: Standard Deviation of F-MeasureR, F-MeasureI , and F-MeasureRS for
Various Domains in Dataset

Lack of context in tweets: As mentioned in Section 5.3 the lack of context in

tweets poses a serious challenge for the online reputation management tasks. This

means that most approaches that utilise training over bag-of-words and term co-

occurrence features fail to correctly classify relevant examples. As an example, con-

sider the following tweets:

“Honda VTEC is very fantastic!!!”

“AFF Suzuki Cup. A terrific first half. Malaysia 0-0 Thailand = blood

and thunder, guts galore and some quality football. Evenly balanced”

The first tweet is relevant for the entity “Honda” in the “automotives” domain

which the baseline system incorrectly classified as irrelevant for the entity19. The sec-

ond tweet pertaining to the entity “Suzuki” in the “automotives” domain is concerned

with the “Citizenship” dimension

Here, VTEC is a system developed by the automotives company “Honda” to im-

prove efficiency of a four-stroke internal combustion engine. Furthermore, AFF Suzuki

Cup is a sports tournament organized and sponsored by “Honda” to foster community

engagement and hence, the tweet concerns the reputation dimension of “Citizenship”

(refer to Table 5.1). Simple textual features fail to classify this tweet as relevant

while our approach is able to detect the relationship between “Honda” and “VTEC”

along with the relationship between “AFF Suzuki Cup” and the reputation dimension

of “Citizenship” through its use of the Wikipedia category-article structure. More

specifically, the category taxonomies derived through the entity’s Wikipedia article

and through the tweet phrases matching Wikipedia articles’ titles provide sufficient

19This example has been taken from the test dataset distributed by CLEF RepLab 2013 organizers.
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context to enrich the tweets’ representation and hence, make a correct prediction for

the tweets.

As a further example, the following tweet within the “university” domain for

the entity “Princeton University” is fairly complex and textual features alone fail

to classify it as relevant. Our technique however is able to extract it as a relavant

tweet for the entity “Princeton University”, and this is on account of the Wikipedia

article corresponding to “Princeton offense” which is linked to the Wikipedia category

“Princeton University” within the Wikipedia category-article structure.

“Fuk mike brown n that weak ass Princeton offense wtf does Princeton

offer besides smart ass mf they sports ain’t talkin bout shit! #adios”

User-generated content: The informality of text in Twitter implies a range of

ways in which users can compose tweets relating to different entities. The fact that

user-generated content on Twitter is written in a non-standard manner adds to the

complexity of the tasks.

Discrepancies between training and test data: The dataset for the CLEF

RepLab 2013 Filtering Task is not balanced in terms of relevant/irrelevant tweets

with the proportion not following a normal distribution. As a result, training is

not performed in an optimal manner for some of the entities. Many entities within

some of the domains (especially) have unbalanced training data as shown in Table

5.23. Similarly, the dataset for the CLEF RepLab 2014 Reputation Dimensions’

Classification task is not balanced as shown in Table 5.24. Data balancing may be

performed to even out the effects of such a discrepancy but that may not be reflective

of a real-world online reputation management scenario where tweets are not balanced

with either a great deal of noise for some entities or lots of relevant tweets for other

entities20.

Table 5.25 shows the standard deviation of F-MeasureR, F-MeasureI , and F-

MeasureRS of our system for the various domains in the dataset. As can be seen the

evaluation measures Reliability and Sensitivity used by the organizers are too sensi-

tive and do not capture the imbalance between the proportion of related/unrelated

tweets. However, the standard deviation of F-MeasureR is less and this demonstrates

20There are occasions when a certain entity becomes a trending topic on account of some event
occurring becoming a topic of discussion in news media; such an event occurred during FIFA World
Cup 2014 after the Dutch airline KLM posted a “racist” tweet in response to Mexico’s defeat against
Netherlands.
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the robust nature of our proposed features. A somewhat high standard deviation of

F-MeasureI , and F-MeasureRS especially for the banking and music domain is due to

most of the entities within these domains having very few irrelevant examples in the

training data. Such imbalance hinders the performance of our proposed technique;

however, despite this hindrance our system performs as good as the best system that

participated in CLEF RepLab 2013 Filtering Task and it may perform even better if

the training data is in a balanced proportion.

5.6.5.2 Limitations of our Proposed Methodology

We identified the following limitations of our proposed methodology:

• Some entities are not covered in Wikipedia and this is specifically the case for

long-tail entities for which popularity emerges in a short period of time.

• The Wikipedia category-article structure contains some amount of noise in case

of certain entities. As an example in case of domain of “musicians”, certain

entities are linked to Wikipedia articles about their parents, siblings etc. who

do not have a direct relationship with the main business concerning the entity;

this adds some imprecision within the filtering for these entities.

We discuss potential ways to overcome these limitations during discussion of future

work in Chapter 8.

5.6.5.3 Conclusion

The experimental evaluations establish Wikipedia’s strength as a significant ency-

clopaedic resource for the challenging tasks arising in the context of online reputation

management. The relatedness score defined using Wikipedia category-article struc-

ture introduces a powerful semantic notion of linking n-grams in a tweet with the

information relevant to an entity and/or reputation dimension under discussion as

shown by the performance of the proposed approach.

5.7 Summary of the Chapter

In this chapter we presented two application scenarios arising in the context of “on-

line reputation management” which basically emanates from the domain of “public

relations” and is concerned with monitoring the reputation of entities online. Enti-

ties within reputation management represent brands, celebrities, businesses etc. The
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application scenarios we deal with have emerged on account of Twitter emerging as

a new online forum for expression of opinions with respect to an entity. The sce-

narios are 1) filtering tweets and identifying whether or not a given tweet is related

to a certain entity, and 2) identifying the reputation dimension with which a certain

tweet deals with. We deal with these challenging tasks through a set of features;

among these features our Wikipedia-based semantic relatedness features described in

Chapter 4 constitute the most significant ones. We also describe the task-specific

techniques to identify the category taxonomies which are then utilised for the extrac-

tion of relatedness scores with respect to categories representing an entity. For the

filtering task, parent categories and sub-categories to a depth count of two are utilised

in addition to categories corresponding to those matched phrases within tweets that

are able to generate highest relatedness scores. For the reputation dimensions clas-

sification task, a probabilistic approach is utilised on the basis of a voting count

corresponding to the number of times a Wikipedia category occurs for a given repu-

tation dimension. Finally, experimental evaluations demonstrate the richness of the

proposed Wikipedia-based features. For the filtering task in particular the choice of

machine learning algorithm does not influence the outcome by a large degree with

other sets of features (namely topical and Twitter-specific) showing poor performance.

Similarly, for the reputation dimensions classification task Wikipedia-based features

outperform the feature set based on language, tweet, and word-occurrence.
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Chapter 6

A Perspective-Aware Approach to
Search: Visualizing Perspectives in
News Search Results

A number of documents covering a similar range of topics may differ from each other

in terms of different perspectives and subjective views exhibited in the documents

[157]. This situation is even more prevalent in the case of controversial topics [56].

As an example, consider the case of existing political debates surrounding free speech,

same-sex marriage, vaccinations etc — these debates have seen polarized views being

expressed. The complex interplay between various topical narratives on documents

found in different collections makes the information seeking process more complex.

We may have documents that are topically similar but very dissimilar in opinion and

sentiment expressed.

One interesting contribution of this thesis is an attempt to address the complexities

in such scenarios via an innovative search engine called “perspective-aware search”;

it attempts to identify implicit and explicit topical assertions in text in line with the

third research question raised in Section 1.3 (Chapter 1). The front-end of the search

engine enables a user to complement a query with what we call a “perspective” while

the back-end utilises Wikipedia category-article structure to infer topical drifts with

respect to the given query and perspective.

This chapter begins with an introduction to polarized discourse in Web search in

an attempt to motivate the need for a novel perspective-aware search interface for

analysis of search results. This is followed by a description of the system architecture

whereby we explain the Wikipedia-based retrieval model of perspective-aware search.

We then present some scenarios from within the news domain where such kind of

search can yield useful insights. This is followed by a discussion in which we position
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the notion of “perspective” as a means to study inherent subjectivity within the doc-

uments retrieved by a search engine; we also explain how “perspective-aware search”

demonstrates the strength of our Wikipedia-based semantic relatedness framework

described in Chapter 4. Finally, a user-study that is organized on principles of “inter-

active evaluation” concludes the chapter thereby serving as a proof into the usefulness

of the proposed search interface.

6.1 Polarized Discourse in Web Search Results

The Web today is full of subjectively “biased” information on various topics and often

the users are not even aware of the subjective views to which they are exposed in

response to certain queries [56]. In an attempt to study the effects that polarized,

political Web content has on Web search engines, some researchers performed an

analysis of search queries and corresponding results [27, 220]. Their findings revealed

that search engines nowadays expose their users to a narrow range of view-points.

There have been notable efforts in the information retrieval research community to

provide users with an insight into the relationship between the query and the result

set [93]. Capturing this information during the retrieval process provides the user

with much valuable information (e.g. whether a term is overly specific, or whether

a term is ambiguous etc.). Various attempts have been undertaken to tackle this

problem, ranging from the definition of snippets [199] to the definition of approaches

to cluster search results (e.g. Clusty...) [92], to the presentation of diversified search

results in the first position of the ranked list offered to the users [189]. Recently

there has been a resurgence of interest in defining visualization techniques of search

results that offer an effective and more informative alternative to the usual and less

informative ranked list. Pioneer visualization systems are represented by Tilebar [95],

and Infocrystal [193], and more recently by the interface of the search engine Kartoo

[16]. All these attempts have aimed to provide the users with more information than

that provided by the traditional ranked list. This additional information can help the

users in their search task (e.g. allowing them to navigate the collection more easily

or providing evidence to allow the users to reformulate their query more efficiently).

Despite the above-mentioned efforts together with efforts at search result diversi-

fication that aim to minimize the effects of controversial Web content [224], there still

remains a need for a system that helps pursue a qualitative and quantitative analysis

of the amount of bias and controversy within the search results. In the following
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subsection, we present an overview of a perspective-aware search engine that aims to

support such analyses.

6.1.1 “Perspectives” for Monitoring Subjectively Biased View-
points in Search Results

Current information retrieval systems do not support means to investigate “poten-

tial bias” towards a certain perspective introduced during the search process. The

“potential bias” may be introduced due to issues with the search engine itself or

with the underlying collection. According to the Oxford Dictionary, the definition

of perspective is as follows: “Perspective is a particular attitude towards or way of

regarding something.” In line with this we argue for incorporating the essential cog-

nitive element of “perspective” within the search engine interface thereby introducing

“perspective-aware” search in this thesis.

The proposed system allows the user to specify an additional input to the system

along with standard type-keywords-in-entry-form interface for the entry of a “perspec-

tive” through a perspective phrase (see Figure 6.1). Note that this is not equivalent

to appending the query with the perspective phrase because this modified query may

not necessarily be a part of the user’s search intent. However, there may be a bias

in the result set towards a certain “perspective”; and hence, we propose perspective-

aware search as a means to investigate and analyse a leaning towards an agenda.

We explain through the following motivating example: Consider a case in which a

user wishes to find information about a certain event (say, a bomb blast in a certain

region). The search results returned may be polarized instead of focusing on factual

aspects i.e., relating to a certain race, ethnicity, or political movement which caused

violence. This can prompt a user to explicitly evaluate drift from objective factual

reporting to subjective reporting within the top results. In doing such evaluation, the

user is able to assess the prevalent controversies in returned results while discovering

inherent subjective biases of the various document collections1.

Our system utilises knowledge from Wikipedia to make conceptual sense of the

perspective phrase. This knowledge does not modify the query (as would an additional

query term) but is instead used to highlight the presence of a perspective in the result

set.

1The documents collections of news web sites have this problem in particular on account of the
political leaning they represent [83].
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Figure 6.1: Perspective-Aware Search Entry Form

6.2 System Description

Figure 6.2 shows the architecture of our system. Note that the perspective-aware

system within this architecture includes a perspective scoring system that uses the

Wikipedia category-article structure to score the amount of content present inside a

document with respect to the input perspective. The underlying perspective com-

putation algorithm makes use of the semantic relatedness framework introduced in

Chapter 4 of this thesis. We explain the perspective computation algorithm in Section

6.2.1.

As shown in Figure 6.2, the user enters the query together with the perspective

phrase and the query is fed to the underlying information retrieval system which gen-

erates a ranked list of documents. The document extractor then forwards the content

of the documents to the tokenizer and the extracted tokens along with the input

perspective are fed into our perspective scoring system which uses our custom-built

WikiMadeEasy API2. The perspective scoring system scores each token with respect

to the perspective entered by the user and, the score of each token is aggregated to

produce a perspective score for a document in the ranked list returned by the in-

formation retrieval system(s). Finally, the ranked list returned by the information

retrieval system(s) and the perspective scores of tokens & documents returned by the

scoring system is returned as output to generate the HTML result page.

6.2.1 Perspective Computation Algorithm

First, the candidate phrases are extracted from within the search results retrieved

in response to a query (refer to section 4.1 of Chapter 4 of this thesis). This is

followed by utilisation of the perspective phrase’s Wikipedia article to extract category

2A more detailed description of the API which we name as WikiMadeEasy API appears in
Appendix A of this thesis.
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Figure 6.2: Perspective-Aware Search Overall Architecture

taxonomies for the relatedness score generation step (refer to section 4.2 of Chapter

4 of this thesis). Specifically, the categories and sub-categories to a depth count

of two of the matched Wikipedia article corresponding to perspective phrase are

utilised; note that these constitute RC explained in section 4.2.1 of Chapter 4 of

this thesis. Following from the explanation in Section 4.2.1, we retrieve the set of

all articles within the Wikipedia category set RC (we refer this set as ArticlesRC),

and all categories associated with these articles i.e. WC are retrieved. Recall from

section 4.2.1 that the extracted tokens from a textual document (retrieved search

result in this case) which are contained in ArticlesRC are called matched phrases

(here, specifically they are phrases defining the perspective input by the user). We

use these matched phrases to calculate the perspective (i.e., relatedness) score via the

following relatedness measures in section 4.2.2 of Chapter 4 of this thesis:

• Depthsignificance (i.e., equation 4.6)

• Catsignificance (i.e., equation 4.7)

• Phrasesignificance (i.e., equation 4.8)

• Relatedness (i.e., equation 4.9)

Finally, to facilitate user convenience, we have provided a perspective autocom-

pletion feature within the system which simplifies the perspective input process for

the user. To provide perspective autocompletion facility, we utilise all Wikipedia cat-

egory names as possible perspectives and during the input process we suggest a short
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list of category names which are textually similar to what the user is typing in the

perspective input box.

6.3 Demonstration for News Domain

The perspective-aware search prototype we describe in this thesis is tailored for news

search and fetches news search results from the US version of three popular search

engines (i.e., Yahoo!, Google, and Bing). The video demonstration can be accessed at

http://youtu.be/mPO763z6H4Y. The system provides additional information within

the snippet of each news search result, where the perspective score for each result

together with its relative perspective rank within the particular popular search engine

is displayed3. Fig. 6.3 shows a snapshot of each search result and the additional

information returned by the perspective scoring strategy is explained as follows:

• The bold list of keywords depicts the keywords related to the perspective pro-

vided during the issuance of the query.

• Score shows the score calculated by the scoring strategy, higher the score4,

higher is the amount of perspective found in the returned result.

• Rank shows the relative rank in terms of descending order for each list of top

results returned by a popular search engine. Fig. 6.4 shows a list of search

results, where different relative ranks can be seen corresponding to each result.

Furthermore, the search results of each search engine are displayed in a side-by-

side manner as shown in Fig. 6.4. The system also employs visualization techniques

(i.e., bar charts and line charts) to display the comparative perspective scores. Fig.

6.5 shows the visualizations incorporated in the system as they appear on the search

results page giving the user further insights into the result sets of major search engines

together with the web sites from which the result sets are retrieved. These charts

attempt to address the following questions that a user may have:

• What are the differences in the search results retrieved by different search en-

gines in terms of inherent perspective in the results? The two graphs at the

bottom of Fig. 6.5 show this, where the graph on the left side shows the amount

of perspective in the top ten results individually while the graph on the right

3It is the ordering by perspective scores for the top ten results.
4The minimum value which can be assumed by a score is 0, whereas there is no fixed upper

bound.
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Figure 6.3: Perspective Information Added to Snippet

side shows the cumulative perspective score. It is evident that Bing shows a

higher perspective than Google and Yahoo!

• What is the amount of perspective displayed/contained by web sites in the

top results of each search engine? The top graph of Fig. 6.5 shows this. For

example, in the the Fig. 6.5 it can be seen that the “The Guardian”5 newspaper

shows the maximum amount of perspective “Activism” corresponding to query

“Edward Snowden”.

• What is the difference in the amount of perspective across the same web sites

(news sources) covered by different search engines? Furthermore, which web

sites (news sources) are covered more by a particular search engine? This is

displayed on clicking “Show More” on the search results page.

An interface such as the proposed one can be particularly useful in exploratory

tasks such as those commonly encountered in the news domain by journalists, media

studies researchers or by end-users.

6.4 Discussion

Despite the fact that some notable efforts within the information retrieval research

community have attempted to present a shift from the classical ranked list of search

results to visualizations aimed at capturing various aspects of user intent [93]. The

prominent of these include efforts along the following directions [214]:

• Systems aiming to provide insights into query and result set

• Systems aiming to provide insights into query and document collection

5http://www.theguardian.com
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• Systems aiming to provide insights into result set and document collection

This additional information relating to query, result set and document collection

can help the users in their search task (e.g. allowing them to navigate the collection

more easily or providing evidence to allow the users to reformulate their query more

efficiently). However, such efforts are unable to provide insights into the inherent

subjectivity and controversy within the various topical dimensions of a result set or

document collection. We aim to fill this gap through the notion of “perspective.”

Other related works investigate “search engine bias” and “search engine sentiment”

which despite being somewhat related differ in terms of the underlying research goal.

Works investigating bias in search propose a notion different to perspective-aware

search in that their focus is towards analysis of retrievability which is a measure of the

degree of ease with which certain Web pages are retrieved and predominantly studies

how the search engine favors certain popular urls over others [150, 207]. On the other

hand, works investigating sentiment in search analyse positive and negative sentiment

over a topic through the use of external Web content (such as tweets, blog posts,

opinion forums etc.) thereby complementing the search results with popular, public

opinion on a topic [54] while our goal is towards the quantification of subjective bias

exhibited by content creators for controversial topics. To further illustrate, consider

a query on “Edward Snowden” where sentiment with respect to this query may be

positive or negative while relating him with perspective “activism” is as per the choice

of the content writer.

It is well-known that certain query topics involve a variety of opinions, judgements,

and polarization; few examples include query topics related to theory of evolution,

same-sex marriage, vaccinations, gun control, feminism etc. To the best of our knowl-

edge, current systems lack in their ability to provide both qualitative and quantitative

insights into the skewed retrieval process. As an example, consider a user wanting

to know more about “same-sex marriage”; for the sake of neutrality6 we also assume

that this user has no opinion on the subject and wishes to pursue a neutral research

on the topic. Given the recent activism on the subject of “LGBT rights”, it is natural

that most retrieved documents will likely be from authors who support such rights

but such retrieval harms the search intent in this particular example. Complementing

the search process with a “perspective” helps alleviate this problem by aiding the user

in performing an explicit analysis of the documents that contain a skewed opinion

and subjective view with respect to the topic at hand. Moreover, the quantitative

6This assumption aids the reader in understanding how perspectives come into play.
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visualizations of Figure 6.4 provide a quantitative summary further helping the user

in understanding the amount of controversy within the topic.

Query Topic Description of Contro-
versial Nature

Perspective

Abortion

This represents debate be-
tween “pro-life” and “pro-
choice” activists on the issue
of voluntary pregnancy ter-
mination

Murder

Edward Snowden

Edward Snowden is a for-
mer CIA professional who
leaked classified information
from U.S. National Secu-
rity Agency (NSA); contro-
versy surrounds him due to
some considering him a hero
and others considering him
a traitor

Activism

Iran

Iran has always been at
the forefront of nuclear race
which is why holds a contro-
versial place in the Western
world

Nuclear Technology

Islam

Recently mainstream media
associates acts of violence
around the world with the
religion “Islam” which is
why it occupies a controver-
sial status

Terrorism

Same-sex Marriage

Same-sex marriage contin-
ues to remain controver-
sial on account of it going
against traditional concept
of “family” with most of the
opposition coming from reli-
gious circles

Family

Table 6.1: Pre-selected Controversial Query Topics with Descriptions and
Associated Perspectives

Finally, “perspective-aware search” serves as a proof of concept for demonstrating

the strength of our relatedness framework built upon the Wikipedia category-article
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structure. Our system uses an external and collectively created knowledge resource

namely Wikipedia, which is less likely to be biased in a given direction. The category-

article associations within Wikipedia which constitute the fundamental building block

of our semantic relatedness framework (refer to Chapter 4) help obtain extra terms

to represent the perspective of interest to the user. This knowledge (perspective term

and related terms) does not change the query (as would an additional query term),

but instead used to highlight the presence of a perspective in the result set, thereby

helping the user in performing a search task with clarity and objectivity.

6.5 User Study for Perspective-Aware Search Eval-

uation

This section explores the use of our proposed perspective-aware search engine for anal-

ysis of search behavior when the information need involves a significant amount of

controversy. We study the usefulness of the proposed interface through an online user

study whereby various correlations between perspective “biases” and users’ political

orientations are analysed. The aim of this investigation is to provide evidence into the

meaningfulness of the concept of “perspective” and how it aids the user in identifica-

tion of subjective views contained in news articles returned by various search engines.

Note that the evaluations presented here differ from traditional Cranfield-style eval-

uation paradigm that is commonly used in information retrieval [185], and instead

bases itself on principles of “interactive information retrieval” evaluation [112].

The following subsections present details of our online study where we first present

details of the methodology employed (i.e., participants’ recruitment and variables

measured) followed by a presentation of correlation analysis.

6.5.1 Data Collection

The data was collected by means of an online study wherein users were recruited via

crowdsourcing as well as by mailing lists and were requested to use our perspective-

aware search engine.

The recruited users were inquired about their political leaning (i.e., left-wing,

right-wing or neutral). Moreover, they were asked to perform a search using our

interface for three pre-selected topics from the list of topics shown in Table 6.17;

note that users in our study were asked to select query topics which they considered

7Table 6.1 shows the query topic along with presenting an explanation of why the topic is con-
troversial and the “perspective” term that highlights a significant facet of the query topic.
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controversial. Finally, we asked them to mark as relevant or irrelevant each perspec-

tive term corresponding to each search result returned by the three engines, namely,

Google, Yahoo!, and Bing. The users were also asked to order by “perspective bias”

the search results returned by Google, Yahoo!, and Bing8. A total of thirteen users

were recruited of which five identified with a political orientation of left-wing, three

identified with a political of right-wing, and the remaining five identified themselves

as neutral.
Political Orientation Google Yahoo! Bing

Left-Wing 42% 36% 47%

Right-Wing 44% 51% 38%

Neutral 72% 69% 83%

Table 6.2: Percentage of Perspective Terms
Overlap across Various Political Orientations

for Different Search Engines

Political Orientation Google Yahoo! Bing

Left-Wing 4 5 3

Right-Wing 4 9 7

Neutral 2 1 1

Table 6.3: Perspective Ranking Difference
across Various Political Orientations for

Different Search Engines

6.5.2 Analysis of User-Study Results

Table 6.2 shows the percentage of terms marked as relevant by users of our study

thereby representing the percentage of similarity between the terms considered rel-

evant by our recruited users and our perspective computation algorithm of Section

6.2.1. Secondly, Table 6.3 shows the average Spearman footrule values for the rank-

ings produced by users of our study and our algorithm presented in Section 6.2.1.

Table 6.2 clearly shows the usefulness of perspective terms for neutral users, and

hence, we can argue for the usefulness of our perspective-aware search interface in

highlighting subjective opinions within returned documents. Moreover, Table 6.3

shows lower average Spearman footrule values across the category of neutral users

thereby providing evidence for the need of a search interface that aids the non-partisan

user in analysis of subjective viewpoints. Such an interface can aid the user in for-

mulating educated opinions rather than adoption of “bandwagon” opinions on issues

of considerable significance while also involving considerable controversy.

6.6 Summary of the Chapter

In this chapter, we considered a novel application scenario which we called “perspective-

aware search”. The application serves as a proof-by-example for further analysis of

the strength of the proposed Wikipedia-based semantic relatedness measures. More

8To assist the users, we explained to our users the concept of “perspective bias” clearly with the
help of examples.
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specifically, it advances research in the context of detecting controversial topics while

also providing qualitative and quantitative visualizations. We began by positioning

the idea of “perspective-aware search” in the context of the polarized Web followed

by a demonstration of how it works. This was followed by an explanation of the

system architecture and the fundamentals of the perspective computation algorithm.

Finally, we presented few examples from within the news domain where subjectivity

and polarization is abundant. We then presented a discussion on the strengths of

the proposed search functionality along with its ability to effectively use Wikipedia

category-article structure, and an online user-study demonstrating the usefulness of

the proposed search functionality finally concludes the chapter.
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Figure 6.5: Perspective-Aware Search Graphical Comparison of Results Corresponding to
Query “Edward Snowden” and Perspective ”Activism”
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Chapter 7

Knowledge Extraction via
Identification of Domain-Specific
Keywords

This chapter presents an application scenario which can be a considered as a subtask

within knowledge extraction (refer to Chapter 3 on related work). More specifically,

we consider the utilisation of Wikipedia for the identification of keywords representa-

tive of a collection of textual documents (recall first research question from Section 1.3

of Chapter 1). We begin this chapter with an introduction to the problem of domain-

specific keyword extraction1. This is followed by an explanation of the challenges

involved in the domain-specific keyword extraction task. We then explain the pro-

posed methodology in detail and finally conclude with presentation of experimental

evaluations and their results. Note that unlike techniques described in the previous

application scenarios (i.e., Chapter 5 and Chapter 6) our domain-specific keyword

extraction technique does not rely on semantic relatedness measures introduced in

Chapter 4; however, it is built upon exploitation of the Wikipedia category-article

structure thereby being related to the fundamental research question being addressed

in this thesis2.

1To the best of our knowledge, this presents the first work that has attempted to deal with
domain-specific keyword extraction for an entire document collection.

2More specifically, it is built on a community detection framework over the Wikipedia category-
article structure as explained in Section 7.3.
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7.1 Introduction to Domain-Specific Keyword Ex-

traction

Large corpora of text contain significant information ranging from topics of a general

nature to that of a specific nature; among the tasks that address the issue of identify-

ing meaningful information from a huge repository is the task of keyword extraction

which has been increasingly explored in recent years [69, 218, 104, 138, 88]. Key-

word extraction is particularly important for various information access tasks such as

exploratory search, query expansion, and document clustering to name a few.

Over the past few years several approaches have been proposed to extract keywords

from text; current keyword extraction approaches work at the granularity level of

single documents as they aim to identify keywords that characterise the content of a

single document, and not that of a whole document collection [218, 205, 145, 210, 88].

We consider the task of extracting keywords at the granularity level of an entire corpus

in an attempt to make inferences regarding the text collection.

The task of keyword extraction that represents the entire text collection may be

defined as follows: given a text collection focused on multiple related knowledge (or

topical) domains, the aim is to extract keywords that characterise knowledge domains

represented in the text collection. As an example of this problem, let us consider a

collection of Web sites of post-graduate schools; such a collection could be represented

by specific keywords that characterize the academic research domains undertaken in

those schools. We utilise related and interconnected category-article structure of

Wikipedia for accurate identification of the range of topics on which the document

collection is focused. Furthermore, we address the above task on a collection of

short-text. The reason for this choice is twofold: 1) on one hand understanding

the meaning of short-text is important in the age of micro-blogging, and 2) on the

other hand processing short-text with respect to long-text over the WWW may be

computationally less expensive through the application of appropriate techniques.

Defining a technique that performs effectively and efficiently with short-text (for

which defining a context is more difficult) is a challenging research issue that we

address in this chapter.

In particular as short-text we consider the titles of Web pages, and we present

a novel domain-specific keyword extraction method, which relies on both the notion

of n-gram overlap between the titles of Wikipedia articles and the redirects of the

Wikipedia articles and those of the short-text collection (titles of Web pages), and on

a community detection algorithm that makes use of the Wikipedia category-article
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structure in order to boost the performance of extraction of domain-specific keywords.

The output of the proposed method is a set of meaningful keywords (n-grams) that

define the topical domains of the considered collection. The proposed technique is

composed of several steps aimed at refinement of the process of keyword selection.

7.2 Challenging Nature of Task

Extracting keywords that represent topical domains on which a short-text collection

is focused is a challenging research issue due to the following reasons:

• Short-text cannot be assumed to contain well-written sentences like those in

long-text; therefore extracting candidate keywords from them can be difficult

in the sense that POS tagging may not work well as it would with long-text.

• Short-text contains very little context unlike long-text documents, therefore

finding domain-specific keywords representing the focus of the entire collection

is more challenging compared to that of a collection of long-text. For instance, in

long-text we can exploit some features based on both the structure (formatting)

and the length of documents (tf.idf), as shown in Section 3.5.2.

Due to the two above reasons, we propose to use Wikipedia to overcome the pre-

viously outlined problems. First, in order to discover candidate keywords, matching

n-grams extracted from short-text with those of Wikipedia articles will eliminate non-

readable terms or phrases such as “abcy2; the mere use of n-grams extracted from

short-text would trivially increase the number of candidate keywords. Second, by

matching n-grams with Wikipedia we are able to find a list of readable and sensi-

ble phrases (such as “tourist”, “contact us”, “information retrieval”, “data mining”,

“database”), and each of the matched n-grams (i.e., Wikipedia articles) is linked

with a number of Wikipedia categories which can then be exploited to define inter-

relationships between the matched n-grams, hence exploiting this information. Note

that the use of Wikipedia aids contextualization for short-text and this ties in with

the second research question in Section 1.3 (Chapter 1).

7.3 The Proposed Methodology

In this section we present the method we have used to extract domain-specific key-

words from a document collection. Figure 7.1 illustrates the complete approach.
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First, we extract humanly readable phrases by calculating the intersection between

the possible n-grams extracted from the input text and the Wikipedia article titles.

Referring back to Section 1.5 and Figure 1.2 from Chapter 1, we repeat for the reader

that the phrase extraction step is similar to the one introduced in Section 4.1 of

Chapter 4. However, once extracted the candidate phrases are utilised in a commu-

nity detection algorithm for definition of communities to which they belong. These

communities are then ranked according to the richness of each community to repre-

sent the topical focus of the document collection. Finally, using these communities,

we score the domain-specific keywords.

Note that the framework presented for domain-specific keyword extraction is

slightly different from the one presented earlier in Chapter 4 whereby relatedness

scores were calculated to represent the degree of association between an entity of inter-

est and the candidate phrases. A pre-requisite for the semantic relatedness framework

however was specification of an entity of interest against which to calculate related-

ness scores; for the domain-specific keyword extraction task such entities do not exist,

and the task is to determine significant keywords from within free textual data. Given

the lack of pre-defined entities against which to determine semantic relatedness, we

propose a slightly different approach as explained in following subsections.

7.3.1 Candidate Phrase Extraction

The aim of the step is to extract candidate phrases which are humanly understandable

(standard English phrases) from the input text. Once the candidate phrases are

discovered we can assign them scores according to their importance. For instance,

“national talent hunt” and “business administration” are humanly understandable

phrases but “c d iompra ochta” is not understandable, and it is intuitively sensible

to filter noisy phrases. Therefore, in order to achieve this objective we perform

intersection between possible n-grams (2-5 grams) extracted from the input text and

the title of Wikipedia articles together with the redirects of the Wikipedia articles,

where the titles of Wikipedia articles are well written by humans in order to describe

a concept. Note that this particular step is similar to the one proposed in Section

4.1 of Chapter 4; the next two phases however differ on account of the task’s nature

whereby pre-defined entities do not exist and hence, semantic relatedness between

two concepts cannot be captured.
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Figure 7.1: Methodology
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7.3.2 Community Detection usingWikipedia Category Graph
Structure

The aim of this step is to find communities among the Wikipedia categories by exploit-

ing the Wikipedia category-article structure, and more specifically through utilisation

of the associativity between Wikipedia categories and articles. Once communities are

discovered, we utilise these communities to score candidate keywords according to

the strength of communities to which each keyword belongs. This implies ranking

keywords according to their association with the focus of the document collection as

explained later in the Section 7.3.3.

7.3.2.1 The graph

First, we construct the semantic graph exploiting the candidate phrases (i.e., titles of

Wikipedia articles) from the previous step, but instead of directly using the title of

Wikipedia articles (i.e., candidate phrases), we use Wikipedia categories associated

with the articles. We select Wikipedia categories on account of the existence of an

organized structure within the Wikipedia category graph (see Figure 2.4). Therefore

we choose Wikipedia categories as vertices and edges between these vertices follow

the Wikipedia category structure (i.e., edges in the Wikipedia category graph, again

refer to Figure 2.4). The weight on each edge is defined as the sum of the number

of articles (i.e., matched candidate phrases) belonging to each Wikipedia category

connected by the edge.

7.3.2.2 The communities

In this step, we apply the community detection algorithm to discover communities

among Wikipedia categories. It is necessary to emphasize here that community de-

tection is a well-known technique from within the domain of social network analysis

that detects closely-knit groups, and for our purpose we use the undirected multi-

level infomap algorithm. It is the successor of the algorithm which was found to be

the best for the community detection problem [68, 182]; our choice is motivated by

the high efficiency of the infomap algorithm on large graphs unlike community de-

tection algorithms based on edge-betweenness [78], eigenvectors [154], and walktrap

[167]3. This algorithm yields an assignment of each category to exactly one commu-

3Note that we do not propose a community detection algorithm of our own and instead utilise
the best known one from within social network analysis literature[6].
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nity. Some communities may contain many categories while other communities may

contain simply one category.

Rank of Community Categories within Community

First

Political Philosophy, Politi-
cal Theories, Political Ide-
ologies, Political Science,
Liberalism, ...

Second

Interdisciplinary Fields, Hu-
manities, Applied and Inter-
disciplinary Physics, Aca-
demic Disciplines, Media
Studies, ...

Third

Genetics, Population Ge-
netics, DNA, Human Genet-
ics, Genetic Engineering, ...

Table 7.1: Top-3 Communities after Application of Community Detection Algorithm

Finally, we rank communities in a way that the top-ranked community would

represent the main domain of the document collection. Table 7.1 shows the top-3

communities with five categories representing a single domain4 i.e. in case of top

community all categories represent the domain of political science, in case of the sec-

ond community all categories represent interdisciplinary fields, and finally in case of

third community all categories represent genetics. Intuitively, our ranking of commu-

nities implies a richness of the top-ranked community demonstrated by the existence

within it of several unique keywords related to each other which in turn are represen-

tative of the main domain (or focus) of the document collection. In order to rank rich

communities higher, we rank (score) them on the basis of the number of unique arti-

cles they contain i.e., Wikipedia articles (or candidate phrases) which are only linked

to Wikipedia categories exclusive to that community. Therefore, the top community

would contain several unique articles which are exclusively defined by the categories

of that community only. For example, an article on chemistry may be unique to the

community that contains the categories related to chemical sciences and it would not

be mentioned in other communities such as the community that contains categories

related to political sciences. If a community contains several unique articles then it

4Note that the communities contain more categories but we only show five.
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becomes a strong representative of the popular domain of interest compared to the

community that contains lesser or zero unique articles.

7.3.3 Ranking Domain-Specific Keywords

The aim of this step is to rank candidate keywords according to their ability to

represent the domain of interest of the collection. First, we will present the strategy

to rank domain-specific phrases and then we will present the strategy to rank domain-

specific single terms.

7.3.3.1 Ranking domain-specific phrases

Equation 7.1 scores the associativity of a candidate phrase (denoted as p) with the

communities discovered in Section 7.3.2; fundamentally it involves determination of

the representativeness of phrase p with respect to the main domain (or focus) of the

document collection. This representativeness is calculated by means of measuring

the richness of the communities that contain the phrase p whereby richness of a

community is defined through the number of unique articles it contains. A phrase

p can either be a unique article to a community (as explained in Section 7.3.2.2),

and hence, belong to exactly one community or a phrase can belong to two or more

communities i.e., there exists at least one or more category in each community that

links to the phrase (i.e., matched Wikipedia article). Therefore we choose the average

of community rank scores5 for scoring the associativity of phrase with communities.

Moreover, if a phrase belongs to a unique community then the phrase is specific to that

community compared to a phrase which belongs to several communities. Likewise, if

a phrase belongs to a top community then it is more likely to represent the focus of

the document collection compared to phrases belonging to low ranked communities.

This intuition is captured in the calculation of the associativity of a phrase p with the

community that contains it as follows; we denote this associativity as AvgCommRankSc:

AvgCommRankSc(p) =

∑
Community∈p totalUniqueArticles(Community)

|Community ∈ p|
(7.1)

We then score each candidate phrase on the basis of their associativity with com-

munities i.e. AvgCommRankSc and the word frequency of the phrase within the entire

5Community rank score is basically defined by the number of unique Wikipedia articles within
that community.
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document collection. The word frequency is a fairly common measure used in statis-

tical natural language processing that highlights the significance of a term/phrase by

means of how frequently its used.

Score(p) = log(freq(p) + 1)× AvgCommRankSc(p) (7.2)

Equation 7.2 is used to score the importance of a phrase; the greater the score the

higher the importance of the phrase.

7.3.3.2 Extraction and ranking of domain-specific single terms

In this step, we rank single terms extracted from the data that match Wikipedia

category names using the following three criteria:

• The strength of the term’s association with communities discovered from Section

7.3.2,

• Word frequency of the term within the entire document collection,

• Dominant word patterns where word patterns denote specific form of word

prefixes and suffixes within a domain.

Of these, the first is identical to the previously explained associativity measure of

a phrase p with the community in Equation 7.1. Similarly, the word frequency of the

term is identical to the common frequency measure used within statistical natural

language processing. The dominant word patterns are used to detect specific terms

with special prefixes and/or suffixes that are mostly representative of a document

collection; as an example within the domain of academic documents suffixes such as

-‘ics’, ‘ogy’ are fairly common.

In order to discover the dominant word patterns, we generate an exhaustive list of

candidate terms denoted as Terms by splitting all category names which are composed

of two or more words6 into single terms. We limit extraction to only those category

names which appear in the community that has at least one unique article (see Section

7.3.2). We then adopt a simple heuristic from within a commonly used technique in

‘Natural Language Processing’ tasks [77, 125] whereby words with higher frequency

of certain prefixes and suffixes get a higher score. Equations 7.3 and 7.4 below show

the word pattern normalized and non-normalized scores respectively. First, Equation

7.3 determines an associativity score for terms with a commonly occurring prefix

6e.g., ‘Cell biology’ is composed of two terms, ‘cell’ and ‘biology’.
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and/or suffix i.e., we take the cumulative effect of a term’s word pattern across all

discovered communities. This helps in determining those prefixes/suffixes that are

highly reflective of the domain (or focus) of the entire document collection and words

having common prefix and suffix (among the list of candidate single terms Terms)

gets higher score compared to the words with unique prefix and suffix. Equation

7.4 then normalizes the obtained score by means of reducing the overall effect of

prefixes/suffixes in the collection.

WordPattern(t1) =
∑

t2∈Terms
|prefix(t2)=prefix(t1)

AvgCommRankSc(t2)

+
∑

t2∈Terms
|suffix(t2)=suffix(t1)

AvgCommRankSc(t2)
(7.3)

WordPatternnorm(t) =
WordPattern(t)

Max(WordPattern(ti))
(7.4)

Finally, Equation 7.5 captures the importance of a single term by multiplying

frequency of terms (which is skewed by the normalized word pattern score) with their

(strength of) association with communities discovered from Section 7.3.2. Basically

Equation 7.5 scores single terms by their importance within the entire document

collection, and hence, the greater the score the higher the importance of the term.

Score(t) = log(freq(t)×WordPatternnorm(t) + 1)× AvgCommRankSc(t) (7.5)

7.4 Experiments and Results

In this section we present the employed dataset, the evaluation measures, and the

performed experiments. We also present a discussion on the obtained results.

7.4.1 Dataset and Evaluation Measures

We performed experimental evaluations over a set of academic Web sites with an aim

to extract keywords capturing the topics related to research and teaching activities

performed by the departments in the considered universities. We constructed a col-

lection of academic Web sites by crawling the English Web pages of the Web sites of

eight post-graduate schools from five different countries as shown in Table 7.2. For

each Web site, we crawled up to the depth of five from the root page in order to cover
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School Convention Website (Location)

IBA Karachi Campus IBA-KHI www.iba.edu.pk (PK)

FAST NU Karachi Campus FAST-NU-KHI www.khi.nu.edu.pk (PK)

LUMS LUMS www.lums.edu.pk (PK)

MMU Cyberjaya Campus MMU www.mmu.edu.my (MY)

Milano-Bicocca Milano www.unimib.it/go/page/Englisha (IT)

NUI Galway Campus NUIG www.nuigalway.ie (IE)

Cambridge Cambridge www.cam.ac.uk (UK)

Oxford Oxford www.ox.ac.uk (UK)

aThe URL has now changed for English Website

Table 7.2: Dataset of school Web sites

at least 80%-95% of the important Web pages, according to the estimate by Yates

and Castillo [14]. In addition, to avoid crawler traps, i.e. infinite dynamic Web pages

such as calendars, we adopted the policy to crawl at most the first 500 instances of

each dynamic Web page.

Tables 7.3 and 7.4 show some statistics of the dataset. Table 7.3 shows the total

number of crawled documents (Web pages), the total number of titles extracted (some

Web pages do not have a title), the total number of unique titles, and the average

length (in words) of titles (including and excluding stopwords) for each school’s Web

site and for an aggregation of all schools. Table 7.4 shows the total number of non-

unique and unique words excluding stopwords, and a few examples of titles in the

data set.

We performed the evaluations using the metrics of Precision at k (P@k, Equation

2.4), Average Precision (AP, Equation 2.5), Mean Average Precision (MAP, Equa-

tion 2.6), Reciprocal Rank (RR, Equation 2.7), and Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR,

Equation 2.8).

We now explain the amount of relevance judgements (i.e., manual annotations)

that would be needed for the dataset. As Table 7.3 shows, the dataset contains 34,674

unique titles with an average title length of 6.3 words per title. The assessment of

relevance judgements for the entire data set would be huge on account of variable

length n-grams extracted from each unique title (expression). Precisely, the number

of required relevance judgements for the dataset would be greater than the total
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School Total No. of Total No. No. of Unique Avg. Length of Titles Avg. Length of Titles

Webpages of Titles Titles Discovered including Stopwords excluding Stopwords

(in words) (in words)

IBA-KHI 411 411 169 4.4 3.3

Fast-NU-KHI 355 355 63 3.5 2.9

LUMS 2,783 2768 2,77 5.7 4.6

MMU 5,341 5,341 1,849 6.0 5.0

Milano 443 443 214 7.2 5.5

NUIG 29,248 29,182 7,552 6.0 4.9

Cambridge 26,765 26,749 12,859 6.5 5.4

Oxford 26,866 26,787 11,855 6.6 5.1

Total 92,212 92,036 34,674 6.3 5.1

Table 7.3: Statistics of the Dataset

Total No. of Non-Unique Words 466,449

excluding Stopwords

Total No. of Unique Words 23,266

excluding Stopwords

Example of Titles of Web pages ‘document moved’, ‘index’,

‘the resource cannot be found.’,

‘login’, ‘frequently asked questions’,

‘political ecology: a critical introduction

(blackwell critical introductions to’

geography)’

Table 7.4: More Statistics of Dataset
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number of unique titles times the number of possible keyword extractions from the

titles7. Due to the difficulty in complete annotation of such an enormous dataset, the

relevance judgements were obtained for the top-20 results.

7.4.2 Evaluations

We conduct two types of experiments; the first experiment type evaluates the quality

of extraction of our method at each step (as individual components) and the second

experiment type evaluates the quality of single terms extraction. For both types of

experiments, 13 human annotators8 made the relevance judgements for the top-20

results by associating a label relevant or irrelevant with each extracted keyword; this

amounts to a total of 1320 relevance judgements across phrases and 676 relevance

judgements across single terms. For each keyword, the 13 judgements are aggregated

to produce a single label: a keyword is labelled as relevant (or irrelevant) with the

majority vote.

Before conducting experiments, we produced variants of the proposed methodol-

ogy for the identification of domain-specific keywords, explained below:

n-grams: the basic algorithm (or a baseline) that extracts all possible n-grams

and orders them by (descending) frequency of each n-gram.

inter : the algorithm that extracts readable phrases as discussed in Section 7.3.1

and orders them by their (descending) frequency.

comp phrases: the algorithm based on extracted phrases ordered by scoring

strategy as discussed in Section 7.3.3.1.

complete : the algorithm based on extracted phrases ordered by scoring strategy

as discussed in Section 7.3.3.1 and extracted single terms ordered by the scoring

strategy from Section 7.3.3.2.

By evaluating these variants, we aim to gain an insight into the contribution of

the individual components to the overall system performance.

7.4.2.1 Experiment Type 1

In this experiment, we evaluate the capability of the approach to generate high quality

domain-specific keywords. First we compare individual components of the proposed

methodology and then we compare the proposed methodology with current state-

of-the-art approaches. We asked annotators to label a keyword as relevant when it

7Number of possible keyword extractions equal C(n+1,2), where n is the word length of the
extracted keyword.

8Except one, all the rest have completed (at least) their post-graduate studies.
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correctly represents a complete name of a topical domain or sub-domain (academic

topical area of interest). For instance,‘Information Retrieval’, ‘Marine Biology’, and

‘Science’ are relevant examples but ‘Marine’ is an irrelevant keyword because it does

not represent the name of a topical domain or sub-domain. Inter-annotator agreement

was calculated using Fleiss’s Kappa [66], which showed high agreements (value 0.83).

Tables 7.5–7.7 show the quality of identifying domain-specific keywords by in-

dividual components of the proposed methodology for the top-20 keywords. These

tables show that the complete algorithm outperforms the rest. Table 7.5 shows that

complete extracts more relevant keywords than the rest as evident in the aggregated

mean (of P@20), table 7.6 shows that complete has higher tendency of extracting

first relevant keyword than all of the others as evident in the MRR, and table 7.7

shows that on the average complete extracts more relevant keywords earlier in the

ordered list than the rest as evident in the MAP.

Tables 7.8–7.10 show the comparison of the proposed algorithm with tf-idf, Tex-

tRank, ExpandRank9, and TagMe10 for the top-20 extracted keywords by each. From

these tables it is clear that our algorithm (both complete and com phrases) out-

performs the rest of the algorithms in terms of aggregated mean (of P@20), MRR, and

MAP. Note that TR 1, TR 2, and TR 7 are the best cases of TextRank with param-

eter window size 1, 2, and 7 respectively, within the tested range of 1-10. Similarly,

ER 1 1 and ER 3 1 are the best cases of ExpandRank with parameters window size

1, neighbourhood size 1 and window size 3, neighbourhood size 1 respectively, for the

tested range of window size 1-10 and neighbourhood size 1-8.

7.4.2.2 Experiment Type 2

In this experiment, we evaluate the capability to generate high quality domain-specific

key terms (i.e., single terms only) which can be useful for generating single term tag

cloud. We asked annotators to label a key term as relevant when it correctly represents

a complete or partial name of a topical domain or sub-domain (academic topical area

of interest). For instance, ‘Science’ and ‘Biology’ are relevant examples, and so is

‘Marine’ when it represents a partial representation of ‘Marine Biology’. Similar to

the previous experiment, we calculated Fleiss’s Kappa and found the value of 0.78,

showing a high agreement among annotators.

9We used the implementation by [87].
10We used the public API http://tagme.di.unipi.it/
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School complete com phrases inter n-grams

Cambridge 0.75 0.65 0.15 0.00

Fast-NU-KHI 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.00

IBA-KHI 0.35 0.35 0.30 0.05

LUMS 0.50 0.50 0.20 0.10

MMU 0.55 0.50 0.40 0.00

Milano 0.80 0.75 0.40 0.00

NUIG 0.75 0.70 0.40 0.00

Oxford 0.75 0.60 0.30 0.00

Aggregated Mean 0.57 0.51 0.27 0.02

Table 7.5: P@20 for the identification of domain-specific keywords

School complete com phrases inter n-grams

Cambridge 1.00 1.00 0.08 0.00

Fast-NU-KHI 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00

IBA-KHI 0.50 0.50 0.33 0.14

LUMS 0.50 0.50 1.00 0.20

MMU 1.00 1.00 0.17 0.00

Milano 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00

NUIG 1.00 1.00 0.25 0.00

Oxford 1.00 1.00 0.20 0.00

MRR 0.81 0.75 0.38 0.04

Table 7.6: RR and MRR for the identification of domain-specific keywords
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School complete com phrases inter n-grams

Cambridge 0.81 0.74 0.13 0.00

Fast-NU-KHI 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00

IBA 0.43 0.43 0.33 0.14

LUMS 0.59 0.50 0.60 0.18

MMU 0.58 0.70 0.33 0.00

Milano 0.86 0.70 0.72 0.00

NUIG 0.77 0.73 0.36 0.00

Oxford 0.88 0.80 0.31 0.00

MAP 0.68 0.57 0.35 0.04

Table 7.7: AP and MAP for the identification of domain-specific keywords

School complete com phrases tf-idf TR 1 TR 2 TR 7 ER 1 1 ER 3 1 TagMe

Cambridge 0.75 0.65 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Fast-NU-KHI 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

IBA-KHI 0.35 0.35 0.00 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.15 0.15 0.05

LUMS 0.50 0.50 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.20 0.15 0.25 0.20

MMU 0.55 0.50 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Milano 0.80 0.75 0.25 0.30 0.25 0.30 0.80 0.75 0.20

NUIG 0.75 0.70 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Oxford 0.75 0.60 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Aggregated Mean 0.57 0.51 0.04 0.09 0.06 0.08 0.14 0.14 0.06

Table 7.8: P@20: comparison between different algorithms for the identification of
domain-specific keywords
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School complete com phrases tf-idf TR 1 TR 2 TR 7 ER 1 1 ER 3 1 TagMe

Cambridge 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Fast-NU-KHI 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

IBA-KHI 0.50 0.50 0.00 0.50 0.20 0.17 0.25 0.11 0.07

LUMS 0.50 0.50 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.50 0.33 1.00 0.20

MMU 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Milano 1.00 1.00 0.17 0.20 0.20 0.20 1.00 0.20 0.25

NUIG 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Oxford 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

MRR 0.81 0.75 0.03 0.13 0.07 0.11 0.20 0.16 0.06

Table 7.9: RR and MRR: comparison between different algorithms for the
identification of domain-specific keywords

School complete com phrases tf-idf TR 1 TR 2 TR 7 ER 1 1 ER 3 1 TagMe

Cambridge 0.81 0.74 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Fast-NU-KHI 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

IBA-KHI 0.43 0.43 0.00 0.31 0.19 0.15 0.23 0.16 0.07

LUMS 0.59 0.50 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.36 0.29 0.59 0.37

MMU 0.58 0.70 0.00 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Milano 0.86 0.70 0.21 0.25 0.25 0.28 0.75 0.56 0.26

NUIG 0.77 0.73 0.00 0.26 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Oxford 0.88 0.80 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

MAP 0.68 0.57 0.03 0.12 0.07 0.10 0.16 0.16 0.09

Table 7.10: AP and MAP: comparison between different algorithms for the
identification of domain-specific keywords
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School complete com phrases inter BM25 tf-idf tf-norm n-grams TR 1 TR 2 TR 7 ER 1 1 ER 3 1 TagMe

Cambridge 0.70 0.70 0.35 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.00 0.05 0.05 0.00

Fast-NU-KHI 0.13 0.00 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.10

IBA-KHI 0.45 0.30 0.25 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.10 0.15 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10

LUMS 0.50 0.40 0.15 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.10 0.10 0.20 0.15 0.20 0.25

MMU 0.60 0.60 0.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.30 0.15 0.10 0.15 0.10 0.00

Milano 0.90 0.65 0.55 0.40 0.40 0.45 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.45 0.45 0.40

NUIG 0.55 0.55 0.45 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.10 0.40 0.45 0.40 0.30 0.15 0.00

Oxford 0.65 0.65 0.25 0.20 0.20 0.15 0.25 0.05 0.10 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00

Aggregated Mean 0.56 0.48 0.31 0.14 0.15 0.14 0.18 0.19 0.18 0.18 0.15 0.13 0.11

Table 7.11: P@20 for the identification of domain-specific single key terms

For this experiment, the extracted keywords were reduced to a list of single terms

while preserving the score of each term in a keyword and increasing the score when-

ever there are more matches for that term in a different keyword. For example,

consider having only two n-grams in the index; ‘a b’ with score ‘n’ and ‘b c’ with

score ‘k’, so now the extracted single terms would have scores ‘a’: ‘n’, ‘b’:‘n+k’, and

‘c’:‘k’. Furthermore, we lemmatize all the obtained terms in order to use a conceptual

representation of each term (e.g., sciences becomes science) while scoring them11.

In this experiment, we compare the individual components of our overall sys-

tem against BM25[179], tf-idf and tf-norm (term frequency normalized), TextRank,

ExpandRank, and TagMe. Tables 7.11–7.13 show that our system significantly out-

performs other algorithms.

To provide an illustration of typical results, Table 7.14 shows the data from the Mi-

lano Web site. In this table, we show top-20 domain-specific keywords (for experiment

1) and domain-specific single key terms (for experiment 2) detected by complete.

7.4.3 Failure Analysis

So far, we have presented average results of the various components of our approach.

Here, we present a failure analysis.

Given the low performance of the evaluation measures for some universities, we

performed an analysis of the dataset. Our analysis led to the observation that the

datasets with Precision at 20 of less than 0.6 contain noisy terms not related to

academic research. This is on account of the dataset of corresponding universities

from within our academic web sites’ collection being from countries that are not

11We count the variations just once as a key term in order to avoid redundant terms.
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School complete com phrases inter BM25 tf-idf tf-norm n-grams TR 1 TR 2 TR 7 ER 1 1 ER 3 1 TagMe

Cambridge 1.00 1.00 0.17 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.08 0.08 0.06 0.00 0.13 0.10 0.00

Fast-NU-KHI 0.33 0.00 0.25 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.07

IBA-KHI 1.00 1.00 0.33 0.09 0.09 0.10 0.20 0.33 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.08

LUMS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.08 0.08 0.50 0.25 0.50 1.00

MMU 1.00 1.00 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.14 0.13 0.13 0.17 0.17 0.00

Milano 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 1.00 0.33 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.25

NUIG 1.00 1.00 0.14 0.25 0.33 0.13 0.17 0.33 0.17 0.17 0.50 0.17 0.00

Oxford 1.00 1.00 0.33 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.13 0.11 0.14 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.00

MRR 0.92 0.88 0.43 0.23 0.25 0.22 0.26 0.26 0.18 0.30 0.32 0.30 0.18

Table 7.12: RR and MRR for the identification of domain-specific single key terms

School complete com phrases inter BM25 tf-idf tf-norm n-grams TR 1 TR 2 TR 7 ER 1 1 ER 3 1 TagMe

Cambridge 0.75 0.75 0.28 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.08 0.08 0.06 0.00 0.13 0.10 0.00

Fast-NU-KHI 0.33 0.00 0.33 0.09 0.08 0.09 0.27 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.10

IBA-KHI 0.49 0.51 0.28 0.14 0.13 0.14 0.21 0.22 0.35 0.39 0.45 0.45 0.10

LUMS 0.61 0.50 0.87 0.69 0.66 0.62 0.71 0.11 0.12 0.38 0.23 0.49 0.55

MMU 0.94 0.89 0.38 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.23 0.16 0.13 0.19 0.16 0.00

Milano 0.89 0.83 0.69 0.39 0.37 0.42 0.42 0.55 0.44 0.50 0.67 0.46 0.36

NUIG 0.77 0.75 0.35 0.25 0.33 0.13 0.14 0.42 0.38 0.34 0.40 0.20 0.00

Oxford 0.74 0.73 0.36 0.20 0.19 0.17 0.22 0.11 0.13 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.00

MAP 0.69 0.62 0.44 0.22 0.23 0.20 0.27 0.22 0.20 0.24 0.26 0.23 0.14

Table 7.13: AP and MAP for the identification of domain-specific single key terms
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Type Extracted Data

Keywords biotechnology, sociology, developmental psychology,

(for Exp. 1) economics, technology, computer science, statistics,

international community, global markets, residence

permit, international relations, financial institutions,

political economics, human resource development,

economic systems, legal services, business law,

physics, political sciences, business administration

Single Key Terms science, economics, service, psychology, business,

(for Exp. 2) international, community, technology, political,

medicine, social, human, physics, biotechnology,

economic, sociology, developmental, computer,

law, communication

Table 7.14: Extracted data from Milano Web site

well-known for academic research and, in cases when they are engaged in academic

research it is not promoted on the university’s web site. These universities are IBA-

KHI, FAST-NU-KHI, and LUMS from Pakistan; and MMU from Malaysia.

Moreover, a potential limitation of the community detection framework built on

top of the Wikipedia category graph arises from the noise within Wikipedia category

structure. The derived communities despite containing Wikipedia categories that are

related to each other do not always contain Wikipedia categories representing sci-

entific fields. As an example, a subcategory of “Data Management” is “Computer

file systems” which is linked to Wikipedia article “file directory.” In case of the key-

word extraction problem addressed in this chapter, academic web titles contain the

phrase “file directory” which is basically irrelevant as an academic area of research.

Other examples are phrases such as “long term” and “full time” detected from within

Wikipedia subcategories of “Economics terminology” and “Employment classifica-

tions” respectively which in turn are derived from Wikipedia categories “Economics”

and “Economic classification systems” respectively.
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7.5 Summary of the Chapter

This chapter presented an approach for the identification of domain-specific keywords

using the Wikipedia category-article structure. We explained the uniqueness of the

task and how it differs from standard keyword extraction in that it performs keyword

extraction at the granularity level of the entire corpus instead of single documents;

note that this fundamentally addresses the first research question raised in Section

1.3 of Chapter 1 of this thesis. Furthermore, we also proposed to perform the task on

short-text on account of computational complexities over long-text. However, short-

text suffers from the problem of lack of context thereby making the process of textual

inferences inherently difficult. This however is solved through utilisation of context

driven from the Wikipedia category-article structure thereby leading to addressing

the second research question raised in Section 1.3 of Chapter 1 of this thesis.

We began the chapter with a formal introduction to the task of domain-specific

keyword extraction, followed by an explanation of the challenging nature of the task.

We then described the overall architecture of the domain-keyword extraction frame-

work, followed by a detailed explanation of our strategy to extract keywords repre-

sentative of a given document collection. We explained the process of communities’

extraction over the Wikipedia category graph followed by a description of the al-

gorithm that ranks the keywords on basis of the strengths of associations between

Wikipedia categories and articles. Finally, we presented details of experimental eval-

uations over a custom dataset gathered from Web page titles of school web sites in

order to demonstrate the strength of our approach.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

In this chapter, we present the summary of the contributions made in this thesis and

position it with respect to advancements in the field of text mining by summarizing

the significance of research outcomes of this thesis. We revisit the research questions

presented in Chapter 1 and review our findings with respect to these research ques-

tions. Then, we discuss some limitations within our research contributions made in

this thesis and present some future directions with respect to them.

8.1 Summary of Contributions

We first present a summary of our contributions in this thesis followed by a comparison

of the use of our framework in the different contributions of this thesis. Text mining

has attracted significant attention from the research community on account of the

recent plethora of web-enabled applications that generate huge amounts of textual

data. There is a need for advances in algorithmic design which can learn interesting

patterns from textual data. One recent advancement that researchers have explored

is the use of Wikipedia for text mining applications [64, 71, 141, 217]. This thesis is

also a step in that direction; however, to the best of our knowledge we have pioneered

efforts that show the effectiveness of Wikipedia category-article structure to address

a number of natural language processing tasks i.e., classifying a piece of short-text

relevant to a particular entity or not, classifying a piece of short-text along pre-

specified topical dimensions, a news search engine interface that scores the presence

of inherent perspectives among the search results, and a keyword extraction method

for short-text corpus.

Following presents a focussed summary of the contributions of this thesis:
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8.1.1 Classification Task

We addressed two tasks of classification for a dataset of tweets i.e., filtering task and

reputation dimensions classification task. In both of the tasks, we proposed a strategy

that exploits Wikipedia category taxonomies from within the Wikipedia category-

article structure to define a notion of semantic relatedness between the category

taxonomies matched in a tweet with either an entity or topical reputation dimension.

To match a tweet with a category taxonomy, we extracted the phrases that matched

with the Wikipedia article titles/redirect within the tweet, and then we extracted

associated Wikipedia categories with the matched phrases to define the notion of

relatedness. The relatedness comprised three essential constituents listed as follows:

• The depth within the category taxonomy where the match between a phrase

and Wikipedia category occurs. The intuition behind this is that the deeper

the category, the lesser its significance for the task being explored.

• The intersection between the relevant Wikipedia categories (i.e., those related

directly to the entity of interest and containing Wikipedia article titles cor-

responding to matched phrase) and the additional Wikipedia categories (i.e.,

those further away from the entity of interest and containing Wikipedia article

titles corresponding to matched phrase).

• Word length and frequency of occurrence of matched phrase.

To the best of our knowledge, this is one of the first research efforts that has

attempted to formulate the definition of semantic relatedness through the use of

the association between Wikipedia categories and articles. Our semantic related-

ness framework is able to achieve a considerably high performance when utilised in

a classification framework for short-text; this was demonstrated via comparison be-

tween Wikipedia-based semantic relatedness features and topical features whereby

Wikipedia-based features provide two-fold performance improvement in classification

accuracy (refer to Table 5.20 in Chapter 5). Our proposed semantic relatedness frame-

work which forms the core of our classification metholodology for tweets in an “online

reputation management” scenario is able to outperform state-of-the-art Wikipedia-

based approaches along with approaches that utilise textual features (refer to Tables

5.21 and 5.22 in Chapter 5).
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8.1.2 News Search Interface

We utilised the notion of relatedness between Wikipedia category taxonomies and

textual content to infer the relationship between the phrases that appear in the text

and a particular topic of interest. This topic of interest is what we introduced as

“perspective” which basically served as a means to capture subjective and contro-

versial views within textual content. Through utilisation of various related concepts

within Wikipedia categories and articles, the potential bias behind a textual piece

is explored in both a qualitative and quantitative fashion. The relationship to be

explored is specified at query time by the user through the novel search engine inter-

face. “Perspective-aware search” served as a proof of concept for demonstrating the

strength of our relatedness framework built upon Wikipedia category-article struc-

ture. We verified the usefulness of our novel search engine interface by means of an

online user-study whereby users belonging to different political orientations are asked

whether or not they agree with the subjective biases discovered by our underlying

perspective computation algorithm. We discover the existence of high agreement

scores clearly showing the usefulness of “perspective-aware search” in aiding the non-

partisan user when it comes to analysis of subjective viewpoints (refer to Tables 6.2

and 6.2 in Chapter 6).

8.1.3 Keyword Extraction

In the absence of context in short text such as in the titles of Web pages, it is difficult

to define the relationship among extracted terms and phrases. In order to overcome

this problem we developed a strategy utilising Wikipedia category-article structure for

discovery of the communities of related Wikipedia categories. These communities are

then exploited to extract meaningful keywords which are related with each other and

represent the domain of the corpus of the short text. First, we extracted the phrases

that match a Wikipedia article title/redirect and then we extracted the Wikipedia

categories associated with those titles/redirects. Once these categories were extracted

we arranged them in a graph by utilising Wikipedia category graph structure and

defined the edge weight as proportional to the matching that occurred with Wikipedia

articles/redirects in those categories. Finally, we applied community detection on

this graph for extraction of domain-specific keywords. The extracted phrases are

then ranked with the help of the detected communities, and phrases belonging to rich

communities are ranked higher. Extensive experimental evaluations demonstrated

the strength of our keyword extraction approach built using community detection
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(refer to Tables 7.8 - 7.10), and for the academic collections which do not perform so

well our technique still outperforms state-of-the-art keyword extraction techniques.

8.2 Significance of Research Outcome

The fundamental goal of text mining as a research area has been improvement of

the quality and effectiveness of the inferences derived from textual data, and for this

purpose several approaches have been proposed for different text mining applications.

Of these approaches only few have explored the role of knowledge bases and their

potential in solving the various problems that arise in the domain of text mining.

Furthermore, the largest human-curated, online encyclopaedia has not been utilised

to its potential and we aimed to achieve this via the above contributions.

A novel aspect of the contributions in Section 8.1 is utilisation of Wikipedia cat-

egories and Wikipedia articles together as a source of information. Wikipedia cate-

gories are organized in a taxonomical manner serving as semantic tags for Wikipedia

articles and this provides a strong abstraction and expressive mode of knowledge rep-

resentation. We used this mode (i.e., Wikipedia’s category-article structure) in the

domains of text classification, analysis (via a notion of “perspective” in news search),

and keyword extraction.

For text classification and subjectivity analysis, we have proposed a semantic relat-

edness framework which first extracted phrases matching Wikipedia article titles/redi-

rects, and then utilised these phrases in matched Wikipedia categories corresponding

to the entity of interest in order to determine the relatedness between phrases and

the entity of interest. The relatedness measure made use of 1) the Wikipedia cate-

gory depth at which a phrase matches a Wikipedia article associated with Wikipedia

category taxonomies related to the entity of interest, 2) the intersection of Wikipedia

categories between the Wikipedia categories related to Wikipedia article matching

the candidate phrase and the Wikipedia category taxonomies related to the entity

of interest, ad 3) significance of candidate phrase itself. These relatedness measures

when used as features in text classification and subjectivity analysis yielded accurate

results as demonstrated through experimental and user-study evaluations in Chapters

5 and 6 respectively. For the domain-specific keyword extraction task, we extracted

phrases in a similar manner as described for the above task. The matched Wikipedia

categories corresponding to the matched phrases are utilised in a community detec-

tion framework which helped discover communities comprising Wikipedia categories.

The phrases are then scored with the help of rich communities where richness of a
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Table 8.1: Summary of our framework for text classification/subjectivity analysis
and keyword extraction

Text Classification and Subjectivity Analysis Keyword Extraction

Extracts candidate phrases
based on matches with
Wikipedia article ti-
tles/redirects.

Extracts candidate phrases
based on matches with
Wikipedia article ti-
tles/redirects.

Requires a pre-defined
entity of interest to de-
fined Wikipedia category
taxonomies across which
semantic relatedness is
computed

Does not require a pre-
defined entity.

Operates on the associ-
ations between Wikipedia
categories and Wikipedia
articles.

Operates on the associ-
ations between Wikipedia
categories and Wikipedia
articles.

Utilises relatedness
measures defined over
Wikipedia category depths
and Wikipedia category
intersections.

Utilises communities de-
fined over Wikipedia
category graph.

Takes phrase significance
into account.

Takes phrase significance
into account.

community is basically derived by means of the unique Wikipedia articles contained

in it. In other words, closely-knit communities with phrases representing the focus of

the document collection are ranked higher and thereby extracted as keyphrases. Table

8.1 summarizes these application scenarios and the use of Wikipedia category-article

structure within them.

The research outcomes show significant promise and we posit that this thesis could

serve as a starting point into further exploration efforts for relationship into Wikipedia

categories and their associated articles. Furthermore, there is rich knowledge encoded

within the associations between Wikipedia categories and Wikipedia articles which

can be effectively utilised to further advance research within text mining.
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8.3 Answers to Research Questions

We examine how our work answers the research questions stated in Chapter 1.

RQ1. How can Wikipedia be used for the identification of effective key-

words that summarize the text collection?

This question has been answered by means of the keyword extraction framework

that we explained in Chapter 7 whereby we proposed the utilisation of Wikipedia

categories in a community detection framework; and the Wikipedia categories

within these communities were further utilised for ranking the Wikipedia arti-

cles they were associated with. This ranking in turn reflected the significance

of the keywords that had a match with the Wikipedia article titles/redirects

which finally lead to the extraction of the significant keywords. Furthermore,

the uniqueness of our approach lies in its ability to effectively operate at the

granularity level of the entire corpus thereby providing an effective summary

for the entire text collection and producing an output that comprises domain-

specific keywords.

RQ2. How can Wikipedia be used for enhanced context representation

within an informal text piece?

This question has been answered by application of our Wikipedia-based meth-

ods first on a corpus of tweets in Chapter 5 and then on a corpus of Web page

titles in Chapter 7. The primary limitation of short-text is its lack of context

in order to make useful inferences. Years and years of research efforts within

the text mining domain have focused on long-text with most of the algorithms

operating on assumptions that stand true for this form of text. These are text

mining approaches that utilise term co-occurence features, features extracted

from various portions of a long-text document, features that capture frequency

of occurrence of terms, etc. These assumptions however are inapplicable over

short-text where the surrounding context is too limited thereby rendering tradi-

tional text mining approaches useless. Wikipedia provides an excellent resource

in such cases by enriching the textual content with useful information that helps

provide context and in our case through the relationships between Wikipedia

categories and articles.

RQ3. How can we identify various topical assertions (both implicit and

explicit) in a piece of text?

The answer to this question lies in the innovative notion of “perspective” that
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we introduced in Chapter 6. Subjective biases of certain authors are implicit

in a textual piece whereas some authors are explicit about their views. Our

Wikipedia-based semantic relatedness framework introduced in Chapter 4 is

able to capture these biases in both cases. Furthermore, the structure and as-

sociations between Wikipedia categories and articles enables identification of

topical drifts which also aids the reader in identification of a specific agenda1.

Moreover, the task of filtering tweets relevant to an entity and its various repu-

tation dimensions in Chapter 5 also contains implicit and subtle topics that we

are able to identify via Wikipedia category and article associations.

Finally, the answers to above-listed research questions form the basis of the answer

to the fundamental question in Section 1.3 of Chapter 1 whereby we sought to explore

the structure and relationship between Wikipedia categories and articles, and our

exploration yielded fruitful insights with successful outcomes in various text mining

applications listed in Section 8.1.

8.4 Limitations

As with any human-curated effort Wikipedia despite its wide-scale coverage of knowl-

edge has some limitations which affect the outcomes of this thesis. Below we list two

significant limitations of the contributions of this thesis:

• Our phrase chunking strategy introduced in Chapter 4 may have tendency to

miss out significant phrases on account of Wikipedia missing out some informa-

tion on long-tail entities.

• The human-curated Wikipedia category-article structure contains some noisy

relationships which affects the accuracy of relatedness measures of Chapters 5

and 6, and the richness of discovered communities in Chapter 7.

8.5 Future Directions

There are different research directions generated by the work in this thesis. We list

some of these as follows:

1This is particularly true in the news domain.
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• Utilising partial matching strategy for phrase chunking: As mentioned

in Chapter 4 some significant phrases tend to be missed out on account of

our exact matching strategy over Wikipedia article titles/redirects. Partial

matching if employed can help increase coverage of identified phrases thereby

leading to richness of our proposed framework.

• Combination of semantic relatedness measures driven from Wikipedia

category-article structure with traditional text similarity measures:

An interesting research direction worth exploring is utilisation of semantic re-

latedness in combination with traditional text similarity measures such as co-

sine similarity, jaccard similarity etc. to make stronger inferences from within

textual data. This can help alleviate the limitation arising due to noise in

Wikipedia category-article structure thereby assisting in addressing some limi-

tations of noisy and limited datasets as for example in Chapter 7 whereby some

academic collections had noisy titles.

• Exploring variants of semantic relatedness measures: We aim to make

use of semantic relatedness measures of Chapter 4 in a more sophisticated man-

ner such as utilising it in a probabilistic framework. Moreover, we aim to

combine our relatedness measures with the traditional notions of path length

from with text mining literature in an attempt to remove the effect of noise

found in the Wikipedia category-article structure.

• Combination of community detection framework with relatedness

measures: In the current form, the community detection framework intro-

duced in Chapter 7 does not make use of semantic relatedness measures of

Chapter 4. As future work, a combination of the two techniques can lead to-

wards reduction of noise within the Wikipedia structure and as result achieve

further improvement in various text mining applications.
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Appendix A

WikiMadeEasy: A
Programmer-Friendly API for
Mining Wikipedia Data

A.1 Introduction

Wikipedia has emerged as an extremely useful knowledge resource that has found

numerous applications in the areas of natural language processing, knowledge man-

agement, data mining and other research areas [138]. The strength of Wikipedia

stems from the fact that it is human-curated and hence, it alleviates the need for cus-

tomised manual annotations that are an essential component of numerous knowledge

management and extraction applications. The immense popularity of Wikipedia as

an online encyclopedia of concepts and semantic relations has led to the development

of derived thesauri or ontologies such as DBPedia [22] and YAGO [195]. These how-

ever are limited in that they do not provide sufficient flexibility to programmers to

incorporate efficient mining methods using the underlying Wikipedia data. Having

access to raw data in Wikipedia (e.g., Wikipedia article titles, Wikipedia article and

category hierarchy etc.) is crucial for modern text-mining applications [141, 147] that

utilise machine learning methods over a number of raw textual features derived from

Wikipedia articles and categories.

We present WikiMadeEasy, a programmer-friendly API enabling developers and

researchers to mine the huge amount of knowledge encoded within the Wikipedia

structure. The WikiMadeEasy API follows a client-server architecture so as to facil-

itate greater flexibility for the programmer through the: 1) ability to use the infor-

mation returned from the Wikipedia knowledge-base as per need, and 2) ability to

use any programming language of choice within the client once the server returns the
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Figure A.1: Wikipedia Category Graph Structure along with Wikipedia Articles

information required by the programmer. WikiMadeEasy provides the core function-

alities on top of Wikipedia data through the availability of easy-to-use client wrapper

methods. Furthermore, unlike other similar tools, WikiMadeEasy provides the pro-

grammer with the ability to mine the rich graph structure of Wikipedia categories

efficiently which in turn enables the development of novel natural language processing

applications and three of these were covered in Chapters 5, 6, and 7 of this thesis.

A.2 Background: Wikipedia as a Knowledge Base

Wikipedia is a huge, rapidly evolving knowledge resource of interlinked textual con-

cepts organized semantically into categories and articles. More specifically, Wikipedia

is organized into categories in a taxonomical structure (see Figure A.1). EachWikipedia

category can have an arbitrary number of subcategories as well as being mentioned

inside an arbitrary number of supercategories (e.g., category C4 in Figure A.1 is a

subcategory of C2 and C3, and a supercategory of C5, C6 and C7.) Furthermore, in

Wikipedia each article can belong to an arbitrary number of categories, where each

category is a kind of semantic tag for that article [227]. As an example, in Figure 2

article A1 belongs to categories C1 and C3, article A2 belongs to categories C3 and

C4, while article A3 belongs to categories C4 and C7.

WikiMadeEasy enables developers and researchers to easily extract the interlinked

data within the Wikipedia category and article graph via the methods explained in

the next section. It differs significantly from other similar tools such as Wikipedia

Miner [148] in that it does not require several machine hours of preprocessing for
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Figure A.2: WikiMadeEasy Architecture

usage of all its features1.

A.3 Architecture and Functionality

Figure A.2 illustrates the overall architecture of WikiMadeEasy. It comprises a client

and a server with the server running multiple threads so as to allow multiple clients to

request data from it. Furthermore, separation of server and client allows programming

flexibility thus enabling to use any programming language of choice within the client.

The server includes an extraction module which extracts memory-based and disk-

based inverted indexes and lists from Wikipedia dumps2. The WikiMadeEasy API

provides flexibility to the programmer to opt for memory-based and/or disk-based

structures according to available resources. The client is able to package requests

into easy-to-use commands sent via sockets to the server and the server responds

with requested data over the same socket connection.

The design of the interface to the Wikipedia server is centered around the ob-

ject wiki client shown in line 1 of Listing A.1. The method process is invoked for

wiki client object each time a specific functionality is desired, and this desired func-

tionality is passed as a parameter to the wiki client.process method. The available

1Wikipedia Miner extracted data from full English Wikipedia in a little over 2.5 hours with
cluster of 30 machines, each with two 2.66 GHz processors and 4 GB of RAM.

2We utilise the dumps made available by DBPedia [22].
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functionalities within WikiMadeEasy are shown in lines lines 2-13 of Listing A.1.

The details of each line of code is explained as follows:

• Line 2: Returns true if the provided string (here, business) is the exact name

of a Wikipedia article

• Line 3: Returns false if the provided string (here, abdus salam) is the name of

a person mentioned on Wikipedia

• Line 4: Returns the list of categories in which the Wikipedia article (here, data

mining) is mentioned.

• Line 5: Returns the list of all articles mentioned inside the given category (here,

business).

• Line 6: Return the list of all categories that match the partially given string

(here, pakistan).

• Line 7: Return the list of all articles that match the partially given string (here,

computer science).

• Line 8: Returns outgoing links from the givenWikipedia article (here, pagerank)

to other Wikipedia articles.

• Line 9: Returns ingoing links to the given Wikipedia article (here, google) from

other Wikipedia articles.

• Line 10: Returns text within extended abstract of the given Wikipedia article

(here, pakistan).

• Line 11: Returns the list of sub categories for the given Wikipedia category

(here, science).

• Line 12: Returns the list of super categories for the given Wikipedia category

(here, science).

• Line 13: Generates a graph between the given categories (here, information

science and sociology) to given hop count (here, 2) depicting relations between

their super categories. Figure 1 shows the generated graph corresponding to

WikiMadeEasy code of line 13.

Listing A.1: Python Code Snippet for Usage of WikiMadeEasy

1 w i k i c l i e n t = Wi k i c l i e n t s e r v i c e ( )
2 p r i n t w i k i c l i e n t . p roce s s ( [ ‘ i sT i t l e ’ , ‘ bus iness ’ ] )
3 p r i n t w i k i c l i e n t . p roce s s ( [ ‘ i sPerson ’ , ‘ abdus salam ’ ] )
4 p r i n t w i k i c l i e n t . p roce s s ( [ ‘ ment ionInCategor ies ’ , ‘ data

mining ’ ] )
5 p r i n t w i k i c l i e n t . p roce s s ( [ ‘ c on t a i n sAr t i c l e s ’ , ‘ bus ines s ’ ] )
6 p r i n t w i k i c l i e n t . p roce s s ( [ ‘ matchesCategor ies ’ , ‘ pakistan ’ ] )
7 p r i n t w i k i c l i e n t . p roce s s ( [ ‘ matchesArt i c l e s ’ , ‘ computer

s c i ence ’ ] )
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8 p r i n t w i k i c l i e n t . p roce s s ( [ ‘ getWikiOutl inks ’ , ‘ pagerank ’ ] )
9 p r i n t w i k i c l i e n t . p roce s s ( [ ‘ ge tWik i In l inks ’ , ‘ google ’ ] )
10 p r i n t w i k i c l i e n t . p roce s s ( [ ‘ getExtendedAbstract ’ , ‘ pakistan

’ ] )
11 p r in t w i k i c l i e n t . p roce s s ( [ ‘ getSubCategory ’ , ‘ s c i ence ’ ] )
12 p r i n t w i k i c l i e n t . p roce s s ( [ ‘ getSuperCategory ’ , ‘ s c i ence ’ ] )
13 g raph d i c t = w i k i c l i e n t . p roc e s s ( [ ‘

getSubtoSuperCategoryGraph ’ , ‘ in fo rmat ion sc i ence ’ , ‘
s o c i o l ogy ’ , 2 ] )

Furthermore, these commands are also supported by list-based operations i.e. one

socket call can handle a command which is a list of commands thereby minimizing

the network overload.
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Appendix B

Use of Wikipedia Articles’
Hyperlink for Filtering Task

B.1 Introduction

Here, we explain our previous approach for addressing the filtering task in the context

of CLEF RepLab 2013 filtering task. The earlier technique like previous approaches

in the literature utilises the Wikipedia disambiguation pages for an entity to deter-

mine the amount of disambiguation within a particular tweet while at the same time

proposing a technique on top of Wikipedia hyperlink1 structure to determine context

of a tweet.

B.2 The Approach

In this section we present our strategy to exploit the Wikipedia articles’ hyperlink

structure; first we discuss phrase extraction which is followed by a discussion on how

we actually exploit the Wikipedia articles’ hyperlink structure.

B.2.1 Phrase Extraction from Tweets

There are two kinds of phrases that we extract in this step. First is the entity phrase

which represents the entity while the rest of the phrases are context phrases. As an

example, consider the tweets in Table B.1. For the first tweet, we extract all possible

n-grams within the chunks “I prefer Samsung over HTC”, “Apple”, “Nokia”, and

“because it is economical and good”. In this tweet, “Samsung” constitutes an entity

phrase whereas other possible n-grams are considered as context phrases.

1Inlinks and outlinks within the Wikipedia articles.
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Context phrase extraction is performed by the generation of possible n-grams

within phrase chunks of a tweet. We do not perform n-gram generation for the

complete tweet but instead treat a tweet as a composition of phrase chunks with

boundaries such as commas, semi-colons, sentence terminators etc. along with other

tweet-specific markers such as @, RT etc. We then reduce candidate phrases extracted

from a tweet to those that have a match in Wikipedia article titles2. The reduced

set of phrases extracted from a tweet are referred to as ContextPhrases. In Table

B.1, considering the second tweet, we extract all possible n-grams within the chunks

“Dear Ryanair”, “I hate travelling with you”, and “You suck.” Note that we utilise

the n-grams within tweets’ phrase chunks for efficiency purposes in order to speed up

the feature extraction process of the next step.

Entity Tweet

Samsung I prefer Samsung over HTC, Apple, Nokia
because it is economical and good

Ryanair Dear Ryanair, I hate travelling with you.
You suck!!!

Table B.1: Example Tweets to Illustrate Phrase Extraction

B.2.2 Feature Extraction Using Wikipedia Articles’ Hyper-
links

As described in the previous section, we extract an entity phrase and context phrases

for each tweet which we now utilise in this section to generate features using the links

between Wikipedia articles.

At the first level, we use the parent Wikipedia article for the entity under inves-

tigation3 and we extract a set of parent categories that contain the entity name. For

example, corresponding to entity “Toyota”, the categories “Companies listed on the

New York Stock Exchange”, “Marine engine manufacturers”, “Military equipment

of Japan”,“Companies based in Nagoya” and “Toyota” occur as parent categories of

which only “Toyota” is selected. We then extract sub-categories from the selected

categories up to a depth count of two4; finally all articles belonging to these sub-

2Note that this step is similar to the one explained in Section 4.1 of Chapter 4 of this thesis.
3The parent Wikipedia article for each entity is given as part of the dataset for this task.
4This was chosen following empirical analysis; a depth of two was found sufficient to gather a

representative set of categories while preventing too much drift.
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categories are marked as being related to the entity under investigation and we refer

these articles as Articlesrelated.

We then construct an information table of Wikipedia-based features using entity

phrase, context phrases, and Articlesrelated as follows:

• In order to perform entity disambiguation for the entity phrase, we extract from

Wikipedia the disambiguation pages (senses) for an entity phrase and context

phrases. Using these potential senses of the entity phrase (denoted as esi) and

each context phrase (denoted as csi) we then define three collections or bags;

– Wikipedia articles linking to esi or any csi referred to as Inlinks

– Wikipedia articles linking from esi or any csi referred to as Outlinks

– Wikipedia articles linking to/from esi or any csi referred to as Inlinks+

Outlinks

• Using information of Inlinks, Outlinks and Inlinks+Outlinks, we derive the fea-

tures shown in Table B.2.

Feature Description

Intersectionduplication No. of intersections between Inlinks for esi and each csi
without removing duplicated articles

NormalizedIntersectionduplication No. of intersections between Inlinks for esi and each csi
without removing duplicated articles and normalized by
total number of articles in the sets

Intersectionnoduplication No. of intersections between Inlinks for esi and each csi
after removing duplicated articles

NormalizedIntersectionnoduplication No. of intersections between Inlinks for esi and each csi
without removing duplicated articles and normalized by
total number of articles in the sets

Ratioinlink:outlink Ratio between articles in Inlinks to articles in Outlinks

Table B.2: Feature set for entity name disambiguation in tweets on top of Wikipedia Article
Link Structure

*Note that we calculate similarly for Outlinks and Inlinks+Outlinks for the first four features.

• We illustrate the use of this entire feature set with the help of the example illus-

trated in Table B.3 depicting a tweet with three context phrases c1, c2, and c3.

Here, the entity phrase e has three Wikipedia senses es1 , es2 , and es3 . There are
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two senses corresponding to c1 (i.e, c1s1 and c1s2), three senses corresponding

to c2 (i.e., c2s1 , c2s2 , and c2s3), and finally c3 which is unambiguous (i.e., has

only one sense c3s1). We assume Table B.3 to represent Intersectionnoduplication

i.e., the third feature from Table B.2 for Inlinks. Corresponding to each context

phrase, the sense that maximizes Intersectionnoduplication{Inlinks} is chosen im-

plying selection of c1s2 and c2s3 across es1 , c1s1 and c2s2 across es2 and finally,

c1s1 and c2s3 across es3 ; note that no reduction takes place for c3 on account

of it having a single sense only. We show the reduction step in Table B.4.

The reduction is followed by averaging the numerical values of features (i.e.,

Intersectionnoduplication{Inlinks} in the considered example) for selected context

phrase sense across each entity phrase sense implying a value of 294 across es1 ,

318.33 across es2 , and 323.67 across es3 . As a final step, we select the entity

phrase sense with the highest context phrase score and in the considered exam-

ple es3 (with value 323.67) is selected and the value of this score is added as a

feature for the entity name disambiguation task.

Furthermore, if the selected entity corresponding to the highest score value

belongs to one of the articles that are related to the entity (i.e., articles in

Articlesrelated explained previously in this section), we add a Boolean feature

marked True, and False otherwise. Hence, for each feature listed in Table B.2

there are two associated features with one being a continuous variable (score)

and the other being a discrete variable (Boolean value representing entity sense

mapping). Note that this reduction of features is performed corresponding to

each feature in Table B.2 and for the purpose of the example above we only use

Intersectionnoduplication{Inlinks}; similarly it is done for all three Inlinks, Out-

links, and Inlinks+Outlinks. We also do such feature set construction separately

for stemmed and non-stemmed versions of the tweets.

Entity Context Phrase Senses

Senses c1 c2 c3

c1s1 c1s2 c2s1 c2s2 c2s3 c3s1

es1 150 230 400 415 532 120

es2 180 147 350 375 280 400

es3 234 115 83 127 237 500

Table B.3: Information Table
Corresponding to

Intersectionnoduplication{Inlinks}

Entity Context Phrase Senses

Senses c1 c2 c3

es1 c1s2 :230 c2s3 :532 120

es2 c1s1 :180 c2s2 :375 400

es3 c1s1 :234 c2s3 :237 500

Table B.4: Reduction of Information
Table Corresponding to

Intersectionnoduplication{Inlinks}
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